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Matchbox Superfast - The Bruce King New Zealand Collection Part 3 

6001. Matchbox Superfast 46a Mercedes 300SE Coupe - metallic blue body with opening doors, clear windows, ivory interior, 
bare metal base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels only one of which has tread pattern cast - overall Near Mint with usual slight 
paint loss either side of opening trunk in Excellent Plus type F3 transitional box. 

 £260 - £320 

6002. Matchbox Superfast 46a Mercedes 300SE Coupe - metallic gold body with opening doors, bare metal base, 5-spoke 
narrow wheels, rear wheels are hollow without tread pattern cast, front wheels with tread pattern cast but one is hollow & the 
other solid - Excellent Plus with some rub marks to roof in generally Excellent "New" type G box. 

 £60 - £80 

6003. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 46a Mercedes 300SE Coupe - both are metallic gold body with cast shut doors, clear windows, 
ivory interior, bare metal base (1) solid 5-spoke narrow wheels 3 of which have tread pattern cast one rear wheel 
without - Excellent Plus with some slight chrome loss to drivers side rear wheel in Good Plus to Excellent "New" type G box; (2) 
solid 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast - Near Mint with tiny chip to trunk opening handle in Near Mint "New" 
type G box.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

6004. Matchbox Superfast 46a Mercedes 300SE Coupe - metallic orange-gold body with cast shut doors, clear windows, 
ivory interior, bare metal base, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast - Near Mint in Mint "New" type G box. 

 £40 - £50 

6005. Matchbox Superfast 46a Mercedes 300SE Coupe - multi-pack issue - metallic silver body with cast shut doors & trunk, 
clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base without model number cast, dot-dash wheels - Good Plus with some light play 
wear, tarnishing to base & usual factory casting flaws to trunk in Good "New" type G box. 

 £30 - £40 
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6006. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 46b Stretcha Fetcha Ambulance - all are white body with large red cross labels, pale yellow 
interior, red base, Maltese Cross wheels (1) mid blue windows (does have some paint chips & labels discoloured); (2) pale blue 
windows (considerable chrome loss to left hand front wheel); (3) amber windows (labels discoloured & glazing unit has usual 
distortion resulting in rear door being loose but can still be clipped into positron for display -  Good Plus to Excellent in Good 
Plus to Excellent type I boxes without "New". with a few tiny paint chips & labels discoloured in Excellent type I box without 
"New".  (3) 

 £30 - £50 

6007. Matchbox Superfast 46b Stretcha Fetcha Ambulance German Market issue - red body with "Unfall Rettung" side labels 
& "Notruf 112" roof label, blue windows, pale yellow interior, red base, Maltese Cross wheels - Excellent (body unmarked but 
unfortunately glue showing through labels which are discoloured) in Near Mint "New" type I box. 

 £40 - £50 

6008. Matchbox Superfast 5 x 46c Ford Tractor & Disc Harrow - all are pale yellow interior, bare metal base (1) blue body, 
black wheels, lemon yellow plastic Harrow; (2) as (1) but dark yellow  plastic Harrow; (3) as (1) but yellow hubs; (4) as (1) but 
yellow hubs to rear wheels only, front hubs remain black; (5) metallic green body, yellow  hubs, lemon yellow Harrow - all 
generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus "New" type L boxes one of which has illustration of tractor to both striker 
sides.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

6009. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 46c Ford Tractor & Disc Harrow - both are bare metal base, yellow hubs (1) blue body, rare 
ivory interior, lemon yellow plastic Harrow - Near Mint with tiny pin size factory assembly paint chip to rear edge of roof in 
generally Excellent "New" type L box with illustration of tractor to both striker sides (does have small surface tear to one end 
flap); (2) metallic green body, pale yellow interior, unusual black plastic Harrow - Mint apart from minor factory casting flaw to 
side of cab roof in Excellent Plus "New" type L box.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

6010. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 47a DAF Tipper Container Truck - both are turquoise green windows, red grille & base with 
"Pat App" (1) darker yellow container body, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels all apart from one with tread pattern cast - Excellent to 
Excellent Plus with a few tiny chips to container body & factory casting flaw to edge of cab roof in Mint later issue type G box 
without "New"; (2) lighter yellow container body, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast - Mint in Mint type G 
box without "New".  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

6011. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 47b Beach Hopper - all are metallic dark blue body with "Sunburst" hood label, tan driver, 
orange interior (1) medium splatter of pink spots, clear windscreen, darker pink base with rear Pat App number - Excellent Plus 
with some paint chips to base in Excellent Plus "New" type I box; (2) high splatter of pink spots, cast screen, lighter pink base 
with rear Pat App number - Near Mint in Excellent a little creased in corner "New" type I box; (3) medium splatter of pink spots, 
cast windscreen, bare metal base with rear patent number - Near Mint to Mint in Fair stained/dirty from storage but still 
complete type J box.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

6012. Matchbox Superfast 47b Beach Hopper - metallic dark blue body with low splatter of pink spots & "Sunburst" label, cast 
screen, light tan driver, orange interior, hot pink base with rear Pat App number - Excellent Plus (paint chips to rear engine) in 
Mint "New" type I box. 

 £20 - £30 

6013. Matchbox Superfast 47b Beach Hopper - metallic dark blue body with medium splatter of pink spots & "Sunburst" hood 
label, cast screen, tan driver, rare lemon yellow interior, hot pink base with rear Pat App number (pink spots have been applied 
to the model at quite a shallow angle causing these to form pink lines in places) - Near Mint with tiny factory assembly paint 
chip to rear engine in Near Mint "New" type I box. 

 £40 - £60 
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6014. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 47b Beach Hopper - both are metallic dark blue body with high splatter of pink spots & 
"Sunburst" hood label, cast screen (1) tan driver, orange interior, dark pink base with rear patent number; (2) darker tan dr iver, 
lighter orange interior, light pink base with rear Pat App number - both are Near Mint with a couple of pin size factory assembly 
paint chips to base in Excellent a little creased & Mint type J boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

6015. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 48a Dodge Dump Truck - both are turquoise green windows, lemon yellow tipper body, 
chrome base with black front axle clip (1) lighter blue cab & chassis, 5-spoke narrow wheels, front wheel are hollow one with & 
one without tread pattern cast, rear wheels are solid without tread pattern cast - Excellent (cab & chassis paint work has gone 
"tacky" during storage) in Good Plus to Excellent "New" type G box; (2) darker blue cab & chassis, 4-spoke wide 
wheels - Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips to cab & chassis in Excellent "New" type G box.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

6016. Matchbox Superfast 48a Dodge Dump Truck - darker blue cab & chassis, turquoise green windows, lemon yellow 
tipper body, chrome base, 4-spoke wide wheels with black front axle clip - Near Mint with a couple of tiny pin size chips to edge 
of tipper body in Near Mint "New" type G. Nice example.  

 £30 - £50 

6017. Matchbox Superfast group of Construction vehicles. 5 x 48c Sambron Jacklift - all are yellow body, 5-crown wheels (1) 
yellow hoist & forks, matt black interior, chrome hubs; (2) gloss black interior, yellow hubs; (3) yellow hoist with black forks, dark 
graphite grey/charcoal interior, chrome hubs; (4) as (3) but light yellow hoist upper arm; (5) black hoist & forks, matt black 
interior, chrome hubs; 2 x 72c Bomag Road Roller (1) chrome 5-arch wheels; (2) yellow 5-arch wheels and 26c Site 
Dumper - yellow dump, matt black interior, 5-spoke front wheels - Excellent to Mint apart from one Sambron Jacklift which is 
only Good Plus with some small paint chips in Good Plus to Excellent Plus type K & L boxes.  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

6018. Matchbox Superfast 48d Red Rider Dragster - red body with white tampo print, red windows, gloss black Lesney 
Products PLC England base, Maltese Cross front wheels & 5-crown rear wheels - Near Mint (factory hot foil printing error to 
right hand front wheel) in Excellent 1983 copyright yellow graph paper box. 

 £50 - £60 

6019. Matchbox Superfast 4 x 49a Mercedes Unimog - all are dark green windows, crimson red chassis, black axle clips (1) 
blue body with silver trim (Regular Wheel colour), early balloon profile spiro wheels (body paint work tacky from storage); (2) 
metallic silver-blue body without silver grille, early balloon profile spiro wheels (does have a few tiny paint chips); (3) as (2) but 
flat profile spiro wheels; (4) turquoise blue body without silver grille, flat profile spiro wheels - Excellent to Excellent Plus in 
Excellent to Mint "New" type G boxes, 2 with & 2 without "Out Racers Them All!" text to striker sides.  (4) 

 £50 - £60 

6020. Matchbox Superfast 49a Mercedes Unimog - Near Mint with chip to tow hook in Good Plus to Excellent clean but 
creased rare late issue type G box without "New" to end flaps. 

 £40 - £60 

6021. Matchbox Superfast 49b Chop Suey Chopper Motorcycle - metallic magenta frame, black handlebars & front 
forks - Near Mint (small crack to top folded over edge of bulls head mascot) in Mint "New" type I box. 

 £30 - £40 

6022. Matchbox Superfast 5 x 49c Crane Truck - all are dark green windows, 5-arch wheels (1) darker yellow jib; (2) lighter 
yellow jib; (3) as (2) but lighter yellow body; (4) lighter yellow body, black jib; (5) as (4) but with "A-1 Crane Service" labels to jib 
& black "Caterpillar Safety First" tampo print to cab - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Near Mint type K boxes 4 of which are 
with "New".  (5) 

 £30 - £40 
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6023. Matchbox Superfast 49c Crane Truck - yellow body with black jib, rare red windows, 5-arch wheels - Excellent (hook a 
little bent out of shape) in Mint "New" type K box. 

 £40 - £50 

6024. Matchbox Superfast 49c Crane Truck - yellow body with black jib, rare purple windows, 5-arch wheels - Excellent Plus 
with a couple of tiny chips including 1 to centre of cab roof in Near Mint "New" type K box. 

 £40 - £50 

6025. Matchbox Superfast 49c Crane Truck - darker yellow cab & chassis with "Safety First" cab roof tampo print only, light 
yellow crane with black jib, dark blue windows, 5-arch wheels - Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny pin size factory assembly 
paint chips in Excellent Plus 1978 copyright type K box without "New" but with English/French text to rectangular panel on one 
striker side. Unusual two-tone yellow model. 

 £20 - £30 

6026. Matchbox Superfast 50a Ford Kennel Truck - rare metallic jade green body (Regular Wheel colour) with textured 
loadbed (Regular Wheel colour), chrome grille, dark green windows, canopy has smoke grey tint, gloss black base, solid 
5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast, complete with dogs attached to sprue - Near Mint with usual slight distortion to 
plastic canopy in Excellent Plus type F3 transitional box. Rare early issue with Regular Wheel body colour. 

 £400 - £500 

6027. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 50a Ford Kennel Truck - both are metallic green body with textured loadbed (slight shade 
difference between models), dark green windows, chrome grille, canopy has smoke grey tint, complete with dogs removed from 
sprue (1) gloss black base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels 3 of which have tread pattern cast the other without - Excellent with 
some tiny chips & scratch to base across axles in Fair to Good but still complete "New" type F3 transitional box; (2) primrose 
yellow base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Excellent Plus with some tiny chips to base & usual distortion to plastic canopy in Good 
Plus creased type G box without "New".  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

6028. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 50a Ford Kennel Truck - both are chrome grille, dark green windows, 5-spoke wide wheels, 
complete with dogs removed from sprue (1) metallic green body, canopy has smoke grey tint, primrose yellow base - Excellent 
Pus with a few tiny pin size chips to base & usual distortion to canopy in Good Plus clean but creased type G box without 
"New"; (2) lime green body, clear canopy, dark graphite grey/charcoal base - Good to Good Plus with some light play wear & 
canopy distorted in Good Plus type G box without "New".  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

6029. Matchbox Superfast 50a Ford Kennel Truck - lime green body with white grille, dark green windows, canopy has 
smoke grey tint, gloss black base, 5-spoke wide wheels, complete with dogs attached to sprue - Near Mint to Mint (canopy has 
very slight distortion only) in Excellent type G box without "New". 

 £50 - £70 

6030. Matchbox Superfast 7 x 50b Articulated Truck & Trailer - all are yellow tractor unit (shade difference between models), 
blue trailer, Maltese Cross front wheels & 5-spoke rear wheels (1) purple windows, trailer with labels, trailer chassis without rear 
hole, twin rivet rear axle clip with double arrow design; (2) as (1) but lighter yellow tractor unit; (3) as (1) but without trailer 
labels; (4) as (3) but red windows, clip-fit trailer axle clip with double arrow design; (5) clip-fit trailer axle clip with parallel line 
design; (6) as (5) but trailer chassis with rear hole; (7) as (6) but scarce dark yellow plastic trailer chassis with rear 
hole - Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus to Mint "New" type I boxes & Good to Good Plus type K boxes.  (7) 

 £40 - £50 

6031. Matchbox Superfast 50b Articulated Truck & Trailer - burnt orange tractor unit with purple windows, trailer is blue body, 
red plastic chassis with rear hole, yellow clip-fit axle clip with parallel line design - Excellent Plus with a few tiny pin size chips to 
left hand side of trailer body in Excellent type K box. 

 £40 - £50 
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6032. Matchbox Superfast 4 x 50c Harley Davidson Motorcycle (1) metallic light champagne gold frame without rider; (2) 
metallic dark champagne gold frame with tan rider; (3) metallic dark bronze frame with tan rider; (4) metallic light bronze 
frame - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus "New" type L box with English/French/Italian text to rectangular 
panel on one striker side.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

6033. Matchbox Superfast group of early 1970's issue Commercial vehicles. (1) 51a AEC Pointer Tipper Truck - lemon yellow 
cab & chassis, chrome grille & base, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast & black front axle clip - Excellent 
to Excellent Plus (glue showing through right hand label which is discoloured & couple of marks to left hand label) in Excellent 
"New" type G box; (2) 58a DAF Girder Truck - metallic lime green body, red grille & base with "Pat App", hollow 5-spoke narrow 
wheels without tread pattern cast & black front axle clip, complete with load removed from sprues - Mint in Good Plus creased 
on one striker side "New" type G box illustrating correct colour of model; (3) 63a Dodge Crane Truck - 4-spoke wide wheels with 
maroon front axle clip - Near Mint with a couple of tiny pin size factory assembly paint chips only in Mint "New" type G box.  (3) 

 £60 - £80 

6034. Matchbox Superfast 4 x 51b Citroen SM - all are clear windows, bare metal base (1) metallic bronze body, butterscotch 
interior, 5-spoke wheels - Mint in Mint "New" type I box; (2) Streakers issue metallic blue body with racing number 8 tampo print 
which has rectangular trunk tampo, butterscotch interior, 5-spoke wheels - Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus "New" type J 
box; (3) as (2) but lighter shade metallic blue body with racing number 8 tampo print, trunk has fishtail tampo - Near Mint in 
Excellent Plus scarce French market "New" type J box with French text to one picture face; (4) metallic darker blue body with 
racing number 8 tampo print, trunk has fishtail tampo, dark yellow interior, dot-dash wheels - Near Mint with tampo print flaw to 
hood in Excellent Plus "New" type J box and 65a Saab Sonett - metallic blue body, dark amber windows, dark yellow interior, 
bare metal base, 5-spoke wheels - Near Mint with minor factory paint flaws to doors in Excellent Plus "New" type I box.  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

6035. Matchbox Superfast 51b Citroen SM Streakers issue - metallic blue body (lighter shade) with fishtail racing number 8 
tampo print, clear windows, dark yellow interior, bar metal base, dot-dash wheels - Excellent Plus in Good to Good Plus rare 
"New" type J box with "Not recommended for children under 3" text. 

 £40 - £50 

6036. Matchbox Superfast 4 x 51c Combine Harvester (1) matt black baseplate, black plastic front wheels; (2) matt black 
baseplate, 4-spoke narrow front wheels with yellow hubs; (3) as (2) but without baseplate; (4) without baseplate, 4-spoke 
narrow front wheels with black hubs - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent "New" type L boxes.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

6037. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 51e Pontiac Firebird - all are red body, silver painted base, 5-arch wheels (1) clear windows, 
lemon yellow interior - Near Mint (factory assembly error to base rear rivets) in Excellent Plus type L box; (2) clear windows, tan 
interior - Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips to passenger side rear wing in Excellent type L box; (3) scarce amber 
windows, tan interior - Good Plus with some light play wear in Good to Good Plus type L box.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

6038. Matchbox Superfast 5 x 52a Dodge Charger - all are clear windows, black interior, 5-spoke wide wheels (1) metallic 
magenta body, metallic lighter green base - Excellent to Excellent Plus "New" type G box; (2) purple body, metallic darker green 
base - Excellent with stress fracture to windscreen in Near Mint "New" type G box; (3) metallic purple body with racing number 5 
gift set labels, metallic lighter green base - overall Excellent with thin factory paint finish particularly to hood & glue showing 
through labels which are discoloured in Good Plus "New" type G box; (4) metallic lime green body, red base - Near Mint (some 
shrinkage to windscreen common with these late issue models) in Good type I box with tape repair to one end flap; (5) as (4) 
but racing number 5 gift set labels - Good Plus with some creasing to labels & paint loss to passenger side front wing in 
Excellent Plus type I box.  (5) 

 £50 - £60 
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6039. Matchbox Superfast 52a Dodge Charger - metallic magenta body with hood label, clear windows, black interior, 
metallic lighter green base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Near Mint with minor factory paint flaw to trunk in Excellent Plus "New" type 
G box with small tear to one corner. 

 £40 - £60 

6040. Matchbox Superfast 52a Dodge Charger - metallic lime green body, clear windows, black interior, rare bare metal 
base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Excellent Plus (has usual shrinkage to windows common with these later models along with a 
couple of tiny chips to roof) in Mint type I box. 

 £80 - £100 

6041. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 52b Police Launch - all are light blue plastic figures, blue windows (1) with roof mounted air 
horns; (2) without roof mounted air horns; (3) as (2) but rare dark blue plastic hull & base; 2 x 72b SRN6 Hovercraft - both are 
labels facing rear (1) blue windows, black plastic skirt & No.72 base, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels with chrome hubs; (2) 
without windows fitted, black plastic skirt and No.72 & 2 base, hollow narrow wheels with smooth hubs and 3 x 75b RAF 
Rescue Helicopter (1) dark blue windows, blade assembled with MB75 reference number facing up; (2) as (1) but MB75 
reference number facing down; (3) scarce red windows, blade assembled with MB75 reference number facing up - condition 
varies from Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes apart from "New" type I box for Hovercraft which is Mint.  (6) 

 £70 - £90 

6042. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 53a Ford Zodiac - all are metallic green body, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base (1) 
low arches, solid large diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast; (2) lighter shade metallic green body with 
low arches, large diameter hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast; (3) high arches, hollow small diameter 
5-spoke narrow (does have some scratches & chips to roof) - all generally Excellent (first 2 models have "tacky" paintwork) in 
Good Plus to Excellent type F3 transitional boxes.  (30 

 £60 - £80 

6043. Matchbox Superfast 53a Ford Zodiac - metallic green body with low arches, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal 
base, hollow large diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels, front wheels with tread pattern cast, rear wheels without - Excellent Plus 
(hood does not quite close flush with body) in Excellent Plus rare "New" type G box with incorrect "Ford Zodiak" wording to both 
end flaps. Nice example of this rare mis-spelt printing error box. 

 £300 - £400 

6044. Matchbox Superfast 53a Ford Zodiac - metallic green body with high arches, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal 
base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Near Mint (rear lamp clusters & bumper do not sit flush with rear of body) in Excellent earlier 
period type F3 transitional box. 

 £40 - £50 

6045. Matchbox Superfast 53a Ford Zodiac - lime green body, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke 
wheels - Excellent with a few tiny paint chips in Good Plus "New" type G box with small tear to one inner end flap. 

 £30 - £40 

6046. Matchbox Superfast 5 x 53b Tanzara - all are chrome interior, bare metal base, Maltese Cross wheels (1) orange body, 
turquoise green windows - Excellent (although body is unmarked wheels show signs of use) in a Good Plus "New" type I box; 
(2) orange body, dark amber windows - Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny pin size chips to rear engine cover in Good to Good 
Plus type I box without "New" but with square red outline around model numbers on both picture faces; (3) as (2) but light 
orange body (does not appear to be faded as colour uniform throughout including engine bay) - Excellent with a few small chips 
to rear engine cover in Excellent type I box without "New" & without square red outline around model numbers on picture faces; 
(4) Streakers issue - white body with red & blue tampo print, dark amber windows - Excellent Plus with tampo print flaws to roof 
& engine cover in generally Good Plus "New" type J box; (5) as (4) but burnt orange & blue tampo print - Excellent Plus (scratch 
to drivers door) in Excellent Plus "New" type J box. (5) 

 £50 - £70 
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6047. Matchbox Superfast 4 x 53c Jeep CJ6 - (1) brighter red body, tan roof, dark yellow interior, bare metal "CJ6 Jeep" 
base; (2) as (1) but darker red body, "Jeep CJ6" base; (3) metallic emerald green body, tan roof, dark yellow interior, bare metal 
base; (4) yellow body with burnt orange & brown tampo print, brown roof, black interior, satin black base and 2 x 53d Ford 
Custom F150 Flareside Pick-up Truck - both are blue body with racing number 326 tampo print, clear windows, white interior, 
black plastic base, passenger door racing number 326 tampo print has a faint shadow effect; (2) standard door tampo print 
without shadow effect (interior suspension clip assembled incorrectly by factory resulting in the model leaning slightly to one 
side) - Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint type K & L boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

6048. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 53c Jeep CJ6 - both are tan roof, black interior, bare metal "Jeep CJ6" base, 5-crown wheels 
(1) red body - Mint in Near Mint "New" type K box; (2) metallic emerald green body - Mint in Excellent very clean but a little 
creased at one end type K box without "New". (2) 

 £50 - £60 

6049. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 54a Cadillac Ambulance - both are white body, blue windows, gloss black base, hollow small 
diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels (1) with silver grille, small red cross door labels - Excellent with some factory paint flaws to 
roof & glue showing through both labels which are discoloured in Good Plus to Excellent "New" type G box; (2) without silver 
grille, large red cross door labels - Excellent (glue showing through labels which are discoloured) in Excellent Plus "New" type G 
box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

6050. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 54b Ford Capri -  all are clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base (1) orange body with 
matt black hood - Excellent Plus (a little sun faded) in Excellent Plus "New" type H box; (2) metallic magenta body & hood, base 
with rear tow hook brace - Excellent with a couple of tiny chips in Excellent Plus type H box without "Superfast" branding to 
picture faces but with "New" & square red outline around model number; (3) twin pack issue orange body & hood, base with 
rear tow hook brace - Mint in Near Mint type H box without "New". (3) 

 £50 - £60 

6051. Matchbox Superfast 54c Military Personnel Carrier - military green body, dark green windows, tan soldiers & gun, matt 
black base, scarce chrome dot-dash wheels - Near Mint with a couple of tiny chips to rear of base in Excellent to Excellent Plus 
"New" 1st type K box. 

 £30 - £40 

6052. Matchbox Superfast 6 x 54d Mobile Home - all are orange interior, dot-dash wheels (1) unusual off white body, clear 
windows, chocolate brown opening door, matt black base; (2) cream body, clear windows, chocolate brown opening door, 
graphite grey/charcoal base; (3) as (2) but dark cream body; (4) as (3) but lighter brown opening door; (5) cream body with 
lighter brown opening door, windows have pale grey tint, matt black base; (6) white body with light brown opening door, clear 
windows, gloss black base and 2 x 54e NASA Radar Tracking Vehicle - both are white body with red opening door, clear 
windows, red interior (1) with roof & side tampo print, gloss black base (does have a few tiny chips to edge of roof); (2) roof 
tampo print only, matt black base (suspension dropped, model leans over to left hand side) - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to 
Good Plus type L boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

6053. Matchbox Superfast 55a Mercury Park Lane Police Car twin pack issue with revised body & base casting - white body 
with black Police Car 201 hood, trunk & roof tampo print, without side tampo print, darker blue windows & roof lights, white 
interior, bare metal base with thick axle braces & without model number cast, dot-dash wheels - Near Mint with tiny chip to roof 
in Good Plus "New" type G box.  Rare factory error without side tampo print. 

 £80 - £100 
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6054. Matchbox Superfast 4 x 55a Mercury Park Lane Police Car - twin pack issue with revised body & base castings - all are 
bare metal base with thick axle braces & without model number cast, dot-dash wheels (1) white body with Police shield door 
labels, light blue roof lights, clear windows, ivory interior; (2) Code Red issue white body with black Los Angeles Police 
Department Car 201 tampo print, mid-blue windows & roof lights, ivory interior; (3) black & white body with "Metro Police Traffic 
Control Car 012" tampo print, light blue roof lights, clear windows, ivory interior; (4) as (3) but mid-blue windows & roof lights, 
white interior - Good Plus to Excellent Plus in Good Plus to Excellent "New" type H boxes for 59b Mercury Park Lane Fire Chief 
Car one of which is without "Superfast" branding to picture faces. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

6055. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 55b Mercury Commuter Police Car - all are white body with red roof lights, clear windows, 
ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels (1) Police shield hood & door labels - Excellent (glue showing through 
labels which are discoloured) in Excellent "New" type H box; (2) red & yellow Police hood & door labels - Excellent (front 
suspension collapsed) in Good Plus "New" type H box without "Superfast" branding to picture faces; (3) yellow & red Police 
hood label only - Near Mint with a couple of tiny chips to drivers side rear wing in Excellent Plus type H box without "New". (3) 

 £30 - £40 

6056. Matchbox Superfast 4 x 55c Hellraiser (1) white body with stars & stripes nose label, rare amber windscreen, red 
interior, bare metal base - Excellent to Excellent Plus (label sun faded) in Mint "New" type J box; (2) as (1) but clear 
windscreen - Excellent Plus (glue starting to through label) in Excellent "New" type J box; (3) metallic blue body with stars & 
stripes nose label, clear windscreen, ivory interior, bare metal base - Excellent (glue showing through label which is 
discoloured) in Good Plus "New" type J box; (4) metallic blue body with racing number 3 nose label (from 3b Monteverdi), clear 
windscreen, ivory interior, silver painted base - Excellent (glue showing through label which is discoloured) in Mint "New" type J 
box. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

6057. Matchbox Superfast 4 x 55d Ford Cortina - all are clear windows, bare metal base, dot-dash wheels (1) metallic green 
body, red interior; (2) metallic pearl green body, pale yellow interior; (3) metallic red body, pale yellow interior; (4) metallic 
champagne gold body with black stripe tampo print, white interior (interior a little dirty from display) - Excellent Plus to Mint in 
Good to Good Plus "New" type K boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

6058. Matchbox Superfast 55d Ford Cortina - metallic champagne gold body with black stripe tampo print, clear windows, 
rare pale yellow interior, bare metal base, dot-dash wheels - Near Mint with minor faint scratch to roof in generally Near Mint 
"New" type K box. 

 £40 - £50 

6059. Matchbox Superfast 55d Ford Cortina twin pack issue - red body with cast shut doors, clear windows, red interior, silver 
painted Lesney England base, dot-dash wheels - Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny pin size chips to edge of roof & trunk in 
Excellent "New" type K box. 

 £20 - £30 

6060. Matchbox Superfast 55d Ford Cortina - red body with cast shut doors, rare glow windows, white interior, bare metal 
base, dot-dash wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent "New" type K box. 

 £30 - £40 

6061. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 56a BMC Pininfarina - both are metallic gold body with low arches, clear windows, ivory 
interior, bare metal base (1) solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast - Excellent to Excellent Plus in Excellent "New" 
type F2 transitional box; (2) Gulf racing number 17 gift set labels, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels three of which have tread 
pattern, one rear wheel without - Excellent in Near Mint "New" type F2 transitional box. (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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6062. Matchbox Superfast 5 x 56a BMC Pininfarina - all are clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base (1) metallic gold 
body with low arches, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast - Near Mint in Near Mint "New" type F2 
transitional box; (2) salmon pink body with low arches, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels three of which have tread pattern cast, 
one front wheel without - Excellent Plus with a couple of marks to roof & hood in Good Plus "New" type G box; (3) as (2) but 
solid 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast - Excellent (sun faded to a lighter shade of salmon pink) in Good Plus 
"New" type G box; (4) orange body with high arches, 5-spoke wide wheels - Near Mint in Mint type H box without "New"; (5) as 
(4) but sun faded to a lighter shade of orange - Excellent in Excellent Plus "New" type H box. (5) 

 £80 - £100 

6063. Matchbox Superfast 4 x 56b Hi-Tailer - all are white body (1) racing number 5 Team Matchbox labels with large print 
rear wing label, blue driver, bare metal base (some chrome loss to cockpit); (2) lighter shade racing number 5 Team Matchbox 
labels with small print rear wing label, dark yellow driver, bare metal base; (3) as (2) but slightly darker racing number 5 Team 
Matchbox labels, red base (some chrome loss to plated parts); (4) Martini Racing number 7 labels, dark yellow driver, red base 
(thin factory paint finish to left hand side of base) - all Excellent in Good Plus "New" type I boxes. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

6064. Matchbox Superfast 56b Hi-Tailer - white body with Martini Racing number 7 labels, rare white driver, red base - overall 
Excellent Plus but labels slightly faded/discoloured in Excellent Plus "New" type I box. 

 £30 - £40 

6065. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 56c Mercedes 450 SEL - all are clear windows (1) metallic blue body, tan interior, bare metal 
base - Near Mint with chip to upper edge of drivers door in Excellent type K box without "New" (box very clean but has small 
tear to one end flap); (2) as (1) but tan body with red plastic Taxi roof sign; (3) as (2) but brown interior, silver painted 
base - Near Mint & Mint in Excellent & Excellent Plus "New" type L boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

6066. Matchbox Superfast 56c Mercedes 450 SEL - metallic blue body, windows have slight smoke grey tint, rare red interior, 
bare metal base - Near Mint with mark to inside of passenger side rear door window in Near Mint type K box without "New". 

 £40 - £50 

6067. Matchbox Superfast 56c Mercedes 450 SEL Police Car - white body without tampo print, chrome siren, blue windows & 
roof lights, tan interior, silver painted Lesney England base - Excellent Plus (chrome loss to siren) in Good opened & resealed 
1983 copyright blue window box. 

 £50 - £70 

6068. Matchbox Superfast 4 x 56c Mercedes 450 SEL Police Car - all are tan interior, Lesney England base (1) white body 
with light green "Polizei" tampo print, blue windows & roof lights, chrome siren, tan interior; (2) as (1) but mid-green "Polizei" 
tampo print, black siren (does have a few small paint chips); (3) as (2) but bare metal base; (4) dark green "Polizei" tampo print, 
darker blue windows & roof lights, black siren, bare metal base - Excellent to Mint with usual factory tampo print flaws in Fair to 
Good blue window boxes most of which have been opened & resealed. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

6069. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 56d Peterbilt Tanker - all are blue cab & chassis, white plastic tank with red "Milk's the One" 
tampo print, chrome interior & Lesney England base (1) white stripe hood tampo print, red "Milk is a Natural" door tampo print, 
light amber windows (does have a couple of chips to cab roof); (2) as (1) but white "Milk's a Natural" door tampo print; (3) 
without hood & door tampo print, dark amber windows (small scratch to chrome base over front axle) - Excellent Plus to Mint in 
Good to Good Plus generic 1982 copyright US issue & 1983 copyright yellow graph paper boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £40 
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6070. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 56d Peterbilt Tanker - both are blue cab & chassis without tampo print, clear windows, chrome 
interior & Lesney England base (1) white plastic tank without tampo print - Mint unboxed; (2) white plastic tank with red "Milk's 
the One" tampo print - Near Mint to Mint in Fair opened & resealed blue window box. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

6071. Matchbox Superfast 57a Land Rover Fire Truck - red body with silver front bumper, cut-out Kent Fire Brigade & door 
shield labels, blue windows & roof light, grey plastic base, solid small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle 
clips - Excellent Plus with a few tiny pin size chips and factory silver paint overspray to left hand front wheel in Excellent "New" 
type G box with small puncture hole to one picture face. 

 £50 - £60 

6072. Matchbox Superfast 57a Land Rover Fire Truck - red body with silver front bumper, square cut Kent Fire Brigade & 
shield door labels, blue windows & roof light, grey plastic base, hollow small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle 
clips - Near Mint in Excellent "New" type G box (box very clean & crisp but has surface tear & old glue residue to one striker 
side where price label removed). 

 £50 - £70 

6073. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 57b Eccles Trailer Caravan - all are orange plastic roof, green interior, hollow small diameter 
5-spoke narrow wheels (1) cream body with brown side stripes, black axle clip; (2) cream body with brown stripe flower labels, 
maroon axle clip; (3) mustard yellow body with brown stripe flower labels, black axle clip - Excellent to Near Mint in Good "New" 
type G boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

6074. Matchbox Superfast 5 x 57c Ford Wildlife Truck - all are lemon yellow body, red windows, bare metal base (1) thin print 
Ranger hood label, amber rear canopy with burnt sienna lion; (2) as (1) but canopy has pale grey tint; (3) as (2) but thick print 
Ranger hood label, smoke grey canopy with tan lion; (4) as (3) but canopy has rare very pale blue tint; (5) as (3) but clear 
canopy (canopy distorted and no longer locks into position) - Excellent to Near Mint with usual distortion to some canopies in 
generally Excellent to Excellent Plus type I & J boxes but one type J box is Mint. (5) 

 £70 - £80 

6075. Matchbox Superfast 57c Ford Wildlife Truck - white body with black tampo print, rare purple windows, smoke grey rear 
canopy with brown lion - Near Mint with slight chrome loss to left hand front wheel & factory tampo print flaw to leading edge of 
right hand front wing in rare 1979 issue type J box with English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side but also has 
additional Italian text below this panel (see extra photo). 

 £50 - £70 

6076. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 57c Ford Wildlife Truck - both are white body with black tampo print, smoke grey rear canopy, 
bare metal base (1) rare dark amber windows, brown lion - Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent 1978 copyright type J box with 
English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side; (2) red windows, tan lion - Excellent Plus in Good 1975 copyright 
type J box. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

6077. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 57d Ford 4x4 Pick-up Truck (1) mid-blue body with "Mountain Man" tampo print, light blue 
windows, gloss black Hong Kong base; (2) as (1) but lighter shade blue body, pale blue windows, gloss black Macau base and 
2 x 22d Ford Big Foot 4x4 Pick-up Truck - both are metallic silver-grey body with racing number 26 tampo print, light blue 
windows, white plastic rear canopy (1) gloss black Hong Kong base; (2) gloss black Macau base (canopy 
discoloured) - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus 1983 copyright yellow graph paper boxes. (4) 

 £30 - £40 
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6078. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 57e Range Rover Carmichael Rescue Vehicle - all are blue windows, silver-grey interior, 
Lesney England base, 5-arch wheels (1) white body with burnt orange & black Police Rescue tampo print, black plastic 
base - Excellent with a few tiny chips in Good Plus type L box; (2) as (1) but rare graphite grey/charcoal plastic base - Good to 
Good Plus with some light play wear in Fair but complete type L box with old tape residue; (3) red body with white "Fire" tampo 
print, black plastic base - Near Mint with factory paint flaw to left hand rear corner of body in Excellent type L box. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

6079. Matchbox Superfast 58a DAF Girder Truck - off white body, red grille & base without "Pat App",  hollow 5-spoke 
narrow wheels without tread pattern cast, complete with load attached to sprues - Good Plus (with some small paint chips and 
rear axle ends have not been correctly factory finished resulting in wheels being loose on the axle) in Excellent "New" type G 
box illustrating lime green model. 

 £20 - £30 

6080. Matchbox Superfast 4 x 58b Woosh-N-Push - all are bare metal base, Maltese Cross wheels (1) lemon yellow body 
with racing number 2 roof label, red interior; (2) as (1) but flower roof label (label applied off centre by the factory); (3) metallic 
magenta body with racing number 2 roof label, pale yellow interior (does have large chip to leading edge of nose & scratches to 
roof); (4) as (3) but racing number 8 stars & stripes roof label - Excellent to Mint in Excellent to Mint type I boxes one of which 
has "New" the others without. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

6081. Matchbox Superfast 4 x 58c Faun Dump Truck (1) yellow without tampo print, "Faun Dump Truck" base; (2) as (1) but 
red tipper body; (3) yellow with "CAT" tipper body tampo print, black "Dump Truck" base; (4) as (3) but also has the Caterpillar 
logo tampo print to cab (does have some paint chips) - Good Plus to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent type K 
boxes but one box is Mint and 2 x 64d Caterpillar Bulldozer - both are tan canopy, bare metal base (1) orange plastic rollers 
with original & pliable but a little discoloured black rubber tracks; (2) lemon yellow plastic rollers with original & pliable but 
heavily discoloured black rubber tracks - both generally Excellent in Good "New" type L boxes. (6) 

 £30 - £40 

6082. Matchbox Superfast 59a Ford Galaxie Fire Chief Car - red body with hood & door labels, blue roof light, clear windows, 
ivory interior, bare metal base, solid large diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels, left hand wheels with tread pattern cast, right hand 
without - Near Mint (hood label applied off centre by the factory) in Good Plus very clean but creased at one corner type F3 
transitional box. 

 £40 - £60 

6083. Matchbox Superfast 59a Ford Galaxie Fire Chief Car - red body with hood & door labels, blue roof light, clear windows, 
ivory interior, bare metal base, large diameter hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels three of which have tread pattern cast, one front 
wheel without - Excellent Plus (glue showing through door labels which are discoloured) in Excellent "New" type G box with old 
glue residue to one picture face where price label removed. 

 £30 - £40 

6084. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 59b Mercury Park Lane Fire Chief Car - all are blue roof light, clear windows, ivory interior, 
5-spoke wide wheels (1) darker red body with Fire Chief hood label & shield door labels, bare metal No.59 or 73 base - Good 
Plus with some small paint chips in Excellent "New" type H box; (2) brighter red body with Fire Chief hood label, helmet & axe 
door labels, bare metal No.59 or 73 base with thin axle braces - overall Excellent (with a few tiny paint chips & axles a little 
loose within suspension clip) in Good Plus "New" type H box without "Superfast" to picture faces (does have some ink graffiti to 
one picture face); (3) as (1) but brighter red body with helmet & axe hood & door labels - Excellent Plus (passenger door label a 
little sun faded) in Good Plus "New" type H box without "Superfast" branding to picture faces and 55b Mercury Commuter Police 
Car - white body with hood & door shield labels, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Excellent (glue showing through labels 
which are discoloured) in generally Excellent type H box without "New". (4) 

 £30 - £40 
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6085. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 59b Mercury Park Lane Fire Chief Car - both are red body with helmet & axe hood & door 
labels, blue roof light, clear windows, ivory interior, 5-spoke wide wheels (1) bare metal No.59 or 73 base - Mint in Near Mint to 
Mint "New" type H box; (2) bare metal No.59 base with thin axle braces - Mint in Near Mint to Mint "New" type H box without 
Superfast branding to picture faces but with square red outline around model numbers. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

6086. Matchbox Superfast 4 x 59c Planet Scout - all are chrome interior (1) metallic emerald green body, dark amber 
windows, light lime green base; (2) as (1) but dark lime green base (chrome loss to plated parts); (3) metallic red body, dark 
amber windows, tan base; (4) metallic avocado green body, purple windows, matt black base and 2 x 68b Cosmobile (1) 
metallic blue body, dark amber windows, chrome interior, lemon yellow base; (2) metallic avocado green body, purple windows, 
chrome interior, matt black base (does have some tan paint marks to base) - condition varies generally Good to Excellent Plus 
but metallic blue Cosmobile is Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent type J boxes but one Planet Scout box is Mint. (6) 

 £30 - £40 

6087. Matchbox Superfast 59c Planet Scout - metallic avocado green body, rare dark amber windows, chrome interior, matt 
black base - Excellent Plus in Mint "New" type J box. 

 £40 - £60 

6088. Matchbox Superfast 6 x 59d Porsche 928 - all are 5-arch wheels (1) metallic champagne gold body, clear windows, 
pale yellow interior, gloss black base; (2) as (1) but brown interior; (3) as (2) but amber windows; (4) as (2) but lighter shade 
metallic champagne gold body; (5) metallic blue body, clear windows, brown interior, silver painted base; (6) as (5) but tan 
interior - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus "New" type L boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

6089. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 59d Porsche 928 - both are black body with white tampo print, clear windows, silver painted 
base, 5-arch wheels (1) rare brown interior - Near Mint in Near Mint "New" type L box; (2) red interior - Excellent Plus with 
factory paint flaw to hood in Excellent Plus "New" type L box. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

6090. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 60a Leyland Site Hut Truck - (1) darker blue body, chrome grille & twin rivet base, small 
diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips, front wheels are solid, rear wheels hollow; (2) lighter blue body, chrome 
grille & single rivet base, hollow small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips; (3) as (2) but rear "Pat App" 
lettering to base is upside down - all Near Mint to Mint with usual factory assembly marks to plastic huts in Good to Good Plus 
"New" type G boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £80 

6091. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 60b Lotus Super Seven - all are clear windscreen, black interior, bare metal base, 4-spoke 
wide wheels (1) dark orange body with devil hood label - Excellent Plus (marks to windscreen) in Near Mint "New" type I box; 
(2) light orange body with devil hood label - Excellent with some wear to label & couple of paint chips to leading edge of hood in 
Excellent Plus type I box without "New"; (3) Streakers issue yellow body with red & blue racing number 60 tampo print - Near 
Mint in Good Plus "New" type J box. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

6092. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 60c Holden Pick-up Truck - all are light amber windows, bare metal base (1) metallic magenta 
body with racing number 500 hood label, pale yellow interior, dark yellow Motorcycles both of which have racing number 4; (2) 
as (1) but Motorcycles are racing number 1 & racing number 12; (3) cream body with "Superbike" labels, red interior, red 
Motorcycles which are racing number 6 & 11 in Good Plus to Near Mint type K boxes two of which are with "New". (3) 

 £30 - £40 
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6093. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 60c Holden Pick-up Truck - all are light amber windows, bare metal base (1) red body with 
racing number 500 hood label, pale yellow interior, dark yellow Motorcycles which are racing numbers 5 & 6; (2) cream body 
with "Superbike" side labels, dark yellow Motorcycles which are racing numbers 11 & 12; (3) as (2) but red interior, red 
Motorcycles which are racing numbers 1 & 8 - Excellent to Mint in Good to Good Plus type K boxes one of which has "New". (3) 

 £30 - £40 

6094. Matchbox Superfast 60c Holden Pick-up Truck - red body with shield hood label (from Adventure 2000 Series models), 
dark amber windows, pale yellow interior, dark yellow Motorcycles which are racing numbers 1 & 11, bare metal base - Near 
Mint with tiny pin size chip to right hand rear corner of body in Excellent Plus "New" type K box with French text to one picture 
face. 

 £30 - £40 

6095. Matchbox Superfast 60c Holden Pick-up Truck - red body with racing number 500 hood label, dark amber windows, 
rare olive green Motorcycles which are racing numbers 5 & 12, red interior, bare metal base - Excellent Plus with tiny pin size 
chip to drivers door & front wing in Excellent Plus type K box without "New" but with English/French text to rectangular panel on 
one striker side. 

 £30 - £40 

6096. Matchbox Superfast 60c Holden Pick-up Truck - cream body with "Superbike" side labels, light amber windows, red 
interior, black Motorcycles which are racing numbers 8 & 11, bare metal base - Excellent with wear to passenger side label in 
Excellent type K box without "New" but with English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on one striker side. 

 £30 - £40 

6097. Matchbox Superfast 60c Holden Pick-up - cream body with "Honda" side labels, light amber windows, red interior, red 
Motorcycles which are racing numbers 5 & 10, bare metal base - Excellent with a few tiny chips to drivers side of body in Good 
to Good Plus very clean but creased type K box without "New" but with English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker  
side. 

 £20 - £30 

6098. Matchbox Superfast pair of French market Paris-Dakar models (1) 60c Holden Pick-up Truck - metallic blue body with 
"Rallye 81 Paris-Dakar" hood label, light amber windows, pale yellow interior, dark yellow Motorcycles which are racing number 
2 & 8, bare metal base - Mint in Fair to Good distorted but still factory sealed French market bubble pack; (2) 20b Range Rover 
Police Patrol - dark blue body with "Securite-Rallye Paris-Dakar 81" labels, smoke grey tinted windows, orange spinner & roof 
light, bare metal base - Near Mint with faint factory assembly scratch to windscreen in Good factory sealed French market 
bubble pack with crack to one corner of bubble. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

6099. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 61a Blue Shark - both are metallic dark blue body with racing number 86 nose label, bare 
metal base, 4-spoke wide wheels (1) clear windscreen - Excellent with some wear to label in Good to Good Plus "New" type I 
box; (2) scarce light amber windscreen - Excellent to Excellent Plus with some chrome loss to engine in generally Excellent 
"New" type I box and 69b Turbo Fury - metallic red body with racing number 69 nose label, clear windscreen, gloss black base 
with Pat App number - Excellent in Excellent "New" type I box. (3) 

 £20 - £30 

6100. Matchbox Superfast 61 Blue Shark - metallic dark blue body with racing number 86 nose label, unusual yellow tinted 
windscreen, rare silver painted base, 4-spoke wide wheels - Excellent Plus with some box rub marks to body particularly to both 
rear corners of spoiler in Mint "New" type I box.  Unusual yellow windscreen which is a uniform colour throughout and not sun 
or age yellowed. 

 £50 - £70 
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6101. Matchbox Superfast 61a Blue Shark - metallic dark blue body with scorpion nose label, clear windscreen, bare metal 
base, 4-spoke wide wheels - Near Mint with minor mark to leading edge of label & driver would benefit from cleaning in Near 
Mint "New" type I box. 

 £30 - £40 

6102. Matchbox Superfast 61a Blue Shark - metallic dark blue body with racing number 69 nose label (from 69b Turbo Fury), 
clear windscreen, bare metal base, 4-spoke wide wheels - Excellent with some chrome loss to engine in Excellent type I box 
without "New". 

 £30 - £40 

6103. Matchbox Superfast 4 x 61b Ford A-Series Wreck Truck - all are amber windows, 5-crown wheels (1) red body, white 
jibs with red hooks, matt black base; (2) as (1) but satin black base; (3) yellow body, red jibs with black hooks, gloss black base; 
(4) yellow body, green jibs with black hooks, matt black base - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent 
"New" type K boxes two of which have colour illustration of model to both rectangular side panels. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

6104. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 61b Ford A-Series Wreck Truck - both are amber windows, 5-crown wheels (1) bright red 
body, red jibs with black hooks, matt black base - Excellent with a few tiny chips in Excellent "New" type K box with 
English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side; (2) dark red body, red jibs with red hooks, graphite grey/charcoal 
base - Excellent Plus with scratch to rear of cab in Good Plus "New" type K box with English/French text to rectangular panel on 
one striker side. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

6105. Matchbox Superfast 61b Ford A-Series Wreck Truck - yellow body, amber windows, red jibs with black hooks, rare 
bare metal base, 5-crown wheels - Near Mint in Excellent type K box without "New" but with English/French/Italian text to 
rectangular panel on one striker side. 

 £30 - £40 

6106. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 61c Peterbilt Wreck Truck - both are burnt orange body, black plastic jibs, chrome Lesney 
England base (1) broken white stripe hood tampo print, black "Eddies Wrecker" cab door tampo print, mid amber 
windows - Excellent Plus in Good type L box; (2) white double stripe hood tampo print, "Eddies Wrecker" cab door tampo print 
with white background, light amber windows - Mint in Good Plus type L box; 65c Tyrone Malone Bandag Bandit - black body 
with lime green & white stripe tampo print, black plastic rear wing with chrome tampo print, dark green windows, 5-crown front 
wheels & dot-dash rear wheels, chrome Lesney England base - Near Mint in Good generic 1982 copyright US issue box and 2 
x 66d Tyrone Malone Superboss - both are white body, ivory plastic rear wing, dark green windows, dot-dash rear wheels, 
chrome Lesney England base (1) red & blue tampo print with solid door ovals & red stripes to rear wing, 5-crown front 
wheels - Excellent Plus in generally Excellent type L box; (2) burnt orange & blue stripe tampo print with solid blue cab ovals but 
without red stripes to rear wing, scarce dot-dash front wheels (does have a few small chips to edge of cab roof) - Excellent in 
generally Good Plus type L box. (5) 

 £40 - £50 

6107. Matchbox Superfast 62a Mercury Cougar - metallic green body (Regular Wheel colour), clear windows, red interior, 
bare metal base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast - Excellent with a few tiny chips & some surface corrosion 
to baseplate in Good Plus "New" type F1 transitional box illustrating Regular Wheel model with line drawing of Car on Superfast 
track to one striker side (box has small puncture hole to one edge). 

 £50 - £60 

6108. Matchbox Superfast 62a Mercury Cougar - metallic green body (Regular Wheel colour), clear windows, red interior, 
bare metal base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast - Near Mint (factory casting flaws to drivers side rear wing) 
in Good Plus "New" type F2 transitional box (some ink graffiti to inside of one end flap). 

 £30 - £40 
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6109. Matchbox Superfast 62b Mercury Cougar Rat Rod Dragster - bright lime green body, clear windows, red interior, bare 
metal base, small diameter 5-spoke wide rear wheels (these are the same diameter as front wheels) - Excellent (glue showing 
through labels which are discoloured) in Excellent "New" type G box with original price added in pencil to one picture face.  
Rare factory error fitted with small diameter 5-spoke rear wheels. 

 £50 - £70 

6110. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 62b Mercury Cougar Rat Rod Dragster - both are clear windows, red interior, bare metal base, 
4-spoke wide rear wheels (1) bright lime green body - Excellent Plus (glue just starting to show through labels which are a little 
discoloured) in Good Plus to Excellent "New" type G box; (2) dark lime green body - Near Mint to Mint with usual minor factory 
assembly mark to engine air intake in  Near Mint type G box without "New". (2) 

 £50 - £60 

6111. Matchbox Superfast 62b Mercury Cougar Rat Rod Dragster - dark lime green body with "Wild Cat" labels (from 8b Ford 
Mustang Wild Cat Dragster), clear windows, red interior, bare metal base with "gunmetal" effect, 4-spoke wide rear 
wheels - Excellent Plus with some box rub marks to labels in Excellent to Excellent Plus type G box without "New". 

 £40 - £50 

6112. Matchbox Superfast 4 x 62c Renault 17TL - all are turquoise green windows, ivory interior, matt black base, 5-spoke 
wheels (1) red body with racing number 9 hood label; (2) burnt orange body with racing number 9 hood label; (3) lighter shade 
burnt orange body with racing number 6 hood label; (4) burnt orange body with fire shield door labels (from 22c Blaze Buster 
Fire Engine) - generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in Good to Excellent "New" type I boxes but one box is Near Mint to Mint. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

6113. Matchbox Superfast 62d Chevrolet Corvette - metallic red body without tampo print, clear windows, black interior, bare 
metal base, 5-arch front wheels & 5-crown rear wheels - Excellent Plus with some tarnishing to base in Mint "New" type K box. 

 £50 - £70 

6114. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 62d Chevrolet Corvette - all are metallic red body, clear windows, bare metal base (1) white 
hood & door tampo print, pale grey interior; (2) as (1) but without door tampo print; (3) as (2) but slightly different shade body, 
white interior - Excellent to Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus "New" type K boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

6115. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 62d Chevrolet Corvette - all are black body, clear windows, pale grey interior (1) yellow & burnt 
orange hood & roof tampo print, bare metal base; (2) as (1) but lime green & burnt orange hood & roof tampo print; (3) lime 
green & burnt orange hood & roof tampo print, glow windows, silver painted base (large paint chip to left hand windscreen 
pillar) - Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus type K boxes only one of which is with "New" and 40c Chevrolet 
Corvette T-Roof - white body with red & black racing number 09 tampo print, clear windows, pale grey interior, bare metal 
Lesney England base - Near Mint to Mint in Good generic 1982 copyright US issue box with some ink graffiti to one end flap. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

6116. Matchbox Superfast 62d Chevrolet Corvette - black body with yellow & burnt orange hood & roof tampo print, bare 
metal base, factory error model not fitted with interior or glazing components - Excellent Plus with slight corrosion to base in 
Excellent type K box without "New".  Rare to find a factory error as dramatic as this and may have been a tampo printing trial 
model? 

 £40 - £60 
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6117. Matchbox Superfast 11 x 63b Freeway Gas Tanker (1) "Burmah" - light red plastic trailer chassis without rear hole, twin 
rivet double arrow design axle clip; (2) as (1) but trailer has darker red plastic chassis without rear hole, clip-fit double arrow 
design axle clip; (3) as (2) but trailer chassis with rear hole; (4) twin-pack Military issue; (5) "Chevron" with early double arrow 
design clip-fit axle clip; (6) as (5) but later trailer axle clip with parallel line design; (7) "Shell"; (8) "Exxon" - white tractor unit with 
lemon yellow grille & chassis, lemon yellow plastic trailer chassis; (8) as (7) but tractor unit has black plastic grille & chassis, 
trailer has white plastic chassis; (10) "BP Super" - Excellent to Excellent Plus in Good Plus to Excellent Plus boxes; (11) "Aral" 
with double arrow design trailer axle clip - Good Plus to Excellent unboxed with some rub marks to labels. (11) 

 £50 - £60 

6118. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 63c Ford 4x4 Open Back Pick-up Truck - all are burnt orange & black racing number 24 tampo 
print, textured roof roll bar, red windows, Maltese Cross wheels (1) orange body with "FWD" hood tampo print, bare metal base; 
(2) yellow body with "4x4" hood tampo print, bare metal base; (3) as (2) but silver painted base (chip to rear corner of 
body) - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Good Plus type L boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

6119. Matchbox Superfast 64a MG 1100 - green body with matt paint finish, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 
small diameter hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels - Excellent (body paintwork a little "tacky" & box rub to roof in Excellent Plus type 
F3 transitional box. 

 £70 - £90 

6120. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 64a MG 1100 - both are metallic blue body, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base (1) 
small diameter solid 5-spoke narrow wheels - Mint in Excellent Plus type F3 transitional box; (2) small diameter hollow 5-spoke 
narrow wheels - Excellent Plus (paintwork a little "tacky") in Excellent Plus "New" type G box. 

 £50 - £60 

6121. Matchbox Superfast 64b Slingshot Dragster - metallic silver-blue body with racing number 9 flame nose label, red 
engine exhaust, rare bare metal base, small diameter 5-spoke front wheels - Near Mint in Mint "New" type H box. 

 £70 - £90 

6122. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 64b Slingshot Dragster - both are metallic silver-blue body, red engine exhausts, gloss black 
base, small diameter 5-spoke narrow front wheels (1) rare racing number 3 nose label (from 19a Lotus Formula 1 Racing Car); 
(2) racing number 9 flame nose label - both generally Good Plus but would benefit from cleaning in Near Mint & Excellent type 
H boxes without "New". (2) 

 £20 - £30 

6123. Matchbox Superfast 7 x 64c Caterpillar Bulldozer - all are yellow body, original & pliable black rubber tracks (1) yellow 
blade, tan canopy, bare metal base, orange rollers; (2) as (1) but dark yellow rollers; (3) as (1) but lemon yellow plastic rollers; 
(4) as (3) but with Caterpillar logo tampo print to rear corners of body; (5) with Caterpillar logo tampo print to rear corners of 
body, yellow blade, black canopy, bare metal base, dark yellow plastic rollers; (6) as (5) but black blade, silver painted base, 
lemon yellow plastic rollers; (7) as (6) but has additional "CAT" tampo print to right hand rear corner of body, bare metal 
base - generally Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint "New" type L boxes with English/French text to rectangular panel 
on one striker side. (7) 

 £60 - £80 

6124. Matchbox Superfast 8 x 65b Airport Coach (1) "American Airlines" - metallic dark blue body, light amber windows, ivory 
interior, bare metal base; (2) as (1) but clear windows; (3) as (1) but pale yellow interior; (4) "TWA World Airways" (some 
discolouration to labels), mid amber windows, ivory interior, bare metal base; (5) "British Airways" - metallic dark blue body, 
dark amber windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal base; (6) as (5) but "Lufthansa" with light amber windows; (7) 
"Qantas" - red body, light amber windows, pale yellow interior, silver painted base; (8) "British" - dark blue body, light amber 
windows, pale yellow interior, silver painted base - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus type K boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £60 
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6125. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 65b Airport Coach "TWA" - both are red body, amber windows, pale yellow interior (1) both 
labels facing front, bare metal base - Excellent Plus (small stain to left hand label) in Good Plus to Excellent clean but a little 
creased type K box without "New" but with English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on one striker side; (2) both labels 
facing rear, silver painted base - Near Mint with a couple of minor box rub marks to left hand label in Excellent Plus type K box 
without "New" but with English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

6126. Matchbox Superfast 65b Airport Coach "Lufthansa" - white body, dark amber windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal 
Lesney England base - Excellent with some paint chips to rear of body in Excellent Plus type K box without "New" but with 
English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on one striker side. 

 £30 - £40 

6127. Matchbox Superfast 65b Airport Coach "Alitalia" - white body, light amber windows, pale yellow interior, silver painted 
Lesney England base - Excellent Plus (small stain to upper edge of left hand label) in Near Mint "New" type K box. 

 £30 - £40 

6128. Matchbox Superfast 66a Greyhound Coach - amber windows, ivory interior, gloss black base, solid small diameter 
5-spoke narrow wheels with maroon front & black rear axle clips - Excellent Plus (some staining to right hand label) in Excellent 
type F4 transitional box illustrating Regular Wheel model with black Superfast branding. 

 £30 - £40 

6129. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 66a Greyhound Coach - both are amber windows, ivory interior, black axle clips (1) rare pale 
yellow base, small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels, front & rear pair of wheels are solid, wheels on centre axle are smaller 
diameter & hollow - Excellent (glue showing through labels which are discoloured) in Good "New" type G box; (2) gloss black 
base, small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels the rear pair of which are solid, other wheels hollow - Excellent with a couple of 
tiny chips to edge of roof in Good "New" type G box. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

6130. Matchbox Superfast 66a Greyhound Coach - amber windows, ivory interior, rare pink base, hollow small diameter 
5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips - Excellent Plus (with factory assembly damage to front of base which is now bent 
out of shape & missing one front bumper locking clip) in Excellent Plus "New" type G box. 

 £40 - £60 

6131. Matchbox Superfast 66a Greyhound Coach - amber windows, ivory interior, rare primrose yellow base, hollow small 
diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips - Excellent Plus (glue just starting to show through labels which are a little 
discoloured) in Excellent Plus "New" type G box. 

 £40 - £60 

6132. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 66b Mazda RX500 - both are orange body, purple windows, chrome interior (1) rare bare metal 
base - Good Plus with some small paint chips & body sun faded in Near Mint "New" type I box; (2) white base - Excellent with 
some small paint chips in Excellent type I box without "New". (2) 

 £40 - £50 

6133. Matchbox Superfast 66b Mazda RX500 Streakers issue - bright red body with lime green & white racing number 77 
tampo print, rare purple windows, chrome interior, white base, 5-spoke wheels - Excellent Plus with paint loss to edge of rear 
engine cover in Excellent "New" type J box. 

 £60 - £80 
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6134. Matchbox Superfast 66b Mazda RX500 Streakers issue - dark red body with lime green & white racing number 77 
tampo print, dark amber windows, chrome interior, white base, 5-spoke wheels - overall Near Mint but does have a couple of 
tiny pin size chips to base in Excellent Plus "New" type J box with "Not Recommended for Children Under 3" text (box 
exceptionally clean & crisp but unfortunately has small tear to one end flap).  Rare box variation. 

 £40 - £50 

6135. Matchbox Superfast 66b Mazda RX500 Streakers issue - dark red body with lime green & white racing number 77 
tampo print, dark amber windows, chrome interior, white base, 5-arch wheels - Excellent with a few tiny paint chips in Excellent 
"New" type J box with "Not Recommended for Children Under 3" text (does have some minor staining). 

 £20 - £30 

6136. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 66c Ford Transit Dropside - both are turquoise green windows, pale yellow interior, dark tan 
load, bare metal base, dot-dash wheels (1) early body casting with thin tailgate - Near Mint (tow hook a little bent out of shape) 
in Good Plus to Excellent "New" type K box with colour illustration of model to rectangular panel on both striker sides; (2) 
standard production issue body casting with revised thick tailgate - Excellent Plus with a couple of small paint chips to dropside 
body in Good "New" type K box with colour illustration of model to both striker sides. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

6137. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 66c Ford Transit Dropside - both are pale yellow interior, dark tan load, dot-dash wheels (1) 
dark orange body, dark amber windows, pale yellow interior - Excellent with a few tiny paint chips in Good Plus "New" type K 
box with colour illustration of model to both striker sides; (2) light orange body, turquoise green windows, gloss black 
base - Excellent with a couple of tiny chips & one crate label sun faded in Good "New" type K box with English/French text to 
rectangular panel on one striker side. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

6138. Matchbox Superfast 66c Ford Transit Dropside - dark orange body, dark amber windows, tan interior & load, bare 
metal base, dot-dash wheels - overall Near Mint but does have two tiny chips to rear tailboard in Good Plus "New" type K box 
with colour illustration of model to both striker sides. 

 £30 - £40 

6139. Matchbox Superfast 66c Ford Transit Dropside - dark orange body, dark amber windows, rare olive green interior, light 
tan load, bare metal base, dot-dash wheels - Near Mint with tiny pin size chip to rear of roof & tiny chip to top rear corner of 
dropside body in generally Excellent Plus "New" type K box with colour illustration of model to both striker sides. 

 £50 - £60 

6140. Matchbox Superfast 66c Ford Transit Dropside - dark orange body, turquoise green windows, rare olive green interior, 
dark tan load, bare metal base, dot-dash wheels - Near Mint with a couple of tiny pin size chips in Good Plus "New" type K box 
with single line English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side. 

 £40 - £60 

6141. Matchbox Superfast 66c Ford Transit Dropside - light orange body, turquoise green windows, pale yellow interior, gloss 
black base, dot-dash wheels - Near Mint with tiny pin size chip to front numberplate in Good Plus "New" type K box with 2-line 
English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side. 

 £30 - £40 

6142. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 66d Tyrone Malone Superboss - both are white body, dark green windows, solid blue oval door 
tampo print, chrome Lesney England base (1) red & blue stripe tampo print with "Detroit Diesel" roof tampo print, ivory plastic 
wing without tampo print, 5-crown front wheels & 5-arch rear wheels - Excellent with chrome loss to radiator & front bumper in 
Good Plus a little creased type L box; (2) red & blue stripe tampo print without "Detroit Diesel" to roof, white plastic rear wing 
without tampo print, factory error dot-dash front & rear wheels - Near Mint with usual factory tampo print flaws in Good Plus type 
L box with old glue residue to one picture face where price label removed. (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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6143. Matchbox Superfast 67a Volkswagen 1600 TL - red body, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base with 
"gunmetal" effect, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast - Near Mint with tiny pin size factory assembly paint chip 
to roof & passenger side coach line in Near Mint type F2 transitional box illustrating Regular Wheel model with red Superfast  
branding along with line drawing of model on Superfast track to one striker side.  Nice example of this rare transitional model & 
box. 

 £140 - £180 

6144. Matchbox Superfast 67a Volkswagen 1600 TL - red body, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, solid 5-spoke 
narrow wheels with tread pattern cast - Near Mint with a couple of tiny pin size factory assembly paint chips only in Excellent 
Plus type F2 box (box exceptionally clean but has tear to one end flap). 

 £120 - £150 

6145. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 67a Volkswagen 1600 TL - both are clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, solid 
5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast (1) metallic purple body - Near Mint with scratch to passenger side door which 
does not quite close flush with body in Excellent very clean but a little creased "New" type G box; (2) unusual metallic dark 
shade purple body - Excellent to Excellent Plus with some paint chips to body raised coach lines in Excellent very clean but a 
little creased at one corner "New" type G box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

6146. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 67a Volkswagen 1600 TL - all are clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base (1) metallic 
purple body with low arches, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast - Excellent Plus (doors do not quite close 
flush with body) in Good to Good Plus "New" type G box; (2) metallic candy pink body with low arches, hollow 5-spoke narrow 
wheels without tread pattern cast - Good Plus in Good "New" type G box; (3) metallic candy pink body with high arches, 
5-spoke wide wheels - Excellent with a few paint chips to drivers side rear quarter panel in Mint type G box without "New". (3) 

 £50 - £60 

6147. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 67b Ford Capri Hot Rocker Dragster - all are clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base (1) 
metallic lime green body; (2) metallic darker shade lime green body; (3) burnt orange body - all Excellent to Excellent Plus with 
some chrome loss to engines in Excellent to Mint type I & J boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

6148. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 67c Datsun 260Z (1) metallic magenta body, clear windows, pale yellow interior, matt black 
base; (2) metallic silver body with burnt orange & black tampo print, clear windows, white interior, matt black base; (3) metallic 
silver body with red & black tampo print, smoke grey tinted windows, white interior, dark graphite grey/charcoal base (does 
have small scratch and some minor factory paint flaws to roof & tailgate) - Excellent to Near Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus 
"New" type K boxes one of which has colour illustration of model to both striker sides, the others with English/French text to 
rectangular side panel. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

6149. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 67c Datsun 260Z - both are metallic silver body, clear windows, graphite grey/charcoal base 
(1) red interior - Mint in Near Mint "New" type K box with English/French text to rectangular side panel; (2) pale yellow 
interior - Excellent Plus (factory paint flaw to base) in Excellent Plus "New" type K box. 

 £40 - £50 

6150. Matchbox Superfast 67c Datsun 260Z twin pack issue - metallic silver body with two-tone blue tampo print & cast shut 
doors, windows have pale amber tint, black interior, gloss black Matchbox International England base - Near Mint with a couple 
of paint chips to base in Excellent "New" type K box with English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on one striker side. 

 £40 - £50 
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6151. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 68a Porsche 910 - all are light amber windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide 
wheels (1) metallic red body with racing number 68 nose label - Near Mint with a couple of tiny pin size chips in Mint type G box 
without "New"; (2) racing number 68 nose & rear wing labels - Good Plus to Excellent in Excellent "New" type G box; (3) white 
body without racing labels - Good to Good Plus in Excellent very clean but a little creased type I box. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

6152. Matchbox Superfast 68a Porsche 910 - metallic red body with racing number 45 nose label (from 45a Ford Group 6), 
light amber windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Mint in Mint type G box without "New". 

 £50 - £70 

6153. Matchbox Superfast 68a Porsche 910 B-r-r-oom Stick issue - white body without nose label, light amber windows, ivory 
interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Mint in Fair but still factory sealed blister pack. 

 £50 - £60 

6154. Matchbox Superfast 4 x 68b Cosmobile (1) metallic blue body, dark amber windows, white interior, lemon yellow base; 
(2) as (1) but metallic red body, tan base; (3) metallic avocado green body, purple windows, white interior, matt black base 
(does have some chrome loss & large chip to rear edge of base); (4) as (3) but factory error without windows fitted, chrome 
interior - Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus to Mint "New" type J boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £90 

6155. Matchbox Superfast 5 x 68c Chevrolet Van - all are blue windows, bare metal base (1) orange body with red & blue 
stripe tampo print; (2) orange body with blue & white stripe tampo print; (3) orange body with black & red stripe tampo print ; (4) 
white body with "USA-1" tampo print - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Good Plus type K boxes three of which are with "New"; 
(5) yellow body with "Collect Exciting Matchbox Models" tampo print - Excellent with some paint chips to roof in Good type K 
box without "New". (5) 

 £50 - £60 

6156. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 68c Chevrolet Van - all are orange body, bare metal base (1) red & black tampo print, rare 
dark amber windows; (2) red & black tampo print, rare red windows; (3) "Matchbox Collectors Club" labels, blue windows (does 
have a couple of tiny chips to edge of roof) - Excellent Plus to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint "New" type K box with 
English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side. (3) 

 £70 - £90 

6157. Matchbox Superfast 68c Chevrolet Van - orange body without tampo print, blue windows, bare metal base - Near Mint 
with a couple of tiny pin size factory assembly paint chips to edge of roof in Fair but still factory sealed 1983 copyright US issue 
blister pack (blister heavily creased). 

 £20 - £30 

6158. Matchbox Superfast 4 x 68c Chevrolet Van - all are blue windows (1) green body with brown "Chevy" tampo print, bare 
metal base; (2) as (1) but pale yellow "Chevy" tampo print; (3) metallic silver body with "Vanpire" tampo print, bare metal base; 
(4) as (3) but silver painted base - all Near Mint to Mint with usual factory tampo print flaws in Fair to Good Plus type K boxes 
without "New" but with English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

6159. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 69a Rolls Royce Silver Shadow Convertible - all are amber windscreen (1) metallic blue body, 
burnt sienna interior with tan folded hood, gloss black base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels three of which have tread pattern cast, 
one rear wheel without - Excellent with some paint loss to wheelarches in Good Plus "New" type F3 transitional box; (2) metallic 
gold body with high arches, burnt sienna interior with black folded hood, silver-grey base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Excellent in 
Excellent Plus "New" type G box; (3) metallic gold body with high arches, pale yellow interior with black folded hood, dark 
graphite grey/charcoal base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Excellent (internal suspension clip assembled incorrectly by the factory 
resulting in the passenger side front wheel being incorrectly aligned) in Excellent "New" type G box. (3) 

 £60 - £70 
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6160. Matchbox Superfast 69a Rolls Royce Silver Shadow Convertible - metallic blue body, amber windscreen, burnt sienna 
interior with tan folded hood, very pale yellow base, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels - Near Mint in Near Mint to Mint earlier 
period "New" type F3 transitional box. 

 £50 - £60 

6161. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 69a Rolls Royce Silver Shadow Convertible - (1) metallic blue body, burnt sienna interior with 
tan folded hood, primrose yellow base, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels - Good Plus with paint chips to base in generally Good 
Plus earlier period "New" type F3 transitional box; (2) metallic gold body with low arches, burnt sienna interior with tan folded 
hood, gloss black base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Excellent (windscreen distorted) in Excellent "New" type G box; (3) metallic gold 
body with high arches, pale yellow interior with black folded hood, graphite grey/charcoal base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Excellent 
in Good Plus "New" type G box with scuff marks to both striker sides. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

6162. Matchbox Superfast 69b Turbo Fury - metallic red body with racing number 86 nose label (from 61a Blue Shark), clear 
windscreen, gloss black base with Pat App number - Near Mint with tiny pin size chip to right hand front wing in Mint "New" type 
I box. 

 £30 - £40 

6163. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 69c Armoured Security Truck - all are blue windows, silver painted base, 5-crown wheels (1) 
brighter red body with "732-2031" front wing tampo; (2) darker red body with "QZ-2031" front wing tampo print; (3) German 
market issue dark green body with "Dresdner Bank" tampo print - all Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint type K boxes 
two with & one without "New". (3) 

 £40 - £50 

6164. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 70a Ford D800 Grit Spreading Truck - both are black axle clips - (1) hollow 5-spoke narrow 
wheels without tread pattern cast - Excellent with some tiny chips to upper edge of container body & marks to left hand front 
wheel in Good to Good Plus "New" type G box; (2) 4-spoke narrow wheels - Excellent with some paint chips to upper edge of 
container body in Good Plus "New" type G box and 71a Ford Esso Heavy Wreck Truck - has dark blue outline label to left hand 
side of body & light blue outline label to right hand side of body (possibly sun faded), 4-spoke wide wheels with black axle 
clips - Good Plus with some light play wear in Excellent "New" type G box. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

6165. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 70b Dodge Charger Dragster - all are light green snake labels, small diameter 5-spoke wide 
front wheels (1) light pink body, purple base (rear axle bent out of shape); (2) mid pink body, purple base (rub marks to roof); (3) 
dark pink body, tan base (does have some wear to left hand label) - Good Plus to Excellent Plus in Fair worn but still complete 
to Excellent "New" type H boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

6166. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 70b Dodge Charger Dragster - all are pink body (slight shade difference between models) with 
light green snake labels (1) pale yellow base, small diameter 5-spoke front wheels; (2) primrose yellow base, small diameter 
5-spoke front wheels; (3) gloss black base, large diameter 5-spoke front wheels (body has semi-matt paint finish but 
unfortunately has marks to roof where price label has been removed in the past) - all generally Excellent in Good Plus to 
Excellent Plus type H boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

6167. Matchbox Superfast 70b Dodge Charger Dragster - pink body with "Wild Cat" labels (from 8b Ford Mustang Wild Cat 
Dragster", gloss black base, large diameter 5-spoke front wheels - Excellent Plus with paint chips to base in Near Mint type H 
box without "New". 

 £50 - £70 
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6168. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 70c Ferrari 308 GTB - all are clear windows, black interior, 5-arch wheels (1) darker shade 
burnt orange body & base without tampo print; (2) slightly lighter shade burnt orange body & base with "Ferrari" hood & door 
tampo print; (3) light burnt orange body with Ferrari prancing horse hood tampo print only (without door tampo print), metallic 
silver Lesney England base - all Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint "New" type L boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £80 

6169. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 71c Dodge Cattle Truck - all are dark yellow stake body complete with black cattle attached to 
sprue, 5-crown wheels (1) metallic bronze cab & chassis, dark green windows, bare metal base; (2) as (1) but dark blue 
windows, silver painted base; (3) metallic dark bronze cab & chassis, rare purple windows, silver painted base (does have 
factory casting flaws to base) - Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent "New" type K boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

6170. Matchbox Superfast 71c Dodge Cattle Truck - metallic dark bronze cab & chassis, dark yellow stake body complete 
with black cattle attached to sprue, rare turquoise green windows, silver painted base, 5-crown wheels - Near Mint with minor 
factory assembly mark to windscreen in Excellent to Excellent Plus "New" type K box. 

 £30 - £40 

6171. Matchbox Superfast 71c Dodge Cattle Truck twin pack issue - red cab & chassis, cream stake body complete with 
black cattle attached to sprue, dark blue windows, silver painted base with black plastic rear tow hook, 5-crown wheels - Mint 
apart from minor factory paint flaws to right hand cab door in Excellent "New" type K box. 

 £30 - £40 

6172. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 71c Dodge Cattle Truck - all are silver painted base, 5-crown wheels (1) metallic jade green 
cab & chassis, cream stake body complete with brown cattle attached to sprue, dark amber windows; (2) as (1) but metallic 
emerald green cab & chassis; (3) metallic emerald green cab & chassis, yellow stake body complete with black cattle attached 
to sprue, red windows - all Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint type K boxes without "New" but with English/French text 
to rectangular panel on one striker side. (3) 

 £60 - £80 

6173. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 71c Dodge Cattle Truck - all are metallic emerald green cab & chassis, silver painted base, 
5-crown wheels (1) dark yellow stake body, red windows, brown cattle attached to sprue; (2) as (1) but dark amber 
windows - both Near Mint to Mint in Excellent type K boxes without "New" but with English/French text to rectangular panel on 
one striker side; (3) yellow stake body, red windows, complete with light brown cattle one of which has been removed from 
sprue - Excellent with a couple of chips & scratch to cab roof in Good to Good Plus type K box without "New". (3) 

 £40 - £50 

6174. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 71c Dodge Cattle Truck - all are silver painted base, 5-crown wheels (1) metallic emerald 
green cab & chassis, cream stake body complete with light brown cattle removed from sprue, dark amber windows; (2) yellow 
cab & chassis, dark chocolate brown stake body with terracotta brown cattle attached to sprue, pale amber windows; (3) as (2) 
but red windows, tan cattle one of which is removed from sprue - all Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus type K 
boxes without "New" but with English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

6175. Matchbox Superfast 4 x 71c Dodge Cattle Truck - all are yellow cab & chassis with revised cab casting having cut-out 
between grille & headlamps, Lesney England base, 5-crown wheels (1) dark chocolate brown stake body complete with tan 
cattle attached to sprue, red windows, bare metal base; (2) as (1) but gloss black base; (3) as (2) but terracotta brown stake 
body (one cow removed from sprue & tiny chip to rear of cab roof); (4) as (3) but light amber windows, brown cattle attached to 
sprue (does have some small brown paint spots to cab roof) - Excellent to Mint in Good clean but creased to Excellent type K 
boxes without "New" but with English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on one striker side. (4) 

 £50 - £70 
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6176. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 71d 1962 Corvette - both are dark blue body with white trunk & side panels, clear windows, 
dark blue Lesney England base, 5-arch wheels (1) rare blue interior - Near Mint with minor chrome loss to front bumper in Good 
1982 copyright generic US issue box; (2) standard issue chrome interior - Excellent with damage to drivers side rear wheel in 
Good generic 1982 copyright US issue box. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

6177. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 71d 1962 Corvette - both are white body with red trunk & side panels, clear windows, white 
Lesney England base, 5-arch wheels (1) rare blue interior - Excellent with a few tiny chips in Good Plus 1983 copyright generic 
yellow graph paper box; (2) standard issue chrome interior - Near Mint in generally Good Plus 1983 copyright generic yellow 
graph paper box. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

6178. Matchbox Superfast 71d 1962 Corvette - white body with red trunk & side panels, clear windows, chrome interior, dark 
blue Lesney England base, 5-arch wheels - Excellent with a few tiny chips in Good Plus 1983 copyright generic yellow graph 
paper box. 

 £30 - £40 

6179. Matchbox Superfast 71d 1962 Corvette - white body with red trunk & side panels, clear windows, chrome interior, dark 
blue Lesney England base, 5-arch wheels - Excellent Plus with a few tiny factory assembly paint chips in Good Plus factory 
sealed 1983 copyright blister pack. 

 £40 - £50 

6180. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 72a Standard Jeep - both are yellow body, red interior, gloss black base (1) base without rear 
braces, early balloon profile spiro wheels with maroon axle clips - Good Plus with some paint chips particularly to upper edge of 
windscreen in Fair to Good "New" type G box; (2) base with rear braces, flat profile spiro wheels with black axle clips - Excellent 
Plus with a couple of chips to front bumper & top edge of windscreen in Good Plus to Excellent "New" type G box; 38a Honda 
Motorcycle & Trailer - metallic purple motorcycle, lemon yellow trailer without labels, small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels with 
black axle clip - Motorcycle is Good Plus to Excellent with some paint chips, Trailer Excellent Plus in Fair to Good type G box 
without "New" and 23a Volkswagen Camper Van - blue body without fuel filler flap cast & without labels, orange opening roof, 
dark yellow interior, bare metal base, small diameter solid 5-spoke narrow wheels - Good Plus to Excellent with some paint 
chips mostly to roof in Excellent a little creased on one striker side later period type G box without "New". (4) 

 £40 - £50 

6181. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 72d Ford Capri Maxi Taxi - both are clear windows, pale grey interior, 5-spoke wheels (1) 
lighter shade yellow body with "Maxi Taxi" roof tampo print reading on a diagonal from top to bottom of roof, matt black Hong 
Kong base - Excellent with a few tiny chips in Good "New" type L US issue box; (2) darker yellow body without roof tampo print, 
gloss black Macau base - Excellent with a few tiny chips in generally Good "New" type L US issue box (does have tape repair to 
one end flap tab).  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

6182. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 72e Dodge Commando Delivery Truck - all are red cab, white container body, dark blue 
windows, black plastic Lesney England base (1) "Pepsi" with narrow profile 5-arch wheels; (2) "Kellogg's" with wide profile 
5-arch wheels; (3) "Smiths Crisps" with wide profile 5-arch wheels - all Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus creased to Near Mint 
type L boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

6183. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 73a Mercury Commuter - all are clear windows, ivory interior (1) metallic green body with low 
arches & fuel filler flap cast, bare metal No.55 or 73 base, large diameter solid 5-spoke narrow wheels only one of which has 
tread pattern cast, the others without - Excellent (paintwork has gone "tacky" during storage) in Excellent Plus "New" type F3 
transitional box; (2) red body with high arches & fuel filler flap cast, bulls head hood label, bare metal No.59 or 73 base, 5-spoke 
wide wheels - overall Near Mint but does have some factory paint flaws to roof in Excellent "New" type G box; (3) as (2) but 
without fuel filler flap cast - Excellent Plus in Excellent type G box without "New". (3) 

 £60 - £70 
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6184. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 73a Mercury Commuter - both are clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal No.59 or 73 base, 
5-spoke wide wheels (1) darker shade red body with high arches & without fuel filler flap cast, bulls head hood label- Excellent 
Plus with a couple of tiny pin size chips in Excellent Plus "New" type G box; (2) lighter shade red body with high arches & with 
fuel filler flap cast, without hood label - Excellent in Near Mint "New" type G box. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

6185. Matchbox Superfast 73b Weasel Armoured Car - military green body, metallic jade green base with patent number, 
black 5-spoke wheels with turquoise axle clip - Mint in Mint "New" type J box. 

 £30 - £40 

6186. Matchbox Superfast 73b Weasel Armoured Car - military green body & base with patent number, scarce chrome 
5-spoke wheels with turquoise axle clip - Mint in Mint "New" type J box. 

 £40 - £50 

6187. Matchbox Superfast 7 x 73c Ford Model A (1) cream body, dark green windows, dark green chassis with spare wheel 
carrier; (2) as (1) but without windows fitted, chassis without spare wheel carrier; (3) as (2) but white body; (4) metallic green 
body, dark green windows, dark green chassis; (5) as (4) but without windows fitted; (6) tan body, light amber windows, brown 
chassis; (7) as (6) but clear windows and 2 x 38e Ford Model A Van "Champion Spark Plugs" (1) dark amber windows; (2) clear 
windows - Excellent to Mint (some models would benefit from cleaning as dusty from display) in Good to Near Mint type L 
boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

6188. Matchbox Superfast 5 x 74a Daimler Fleetline Bus "Esso Extra Petrol" - (1) dark red body & base, solid 5-spoke narrow 
wheels with black axle clips; (2) as (1) but maroon axle clips; (3) dayglo pink body, dark red base, hollow 5-spoke narrow 
wheels with black axle clips; (4) brick red body & base, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips; (5) as (4) but 
brighter red base than body - Good Plus to Excellent (some models have discoloured/faded labels) in Good to Excellent type F4 
transitional & "New" type G boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

6189. Matchbox Superfast 74a Daimler Fleetline Londoner Bus "The Baron of Beef" - brick red body & base, hollow 5-spoke 
narrow wheels with black axle clips - Near Mint with chip to coach line to right hand side of entrance door in Excellent "New" 
type G box. 

 £50 - £60 

6190. Matchbox Superfast 74b Toe Joe - metallic lime green body, green jibs with red hooks, light amber windows, dark 
yellow interior, rare silver painted base, 5-spoke wheels - Excellent Plus with some paint chips to base in Mint "New" type I box. 

 £60 - £80 

6191. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 74b Toe Joe - all are light amber windows, dark yellow interior (1) metallic lime green body, 
green jibs with red hooks, bare metal base, 5-spoke wheels - Near Mint in Good Plus "New" type I box; (2) metallic dark lime 
green body, green jibs with red hooks, matt black base, 5-arch wheels - Near Mint with a couple of tiny chips to base in Good 
"New" type I box; (3) lemon yellow body, red jibs & hooks, bare metal base, 5-arch wheels - Good Plus with some small paint 
chips in Good "New" type I box and 3 x 63b Freeway Gas Tanker - all are purple windows (1) "Chevron" - burnt orange tractor 
unit, red trailer chassis with rear hole - Excellent in Good "New" type I box; (2) "Shell" - white tractor unit with lemon yellow grille 
& chassis, lemon yellow trailer chassis with rear hole - Excellent in Good type K box; (3) "Aral" - Excellent unboxed with wear to 
left hand label and 54d NASA Tracking Station - white body with roof tampo print only, clear windows, red interior, matt black 
base - Excellent with chrome loss to radar in Good type L box. (7) 

 £30 - £40 
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6192. Matchbox Superfast 4 x 74c Cougar Villager - all are clear windows, bare metal base, dot-dash wheels (1) metallic 
green body, lemon yellow interior; (2) as (1) but lighter shade metallic green body with lighter shade green plastic tailgate; (3) 
as (1) but dark yellow interior; (4) metallic blue body, lemon yellow interior - Excellent to Mint (couple of models have corrosion 
to base) in Good to Excellent Plus type K boxes one of which is without "New". (4) 

 £40 - £50 

6193. Matchbox Superfast 74d Orange Peel Dodge Charger Dragster - white body with burnt orange racing number 70 
tampo print, windows have pale amber tint, matt black Hong Kong base, 5-arch front wheels - Excellent Plus with a few tiny 
chips to roof & windscreen pillars in Excellent Plus US issue type L box.  Nice example. 

 £30 - £40 

6194. Matchbox Superfast 74e Fiat Abarth - white body with burnt orange & red racing number 45 tampo print, clear 
windows, red interior, black plastic base, 5-arch wheels - Excellent to Excellent Plus with a few paint chips to passenger side 
front wing in Excellent type L box. 

 £30 - £40 

6195. Matchbox Superfast 75a Ferrari Berlinetta - red body without headlamp cowls & without silver trim, clear windows, ivory 
interior, bare metal base, solid 5-spoke narrow wheels three of which have tread pattern cast, one front wheel 
without - Excellent Plus (interior a little dusty from display) in generally Good Plus "New" type G box. 

 £30 - £40 

6196. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 75b Alfa Carabo - all are clear windows, ivory interior, 5-spoke wheels (1) metallic candy pink 
body, lemon yellow base - Mint in Excellent "New" type H box without "Superfast" branding to picture faces; (2) as (1) but lighter 
shade metallic candy pink body - Excellent with a few tiny chips in Good Plus "New" type H box without "Superfast" branding to 
picture faces; (3) rare bare metal base - Good Plus with some small paint chips in Mint type H box without "New". (3) 

 £30 - £40 

6197. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 75b Alfa Carabo Streakers issue - all are lime green & yellow tampo print, clear windows, ivory 
interior, lemon yellow base (1) pink body, 5-spoke wide wheels with wide black slots - Excellent (front base rivet has not been 
fully spun down by the factory) in Good Plus "New" type J box; (2) red body, 5-spoke wide wheels with wide black 
slots - Excellent with a few tiny chips in Good to Good Plus "New" type J box; (3) red body, 5-spoke wide wheels with narrow 
black slots - Excellent (one rear wheel deformed) in Good black Japan Series J-7 box. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

6198. Matchbox Superfast 9 x 75d Helicopter - all are white fuselage, Lesney England base (1) "MBTV News" - black interior 
& skis, orange base; (2) as (1) but lighter orange base; (3) as (1) but clear windows, silver-grey interior & skis (in blue window 
box); (4) "Police" - amber windows, silver-grey interior & skis, black base; (5) as (4) but clear windows; (6) as (5) but black 
interior & skis; (7) as (6) but amber windows; (8) "Rescue" - amber windows, black interior & skis; (9) as (8) but silver-grey 
interior & skis - Excellent to Mint (some models would benefit from cleaning as dusty from display) in Fair but still complete to 
Excellent boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

6199. Matchbox Superfast 4 x 76a Mazda RX-7 - all are clear windows, ivory interior, small diameter 5-spoke wheels (1) 
metallic apple green body, matt black Hong Kong base; (2) as (1) but black tampo printed side stripes, gloss black Japan base; 
(3) yellow body with black tampo printed side stripes, gloss black Japan base; (4) blue body, matt black Hong Kong 
base - Excellent Plus to Mint in Fair heavily worn but still complete to Good type L boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

6200. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 77a Toyota Celica XX - all are clear windows, ivory interior, small diameter 5-spoke wheels (1) 
red body, matt black Hong Kong base; (2) red body with metallic pearl gold sheen, matt black Japan base; (3) cream body, matt 
black Japan base - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Excellent "New" type L boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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6201. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 78a Datsun 280ZX (Nissan Fairlady 280Z) - all are clear windows, ivory interior (1) gloss black 
body, matt black Hong Kong base, small diameter 5-spoke wheels (chrome loss to passenger side rear wheel); (2) as (1) but 
metallic pearl body; (3) red body, gloss black Japan base, dot-dash wheels and 79a Mitsubishi Galant - metallic apple green 
body, clear windows, ivory interior, matt black Hong Kong base, small diameter 5-spoke wheels (windscreen discoloured from 
sun exposure) - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent "New" type L boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

6202. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 78a Nissan Fairlady 280Z - both are clear windows, ivory interior, gloss black Japan base, 
dot-dash wheels (1) metallic pearl silver body; (2) red body - both Mint in Fair but still complete & Good Plus creased at one 
corner Japan Series No.5 type L colour picture boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

6203. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 79a Mitsubishi Galant Eterna - both are clear windows, ivory interior, gloss black Japan base, 
small diameter 5-spoke wheels (1) red body - Near Mint with tiny chip to roof in Excellent Japan Series J-22 box; (2) lemon 
yellow body - Excellent Plus with crack to hood paintwork in Good Japan Series No.70 box and 77a Toyota Celica XX - cream 
body, clear windows, ivory interior, matt black Japan base, small diameter 5-spoke wheels - Near Mint in Good Japan Series 
J-21 box. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

6204. Matchbox Superfast group of Made in Hong Kong US issue models (1) 14c Rallye Royale (Monteverdi Hai) - metallic 
silver body with blue & black racing number 14 tampo print, clear windows, black interior, matt black Hong Kong base, 5-spoke 
wheels; (2) 15c Hi-Ho Silver (31b Volks-Dragon) - metallic pearl silver body with red & black racing number 31 tampo print, 
windows have pale amber tint, red interior, matt black Hong Kong base; (3) 23c Ford Mustang GT-350 (Wild Cat 
Dragster) - white body with blue tampo print, clear windows, blue interior, matt black Hong Kong base, 5-arch wheels; (4) 26d 
Cosmic Blues Dragster; (5) 46c Hot Chocolate (43b Dragon Wheels VW Beetle Dragster) - metallic bronze & black body with 
white stripe tampo print, dark amber windows, matt black Hong Kong base, 5-arch front wheels (head & tail lamps have been 
very neatly painted); (6) 48d Red Rider Dragster - red windows, matt black Hong Kong base (slight chrome loss to left hand 
rear wheel); (7) 51d Midnight Magic (53b Tanzara) - black body with silver tampo print, clear windows, chrome interior, metallic 
pearl silver Hong Kong base; (8) 66b Mazda RX500 - dark green body with green & yellow tampo print, dark amber windows, 
chrome interior, metallic pearl silver Hong Kong base, 5-arch wheels - Excellent to Excellent Plus in generally Good type L 
boxes. (8) 

 £100 - £120 

6205. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 24d Datsun 280ZX - both are gloss black body with red tampo print, matt black Hong Kong 
base (1) tampo print with white outlines, clear windows, ivory interior, Fair Lady Z base text, small diameter 5-spoke wheels; (2) 
tampo print without white outlines, amber windows, maroon interior, Datsun 280ZX base text, large diameter 5-spoke wide 
wheels; 2 x 25e Toyota Celica - both are clear windows, blue interior, matt black Hong Kong base, 5-spoke wheels (1) blue 
body with black & white racing number 78 tampo print; (2) yellow body with blue & red racing number 56 tampo print and 2 x 
63d Dodge Challenger - both are light green body, clear windows (1) dark green & white racing number 2 tampo print, ivory 
interior, matt black "Galant Eterna" Hong Kong base, small diameter 5-spoke wheels; (2) dark green & black racing number 2 
tampo print, dark green interior, matt black "Dodge Challenger" Hong Kong base, large diameter 5-spoke wheels - Excellent 
Plus to Mint in Fair to Excellent "New" type L US issue boxes. (6) 

 £80 - £100 

6206. Matchbox Superfast 24e Datsun 280ZX rare Chinese market issue - metallic red body, clear windows, grey interior, 
gloss black China base, dot-dash wheels - Mint in Good factory sealed blister pack for MB44 Probe GT with Chinese MB77 
overlabel.  Rare model released in China only.  

 £30 - £40 
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6207. Matchbox Superfast pair of Speed Sticks Gift Sets - sets contain the following Cars - are clear windows, ivory interior, 
matt black Hong Kong base, small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels - (1) 76a Mazda RX-7 with blue body; (2) 77a Toyota 
Celica with red body; (3) 78a Datsun 280ZX with gloss black body; (4) 79a Mitsubishi Galant with metallic apple green 
body - cars in the first set are without tampo print and the backing card does not give descriptions of the vehicles; the cars in 
the second set all have tampo print and backing card with descriptions - contents are Near Mint to Mint complete with unused 
label sheets in Fair but still factory sealed blister packs. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

6208. Matchbox Superfast 8a Ford Mustang - burnt orange body, clear windows, ivory interior, gloss black base, 5-spoke 
wide wheels - Good to Good Plus with some paint chips to front & rear of body in Fair tape repaired but still complete "New" 
type G box and 4 x 8b Ford Mustang Wild Cat Dragster - all are dark green windows, dark yellow interior (1) dayglo pink body 
with type 1 labels, gloss black base; (2) as (1) but sun faded to a light pink body colour; (3) orange body with type 1 labels, 
graphite grey/charcoal base; (4) orange body with type 2 labels, very dark graphite grey/charcoal base (partly sun faded to a 
lighter shade of orange) - Good to Excellent in Good to Good Plus "New" type G boxes & Fair tape repaired but still complete 
and very clean type G box without "New". (5) 

 £50 - £60 

6209. Matchbox Superfast group of early 1970's issue mostly Cars including 12a Land Rover Safari; 23a Volkswagen 
Camper Van (wheels damaged & rear axle bent out of shape); 3 x 41a Ford GT40 (1) white body, maroon interior, gloss black 
base, 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast; (2) metallic bronze body with high arches, red interior, light yellow base, 
5-spoke wide wheels (drivers side windscreen pillar incomplete & replacement label); (3) as (2) but dark yellow base; 55a 
Mercury Park Lane Police Car with red roof light; 67a Volkswagen 1600 TL plus others similar (see photo) - condition varies 
from Fair to Good Plus in Fair tape repaired but still complete to Good Plus type F & G boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £80 

6210. Matchbox Superfast group of early 1970's issue Cars including 24a Rolls Royce Silver Shadow - silver-grey base, 
5-spoke wide wheels with high arches; 2 x 29b Racing Mini - both are clear windows, bare metal base, 5-spoke wheels (1) 
burnt orange body with green outline racing number 29 labels, pale yellow interior (windscreen cracked); (2) metallic bronze 
body with orange outline racing number 29 labels, ivory interior (considerable chrome loss to wheels); 2 x 33a Lamborghini 
Miura - both are clear windows, ivory interior (1) metallic gold body with low arches, bare metal base, solid 5-spoke narrow 
wheels with tread pattern cast (some faded to a lighter shade of metallic gold); (2) metallic gold body with high arches, dayglo 
orange base, 5-spoke wide wheels; 41a Ford GT40 - white body with low arches, red interior, gloss black base, hollow 5-spoke 
narrow wheels; 64a MG 1100 in type F3 transitional box, plus others similar (see photo) - condition varies from Good to 
Excellent in Fair worn but still complete to Excellent "New" type G boxes. (11) 

 £70 - £90 

6211. Matchbox Superfast group of early to mid 1970's issue Cars.  Including 2 x 9b AMX Javelin - both are dark amber 
windows, bare metal base (1) metallic lime green body with chrome hood scoop, 5-spoke wheels (drivers door does not close 
flush with body); (2) metallic darker shade lime green body with black hood scoop, dark yellow interior, 5-arch wheels; 32b 
Maserati Bora - metallic magenta body without hood label, clear windows, lemon yellow interior, lime green base, 5-spoke 
wheels (interior dusty from display); (4) 33b Datsun 126X Streakers issue - lemon yellow body with red & black flame tampo 
print, scarce light amber windows, chrome interior, orange base (box has large surface tear to one end flap and tape to one 
side); (5) 51b Citroen SM Streakers issue - metallic blue body with fishtail racing number 8 tampo print, dark yellow interior, 
bare metal base, dot-dash wheels; (6) 53b Tanzara with amber windows; (7) 56b Hi-Tailer - white body with Martini Racing 
number 7 labels, dark yellow driver, red base (damage to nose label); (8) 62c Renault 17 TL - burnt orange body with racing 
number 6 hood label, matt black base (label faded); (9) 65a Saab Sonett; (10) 66b Mazda RX500 - purple windows, chrome 
interior, white base - condition varies from Excellent to Mint in Fair worn but still complete to Good Plus type I & J boxes. (10) 

 £70 - £100 
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6212. Matchbox Superfast group of early 1970's issue mostly Commercial & Public Service Vehicles.  Including 4a Dodge 
Stake Truck - spiro front & 4-spoke rear wheels with black axle clips (most of chrome missing from rear wheels); 12b Setra 
Coach - lemon yellow body with thick rear bumper casting, white roof, clear windows, ivory interior; 13a Dodge BP Wreck Truck 
(very neatly paint superdetailed); 44a GMC Refrigerator Truck with 4-spoke narrow wheels; 57a Land Rover Fire Truck with 
cut-out Kent Fire Brigade labels (labels sun faded); 58a DAF Girder Truck - off white body, red base with "Pat App", complete 
with load removed from sprues (box tape repaired at both ends), plus others similar (see photo) - condition varies from Fair to 
Good Plus in Fair tape repaired but still complete to Excellent "New" type G boxes. (12) 

 £50 - £70 

6213. Matchbox Superfast group of early to mid 1970's issue Cars including 4b Gruesome Twosome; 2 x 13b Baja Buggy 
(one with & one without hood label); 14b Mini Ha-Ha; 35b Fandango; 54b Ford Capri - dayglo pink body with matt black hood 
(sun faded); 55b Mercury Commuter Station Wagon; 41b Siva Spyder with chrome hoop plus many others similar (see 
photo) - generally Good to Good Plus but a couple of models are Excellent and some would improve with further cleaning in 
Fair worn but still complete to Good Plus boxes. (18) 

 £60 - £80 

6214. Matchbox Superfast large group of Lesney England models (some duplication) including 14c Rallye Royale; 3 x 42c 
Mercedes Container Truck; 55d Ford Cortina; 3 x 65b Airport Coach; 67c Datsun 260Z plus many others similar (see 
photo) - condition varies from Fair to Excellent with some models being sun faded in Fair worn but still complete to Excellent 
boxes. (38) 

 £100 - £120 

6215. Matchbox Superfast group of early 1970's issue models.  (1) 11b Flying Bug Volkswagen Beetle Dragster - metallic 
red body with square cut hood label, silver-grey windows, bare metal base without front braces (glue showing through label 
which is discoloured); (2) 13b Baja Buggy - metallic lime green body with red flower label, red engine exhaust, orange interior, 
bare metal base, spiro wheels; (3) 46b Stretcha Fetcha Ambulance - large red cross Ambulance labels, mid blue windows, pale 
yellow interior, bare metal base with "gunmetal" effect, Maltese Cross wheels (labels damaged/discoloured); (4) as (3) but small 
red cross labels, scarce light blue windows, red base (labels discoloured & crack to left hand side window); (5) 54b Ford 
Capri - dayglo pink body with black hood, bare metal base - Good Plus to Excellent in Fair worn but still complete to Excellent 
type H & I boxes. (5) 

 £30 - £40 

6216. Matchbox Superfast group of early 1970's issue models.  (1) 2a Mercedes LP Covered Trailer; (2) 12b Setra 
Coach - metallic gold body with thin rear bumper casting, white roof, clear windows, ivory interior; (3) 17a AEC Horse 
Box - burnt orange cab & chassis, green body with grey ramp, complete with horses attached to sprue, hollow 5-spoke narrow 
wheels with black axle clip; (4) 56a BMC Pininfarina - orange body with high arches, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels 
(does have some corrosion to base) - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Excellent "New" type G boxes; (5) 70a Ford D800 Grit 
Spreading Truck - 4-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips - Good with paint chips to container body in Good to Good Plus 
"New" type G box; (6) 71a Ford Esso Heavy Wreck Truck - light blue thin outline Esso labels, 4-spoke wide wheels with black 
axle clips - Good to Good Plus with considerable corrosion to cab in Good to Good Plus "New" type G box. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

6217. Matchbox Superfast large group of mostly late 1970's to early 1980's issue Cars & Motorcycles.  Including 2 x 10c 
Plymouth Gran Fury Police Car (the Metro Police Traffic Control example has blue windows & roof lights which have 
discoloured by sun exposure); 2 x 18b Hondarora Motorcycle - both are black seat & 5-spoke plastic wheels (1) yellow frame; 
(2) metallic green frame; 56c Mercedes Taxi; 57e Range Rover Carmichael Commando Fire Rescue Vehicle; 25d Audi Quattro 
plus many others similar (see photo) - condition varies from Excellent to Near Mint in generally Fair worn but still complete to 
Good boxes although a couple of boxes are Good Plus or Excellent. (18) 

 £80 - £100 
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6218. Matchbox Superfast group of Military vehicles.  (1) 30c Swamp Rat Air Boat in 1st issue "New" type K box; (2) as (1) 
but in 2nd issue type K box; (3) 32c Field Gun; (4) 54c Military Personnel Carrier in 1st issue type K box; (5) as (4) but matt 
military green body in 2nd issue type K box; (6) 70c Self Propelled Mobile Gun with black rubber tracks; (7) as (6) but tan 
rubber tracks which although pliable are a little discoloured - Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Mint boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

6219. Matchbox Superfast group of mid 1970's to early 1980's issue mostly Construction & Commercial vehicles.  Including 
12c Big Bull Bulldozer; 25b Mod Tractor; 2 x 23b Atlas Tipper Truck (1) metallic dark blue cab & chassis, orange tipper body, 
clear windows, pale grey interior, silver painted base, dot-dash wheels; (2) burnt orange cab & chassis, metallic silver tipper 
body, clear windows, rare black interior, silver painted base, dot-dash wheels (missing plastic tipper stop); 38c Ford Camper; 
61b Ford A-Series Wreck Truck - red body with "Radio Dispatches" tampo print, white jibs with red hooks, amber windows, matt 
black base (one jib discoloured from white to cream); 71c Dodge Cattle Truck - metallic emerald green cab & chassis, cream 
stake body, dark amber windows, silver painted base, complete with cattle removed from sprues, plus others similar - condition 
varies from Good Plus to Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (12) 

 £60 - £80 

6220. Matchbox Superfast 13c Snorkel Fire Engine - dark red body, white hoist & platform, dark blue windows, silver painted 
base, 5-arch wheels - Excellent with a few tiny chips in Excellent a little creased at one end "New" type K box; 42c Mercedes 
Container Truck "OCL" - red cab & chassis, orange container without opening doors, dark blue windows, bare metal 
base - Excellent (glue showing through labels which are discoloured) in Good Plus creased along one striker side type K box 
without "New" and 69c Armoured Security Truck German market issue "Dresdner Bank" - dark green body, white roof, light blue 
windows, silver painted base, 5-crown wheels (roof discoloured from white towards cream) - Excellent in Good Plus creased 
across one striker side "New" type K box. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

6221. Matchbox Superfast 1d Dodge Charger Revin' Rebel Dragster - orange body with blue & white tampo prints, blue 
plastic roof, clear windows, black interior, bare metal base - Mint in Good German market window box with generic beachside 
roadway header card illustration. 

 £30 - £40 

6222. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 42c Mercedes Container Truck German market issues (1) "NYK" - red cab & chassis, dark 
blue windows, cream container with red roof & opening doors, bare metal base; (2) "Deutsche Bundespost" - yellow cab & 
chassis, yellow container without opening doors, dark blue windows, matt black base (glue showing through labels which are 
discoloured); (3) "Karstadt" - dark blue cab & chassis, dark blue container without opening doors, dark blue windows, bare 
metal base (tears to labels where original sellotape has melted onto the container) - Excellent to Mint in Fair opened & resealed 
to Good German window boxes two of which illustrate the "Sea Land" model & one has beachside roadway illustration to 
header cards. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

6223. Matchbox Superfast group of German market models.  (1) 41c Ambulance "Notarzt" - red body with white tampo print, 
white rear opening doors, blue windows, pale grey interior, bare metal base; (2) 65b Airport Coach - orange body with 
"Schulbus" labels, dark amber windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal base (box rubs to right hand label); (3) 69c Armoured 
Security Truck "Dresdner Bank" - dark green body with white plastic roof, dark blue windows, silver painted base, 5-crown 
wheels; (4) 68c Chevrolet Van "Adidas" - white body with blue tampo print, blue windows, bare metal base (marks to 
wheelarches) - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good German market window boxes all with illustrations of models to header cards, 
the first three of which have been opened. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

6224. Matchbox Superfast German market 1000PS Gift Set containing (1) 29c Tractor Shovel - lime green body, lemon 
yellow plastic shovel & base, chrome interior & engine, Maltese Cross wheels; (2) 37c Skip Truck - orange cab & chassis, red 
plastic skip, clear windows, pale grey interior, matt black base; (3) 49c Crane Truck - brighter red body, dark yellow jib with red 
hook, clear windows, black plastic base, 5-arch wheels (jib has not been clipped into position & loose within blister) - all Near 
Mint to Mint in Excellent to Mint factory sealed blister packs, outer card sleeve is Excellent with small tear to top right cut-out. 

 £100 - £120 
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6225. Matchbox Superfast group of blister pack models.  (1) 25b Mod Tractor - red body, dark yellow seat, matt black base, 
5-crown front wheels - Excellent with a few factory assembly paint chips to leading edge of hood in Poor incomplete but still 
factory sealed US issue blister pack; (2) 29b Racing Mini - burnt orange body without labels fitted, clear windows, pale yellow 
interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wheels - Mint in Fair faded/stained but still factory sealed US issue blister pack; (3) 30d 
Leyland Articulated Truck "Pauls" Promotional issue - blue tractor unit & trailer, red windows, lemon yellow grille & base, 5-arch 
wheels - Near Mint to Mint (tractor unit & trailer are not coupled & loose within blister) in Fair to Good promotional blister pack. 
(3) 

 £30 - £40 

6226. Matchbox Superfast 23a Volkswagen Transporter Dormobile "Pizza Van" - white body with green & red tampo print, 
dark green windows, matt black base, chrome dot-dash wheels - Excellent with factory assembly marks to roof in Good factory 
sealed 1980 copyright US issue blister pack. 

 £40 - £50 

6227. Matchbox Superfast 18a Field Car "Bushwacker" US issue - orange body with black racing number 179 tampo print, 
black textured roof, black interior, matt black base, rare 5-spoke wide wheels - Mint in Good to Good Plus factory sealed 1980 
copyright US issue blister pack. 

 £50 - £60 

6228. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 18a Field Car "Bushwacker" US issue - all are orange body with black racing number 179 
tampo print, black interior, 4-spoke wide wheels (1) tan textured roof, silver painted base; (2) black textured roof, silver painted 
base (thin tampo print to the "Scout Racing Team High Performance" text on right hand side of body); (3) darker shade orange 
body, black textured roof, matt black base - Excellent Plus to Mint in Fair to Good Plus factory sealed 1980 copyright US issue 
blister packs. (3) 

 £60 - £80 

6229. Matchbox Superfast group of US issue Limited Edition models - all are clear windows, ivory interior, matt black Hong 
Kong base, small diameter 5-spoke wheels (1) 76a Mazda RX-7 Boulevard Blaster - blue body with blue & white tampo print; 
(2) 77a Sun Burner Toyota Celica - red body with yellow & orange tampo print; (3) 78a Datsun 280ZX Phantom Z - gloss black 
body with orange tampo print; (4) as (3) but gloss black body without tampo print, backing card states model is "Datsun 280ZX"; 
(5) 79a Hot Points Dodge Challenger - apple green body with cream & red tampo print - all Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good 
Plus factory sealed 1980 copyright US issue blister packs. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

6230. Matchbox Superfast group of US issue Limited Edition models in "London Holiday Sweepstakes" blister packs - all are 
matt black Hong Kong base - (1) 25e Toyota Celica GT - yellow body with blue & red racing number 56 tampo print, clear 
windows, blue interior; (2) 76a Mazda RX-7 Boulevard Blaster - blue body with red & white tampo print, clear windows, ivory 
interior, small diameter 5-spoke wheels; (3) 77a Sun Burner Toyota Celica - red body with yellow & orange tampo print, clear 
windows, ivory interior, small diameter 5-spoke wheels; (4) 79a Hot Points Dodge Challenger - metallic apple green body with 
cream & red tampo print, clear windows, ivory interior, small diameter 5-spoke wheels - all Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good 
Plus factory sealed 1981 copyright US issue blister packs. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

6231. Matchbox Superfast group of US issue Code Red Emergency Service Vehicles.  (1) 29a Fire Pumper Truck; (2) 33c 
LAPD Honda Police Motorcycle; (3) 41c Pacific Ambulance with silver painted base; (4) 52b Los Angeles City Fire Department 
Boat with yellow plastic figures; (5) 55a Mercury Park Lane Police Car - revised black & white twin pack body casting with Los 
Angeles Police Department Car 201 tampo print, blue windows, rare turquoise green roof lights, bare metal base; (6) 59b 
Mercury Park Lane Fire Chief Car - red revised twin pack body casting with Los Angeles City Fire Department tampo print, light 
blue roof lights, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base; (7) 63e Merryweather Marquis Snorkel Fire Engine with bare 
metal base; (8) Sky Busters SB25 Los Angeles Fire Department Helicopter - Excellent Plus to Mint in Poor opened & resealed 
to Fair blister packs. (8) 

 £50 - £70 
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6232. Matchbox Superfast group of US issue Limited Edition models.  (1) 9b AMX Javelin Cam Cracker - blue body with cast 
shut doors & black hood scoop, white racing number 1 tampo print, dark amber windows, dark yellow interior, silver painted 
base with model number cast, 5-arch wheels; (2) as (1) but bare metal base with model number cast; (3) 10b Ford Mustang 
Piston Popper Hot Popper - yellow body with red & black flame tampo print, light amber windows, white interior, bare metal 
base; (4) 23a Volkswagen Transporter Dormobile "Pizza Van" - white body with green & red tampo print, dark green windows, 
gloss black base, black dot-dash wheels; (5) 44b Boss Mustang (Mustang Cobra) - dark green body with white tampo print, light 
amber windows, chrome interior, bare metal base; (6) 46b Stretcha Fetcha Ambulance Viper Van - lime green body with black 
& white tampo print, amber windows, pale yellow interior, gloss black base, Maltese Cross wheels; (7) as (6) but white base - all 
Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good factory sealed 1980 copyright US issue blister packs. (7) 

 £70 - £90 

6233. Matchbox Superfast group of models in US issue blister packs.  (1) 5c US Mail Jeep - white textured roof with dark red 
side stripes, black interior, white "No.5 US Mail Truck" base, black 5-crown wheels; (2) 7c Volkswagen Golf - metallic lime green 
body, dark amber windows, dark yellow interior, matt black base; (3) 15c Hi-Ho Silver (31b Volks-Dragon VW Beetle 
Dragster) - metallic pearl silver body with red & black racing number 31 tampo print, light amber windows, red interior, matt 
black Hong Kong base; (4) 26b Big Banger Dragster Roman Numeral issue - brown body with "Brown Sugar" labels which have 
red cherries & pale background, dark amber windows, white base; (5) 57d Ford 4x4 Mini Pick-up Truck - burnt orange body, 
dark blue windows, bare metal base; (6) as (5) but red body, silver painted base; (7) 40c Chevrolet Corvette T-Roof - pale grey 
interior, bare metal base - all generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good factory sealed blister packs. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

6234. Matchbox Superfast group of mid 1970's to early 1980's blister packed models (slight duplication) including 4d '57 
Chevy; 18a Field Car US issue Bushwacker - black textured roof & interior, matt black base, 4-spoke wide wheels; 46b Stretcha 
Fetcha Ambulance "Viper Van" with gloss black base; 35b Fandango - red body with racing number 35 nose label, clear 
windows, light blue fan, bare metal base; 59d Porsche 928 - black body with white tampo print, clear windows, red interior, 
silver painted base; 72e Dodge Commando Delivery Truck "Pepsi" with narrow profile 5-arch wheels (white plastic container 
body has partly discoloured to a cream colour) - condition varies generally Excellent to Mint although Pepsi Delivery Truck is 
only Good Plus in Poor to Fair blister packs many of which have been opened. (17) 

 £50 - £60 

6235. Matchbox Superfast group of Made in England models on 1983 copyright blister packs with graph paper backing cards.  
(1) 10b Ford Mustang Piston Popper - yellow body with blue & black racing number 60 tampo print to hood, doors & roof, dark 
amber windows, red interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke front wheels; (2) 29a Code Red issue Los Angeles City Fire Department 
American La France Fire Pumper Truck with bare metal base; (3) 43a Pony Trailer twin pack issue tan body with green plastic 
ramp, clear windows, silver painted Lesney England base, dot-dash wheels - all Near Mint to Mint in Fair factory sealed blister 
packs with rear of card correctly stating models are made in England; (4) 17c Leyland Titan Bus - red body with "Matchbox 
London Bus" labels, black plastic Lesney England base; (5) 75d Helicopter - white body with blue & orange Rescue tampo print, 
dark amber windows, silver-grey interior & skis, black plastic Lesney England base; (6) as (5) but metallic silver body with red 
"600" tampo print - all Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good factory sealed 1983 copyright graph paper blister packs with rear of 
card incorrectly stating models are made in Macau. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

6236. Matchbox Superfast group of mid 1980's to mid 1990's issue blister pack models.  Made in Macau models include 
MB22 Ford Big Foot Pick-up Truck (white plastic canopy discoloured from sun exposure); MB25 Audi Quattro - dark blue body 
with red Audi hood tampo print, amber windows, black interior, gloss black Macau base; MB21 GMC Wreck Truck "Frank's 
24HR Towing"; 2 x MB40 Chevrolet Corvette T-Roof; MB54 NASA Radar Tracking Vehicle and MB32 Excavator; Made in 
China models include MB47 School Bus & MB20 Volvo Container Truck "Christiaensen"; Made in Thailand models include 
MB65 Indianapolis Racer & MB7 Ford Thunderbird Nascar Stock Car - Excellent to Mint in Poor opened & resealed to Good 
Plus blister packs and 43d Peterbilt Conventional Tractor Unit - black body with red & white tampo print, dark amber windows, 
chrome Lesney England base - Excellent Plus in Poor opened blister pack. (12) 

 £20 - £30 
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6237. Matchbox Superfast group of 1980's and 1990's Promotional & Limited Edition models.  Including (1) MB56 Peterbilt 
Tanker "Avia" with chrome Thailand base in "Belgomine" blister pack; (2) MB45 Kenworth Aerodyne Tractor Unit "Chef 
Boyardee" with chrome Macau base; (3) MB13 1984 Chevrolet Corvette "Chef Boyardee"; (4) MB10 Dodge Viper "69th 
Shenandoah Apple Blossom Festival May 1996" with black Thailand base; (5) MB10 Dodge Viper "Viper Venom California 
Viper Owners Club 1995" limited edition of 5000 models - yellow body, chrome windscreen, pale grey interior, black Thailand 
base; (6) MB14 Chevrolet Corvette Convertible "70th Shenandoah Apple Blossom Festival April-May 1997" with black plastic 
China base; (7) MB38 Corvette Sting Ray III "7-Eleven" - red body, dark grey windscreen, black interior & Thailand base, gold 
wheels; (8) MB50 Chevy Blazer Police Car "7-Eleven Food Stores" - plain white body with hood tampo print, blue windows & 
roof lights, white interior, black plastic Thailand base; (9) MB46 '55 Chevy Convertible "Matchbox 1999 Official Parade 
Car" - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Excellent factory sealed blister packs & Good to Good Plus generic yellow graph paper 
box for Kenworth Aerodyne along with 4 x Limited Edition "Rally Vette" Series 1 models - all Near Mint to Mint in Excellent 
window boxes. (13) 

 £50 - £70 

6238. Matchbox Superfast ZB-1 Zoomy Balloonies factory trade pack originally for 12 models but now containing 10 
examples to include 2 x "Terrible Toad"; 2 x "Nose Job"; 2 x "Spida Bita"; "Blood Shot"; "Webbed Wonder"; "Hot Foot" & "Fly'n 
Fang" - all Near Mint to Mint in factory sealed clear plastic bags, trade box is Fair discoloured with creasing & some small tears 
but still complete, also included are two opened empty clear packets both Fair, one with instruction leaflet. 

 £80 - £100 

6239. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 010120 Limited Edition Christmas Offer twin pack to include the following Lesney England 
blister pack models (1) 20b Range Rover Police Patrol "Securite-Rallye Paris-Dakar 83" - tan body, clear frosted windows, red 
spinner & roof light, gloss black base; (2) 30d Leyland Articulated Truck "International" - blue tractor unit with red windows, 
lemon yellow grille & base, yellow trailer (does have paint chips to trailer); (3) 40b Bedford Horse Box - yellow cab, chocolate 
brown body with white ramp, complete with horses attached to sprue, dark green windows, gloss black base; (4) 48e Mercedes 
Unimog Snow Plough - yellow body with white canopy, amber windows, black plastic chassis, yellow plastic base & 
blade - generally Near Mint to Mint apart from Articulated Truck which is only Good Plus in Fair damaged but still factory sealed 
1983 copyright blister packs, outer card sleeves are Fair to Good. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

6240. Matchbox Superfast group of twin packs containing 1a Mercedes LP Covered Truck & 2a Mercedes LP Covered Trailer 
(1) TP-1 "IMS International Haulage" - both are mid blue body with dark yellow plastic canopies, dark blue windows, truck has 
1978 copyright date cast to base, 4-spoke wide wheels; (2) "Transcontinental Haulage Co" - both are red body with lemon 
yellow plastic canopy, dark blue windows, truck has 1978 copyright date cast to base, chrome 4-spoke wide wheels; (3) TP-15 
Military Truck & Trailer - both are military green body, tan plastic canopy with "4TS702K" labels, dark blue windows, truck 
without copyright date to base, black 4-spoke wide wheels - contents Near Mint to Mint (some canopies loose within blisters) in 
Fair to Good factory sealed blister packs. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

6241. Matchbox Superfast group of twin packs.  (1) TP-2 containing 22c Blaze Buster Fire Engine - dark red body, lemon 
yellow ladder, dark amber windows, white interior, graphite grey/charcoal base, 5-spoke wheels and 55a Mercury Park Lane 
Police Car - revised twin pack body casting with Police shield labels, blue roof lights, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal 
base, dot-dash wheels; (2) TP-3 containing 43a Pony Trailer - orange body with horses head labels, dark chocolate brown 
ramp, gloss black base, centre-cut 5-spoke narrow wheels and 53c Jeep CJ6 - darker shade red body with tan roof, dark yellow 
interior, bare metal "CJ6 Jeep" base; (3) TP-5 containing 54a Ford Capri - orange body & hood, clear windows, ivory interior, 
bare metal base with rear tow hook brace, 5-spoke wide wheels with narrow black slots and 9a Cabin Cruiser & Trailer - light 
blue trailer with centre-cut 5-spoke narrow wheels; (4) TP-9 containing 18a Field Car - metallic red body with racing number 44 
hood label, tan textured roof, black interior, matt black base, chrome 4-spoke wide wheels and 24b Team Matchbox Racing 
Car - metallic red body with blue background racing number 8 nose label, bare metal base (chrome loss to right hand rear 
wheel) - contents are Excellent Plus to Mint in Fair to Good factory sealed blister packs. (4) 

 £80 - £100 
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6242. Matchbox Superfast twin pack TP-3 containing 9b AMX Javelin - metallic kingfisher blue body with black hood scoop, 
dark amber windows, dark yellow interior, silver painted base, 5-arch wheels and 43a Pony Trailer - orange body with horses 
head labels, dark chocolate brown ramp, gloss black base, centre-cut 5-spoke narrow wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Good 
factory sealed blister pack. 

 £50 - £70 

6243. Matchbox twin packs TP-4 Holiday Set containing 40a Vauxhall Guildsman Streakers issue - red body with racing 
number 40 tampo print, amber windows, pale yellow interior, silver painted base, dot-dash wheels and 57b Eccles Trailer 
Caravan - lemon yellow body with black stripe flower labels, white interior, centre-cut 5-spoke narrow wheels - Near Mint to Mint 
in Good factory sealed US issue blister pack with damage to corners of blister. 

 £50 - £60 

6244. Matchbox Superfast twin pack TP-4 Holiday Set containing 40a Vauxhall Guildsman Streakers issue - red body with 
racing number 40 tampo print, amber windows, pale yellow interior, silver painted base, dot-dash wheels and 57b Eccles Trailer 
Caravan - lemon yellow body without labels, white interior, centre-cut 5-spoke narrow wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Good 
factory sealed blister pack with damage to corners of blisters. 

 £50 - £70 

6245. Matchbox Superfast twin pack TP-5 containing 9c Ford Escort RS2000 - blue body with "Phantom" labels, rare dark 
amber windows, tan interior, gloss black base, dot-dash wheels (left hand door label applied off centre by the factory) and 9a 
Cabin Cruiser & Trailer - light blue trailer with centre-cut 5-spoke narrow wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Fair factory sealed blister 
pack with heavily age yellowed blister. 

 £50 - £70 

6246. Matchbox Superfast group of twin packs.  (1) TP-5 containing 9c Ford Escort RS2000 - white body with racing number 
9 labels, clear windows, tan interior, graphite grey/charcoal base, dot-dash wheels and 9a Cabin Cruiser & Trailer - light blue 
trailer with centre-cut 5-spoke narrow wheels; (2) as (1) but Ford Escort has "Phantom" labels, gloss black base (glue showing 
through labels which are discoloured); (3) TP-7 containing 9c Ford Escort RS2000 - metallic green body with "Seagull" labels, 
clear windows, tan interior, gloss black base, dot-dash wheels and Gliding Club Trailer - metallic green, clear canopy - Excellent 
to Mint in Fair but still factory sealed blister packs. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

6247. Matchbox Superfast group of twin packs.  (1) TP-2 containing 25b Mod Tractor - red body, dark yellow seat, matt black 
base, 5-crown front wheels and Regular Wheel 40c Hay Trailer - lemon yellow body without raves, black plastic wheels; (2) 
TP-7 containing 5c US Mail Jeep - yellow body with Gliding Club hood label, black interior including rear seats, matt black 
Roman Numeral "No.II Sleet-N-Snow" base, 5-crown wheels (glue showing through label which is discoloured) and Gliding Club 
Trailer - yellow body, amber canopy (US issue blister pack); (3) TP-10 containing 3a Mercedes Ambulance revised twin pack 
casting - off white body with red cross door labels, blue windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal base with text reading from 
front to rear, dot-dash wheels and 59b Mercury Park Lane Fire Chief Car revised twin pack body casting - red body with Fire 
shield door labels (from 64c Fire Chief Car), blue roof lights, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, dot-dash 
wheels - Excellent Plus to Mint in Fair to Good factory sealed blister packs. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

6248. Matchbox Superfast group of twin packs.  (1) TP-7 containing 5c US Mail Jeep - yellow body with cast rear seats & 
Gliding Club hood label, black interior, dark graphite grey/charcoal base, 5-crown wheels and Gliding Club Trailer - yellow body 
with amber canopy; (2) TP-21 containing 51b Citroen SM - metallic blue body with Yamaha hood label, black plastic roof rack, 
clear windows, dark yellow interior, bare metal base (glue showing through label which is discoloured), dot-dash wheels and 
metallic blue Motorcycle Trailer with 3 x dark yellow Motorcycles (racing numbers 4, 8 & 11); (3) TP-29 containing 53d Ford 
F150 Custom Flareside Pick-up Truck - blue body with racing number 326 tampo print, white interior and 9a Cabin Cruiser & 
Trailer - light blue Trailer with centre-cut 5-spoke narrow wheels - Excellent Plus to Mint in Fair to Good factory sealed blister 
packs. (3) 

 £50 - £70 
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6249. Matchbox Superfast pair of twin packs.  (1) TP-6 containing 29b Racing Mini - red body with green outline racing 
number 29 labels, clear windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wheels and 74b Toe Joe - lemon yellow body, 
red jibs with black hooks, light amber windows, dark yellow interior, matt black base, 5-arch wheels; (2) TP-32 containing 1d 
Dodge Challenger "Revin' Rebel" Dragster - orange body with blue & white tampo print, blue roof, clear windows, black interior, 
bare metal base and 61b Ford A-Series Wreck Truck - yellow body, red jibs with black hooks, light amber windows, gloss black 
base, 5-crown wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Fair factory sealed blister packs. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

6250. Matchbox Superfast twin pack TP-8 containing 18a Field Car - orange body with "chequerboard" hood label, black 
textured hood & interior, matt black base, 5-spoke wide wheels and 38a Honda Motorcycle & Trailer - orange trailer with Honda 
labels, centre-cut 5-spoke narrow wheels, metallic emerald green motorcycle - Near Mint to Mint in Fair factory sealed blister 
pack. 

 £40 - £50 

6251. Matchbox Superfast twin pack TP-10 containing 3a Mercedes Benz Binz Ambulance - off white revised twin pack body 
casting with red cross door labels, blue windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal base with text reading from front to rear, 
dot-dash wheels - Good Plus to Excellent with paint chips to body raised outlines and 59b Mercury Park Lane Fire Chief 
Car - red revised twin pack body casting with Fire shield door labels (from 64c Fire Chief Car), rare lime green roof lights, clear 
windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, dot-dash wheels - Excellent Plus (glue showing through label which is discoloured) in 
Fair factory sealed blister pack. 

 £40 - £60 

6252. Matchbox Superfast group of twin packs.  (1) TP-11 containing 46c Ford Tractor - blue body, pale yellow interior, bare 
metal base, rear wheels have yellow hubs, front wheels with black hubs and Regular Wheel 40c Farm Hay Trailer - red body 
with black plastic raves, black plastic wheels; (2) as (1) but Tractor is metallic green body, yellow plastic hubs to front & rear 
wheels; (3) TP-20 containing 24c Diesel Shunter - yellow body, without interior fitted, red base and matching yellow & red Side 
Tipping Wagon; (3) TP-27 containing 43c Steam Loco - green cab & side tanks with "NP" labels and 44c Caboose - green body 
with "5810-6102" labels - all Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good factory sealed blister packs. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

6253. Matchbox Superfast group of blister packs.  3 x TP-17 containing 63b Freeway Gas Tanker & Trailer - all are purple 
windows - (1) "Chevron"; (2) "Shell"; (3) "Exxon"; TP-22 Peterbilt Articulated Container Truck - metallic emerald green tractor 
unit with light amber windows, gloss black trailer with cream "OCL" containers, 5-arch wheels; TP-24 Peterbilt Articulated Truck 
& Box Trailer "Matchbox" - red tractor unit with light amber windows, 5-arch wheels - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good Plus 
factory sealed blister packs and TP-27 containing 43a Steam Loco - dark green cab & side tanks with "NP" labels and 44c 
Caboose - dark green body with 5810-6102 labels - Near Mint to Mint in Fair opened & resealed blister pack. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

6254. Matchbox Superfast TP-11 containing 2b Jeep Hot Rod - military green body with 5-pointed star hood label, black 
interior, matt black "No.2 Jeep Hot Rod" base, black 4-spoke wide wheels and 18b Hondarora Honda CB750 
Motorcycle - military green frame, black plastic parts, wire wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Poor but still factory sealed blister pack.  
Rare variation of Military Jeep with Jeep Hot Rod base. 

 £30 - £40 

6255. Matchbox Superfast pair of twin packs.  (1) TP-11 containing 38c Armoured Jeep - military green body with 
"21-star-11" hood label, black interior, matt black Roman Numeral "No.II Sleet-N-Snow" base, 5-crown wheels and 18b 
Hondarora Honda CB750 Motorcycle - military green frame, black plastic parts, wire wheels; (2) TP-12 containing 18a Field 
Car - military green body with "RA391" hood label, tan smooth roof, black interior, matt black base, black 4-spoke wide wheels 
and 20b Range Rover Police Patrol - military green body with red cross Ambulance door labels, clear frosted windows, orange 
spinner & roof light, bare metal base, black 5-spoke wheels (some marks to left hand door label) - generally Near Mint to Mint in 
Fair to Good factory sealed blister packs. (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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6256. Matchbox Superfast pair of Military twin packs.  (1) TP-12 containing 18a Field Car - military green body with "RA391" 
hood label, tan textured roof, black interior, matt black base, black 4-spoke wide wheels and 23a Volkswagen Transporter 
Military Ambulance - military green body with red cross labels, dark blue windows, matt black "Dormobile" base, black dot-dash 
wheels (glue showing through labels which are discoloured) and TP-14 containing 3a Mercedes Benz Binz Ambulance - military 
green body with red cross door labels, dark blue windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal base with text reading from front to 
rear, black dot-dash wheels and 46a Mercedes 300 SE Coupe Military Staff Car - military green body with door labels, clear 
windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, black 5-arch wheels - contents Excellent to Mint in Fair factory sealed blister packs. 

 £70 - £80 

6257. Matchbox Superfast pair of Military twin packs (1) TP-16 containing 28a Mack Dump Truck - military green body, 
without windows fitted, matt black base, black dot-dash wheels and Regular Wheels 16d Bulldozer - military green body with 
red & blue letter A hood label, matt black base & blade, black plastic rollers with black rubber tracks and - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good factory sealed blister pack (blister has some creasing but backing card exceptionally clean); (2) TP-16 containing 71a 
Ford Heavy Wreck Truck - military green body with "3LGS64" labels facing forward, dark green windows & roof light, black 
plastic hook, black 4-spoke wide wheels and Regular Wheels 61b Alvis Stalwart - military green body with "3LGS64" labels 
facing rear, turquoise green windows, matt black base, black plastic wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Poor opened & resealed 
blister pack. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

6258. Matchbox Superfast twin pack TP-24 Peterbilt Articulated Truck & Box Trailer - red tractor unit with dark amber 
windows, black plastic grille & base, 5-arch wheels, red trailer with white roof & opening doors, red chassis, 5-arch wheels, 
factory error without any labels fitted - Mint in Fair factory sealed blister pack. 

 £30 - £40 

6259. Matchbox Superfast twin pack TP-28 containing 55d Ford Cortina - metallic champagne gold body with black stripe 
tampo print, clear windows, white interior, bare metal base, dot-dash wheels and 57b Eccles Trailer Caravan - white body with 
red & yellow "sunset" tampo print, red plastic roof, white interior, centre-cut 5-spoke narrow wheels. 

 £40 - £60 

6260. Matchbox Superfast large group of twin packs. (1) TP-8 Transporter Set containing 17b Daimler Fleetline Londoner 
Bus "Berger Paints" with dot-dash wheels and 72b SRN6 Hovercraft - labels facing rear, blue windows; (2) TP-10 containing 3a 
Mercedes Benz Binz Ambulance - off-white body with red cross door labels, blue windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal base 
with text reading from rear to front, dot-dash wheels (has additional door label to left hand side) and 59b Mercury Park Lane 
Fire Chief Car - red revised twin pack body casting with fire shield door labels (from No.64c Fire Chief Car), blue roof-lights, 
clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, dot-dash wheels; (3) TP-12 containing 18a Field Car - military green body with 
"RA391" hood label, tan smooth roof, black interior, matt black base, black 4-spoke wide wheels and 20b Range Rover Police 
Patrol - military green body with red cross door labels, clear frosted windows, orange spinner & roof-light, bare metal base, 
black 5-spoke wheels; (4) TP-13 containing 28b Stoat Armoured Car - military green body, matt black base with patent number, 
black 5-spoke wheels and 73b Weasel Armoured Car - military green body & base with patent number, black 5-spoke wheels; 
(5) TP-14 containing 16a Badger Military Radar Truck - military green body, pale yellow radar scanner, dark green windows, 
bare metal base, black Maltese Cross wheels with grey type 1 axle clip and 63b Freeway Gas Tanker with purple windows; (6) 
TP-20 containing Diesel Shunter - yellow body, tan interior, red chassis & base and Side Tipping Wagon - yellow body with 
black plastic tipper body; (7) TP-121 Bacardi Rum Special Edition pack containing No.5b Seafire Power Boat - white trailer with 
dot-dash wheels & Land Rover 90 - white body & plastic roof, black interior, silver-grey Thailand base (white plastic parts have 
discoloured towards cream due to sun exposure) - contents Excellent to Mint in Poor to Fair but still factory sealed blister packs.  
(7) 

 £70 - £90 

6261. Matchbox Superfast pair of twin packs (1) TP-30 containing 5b Seafire Power Boat - gloss black body, red driver & 
engine exhausts, lemon yellow plastic base and 67c Datsun 260Z - metallic silver body with red & black tampo print, clear 
windows, white interior, matt black  base, dot-dash wheels; (2) TP-31 containing 12d Citroen CX Estate - yellow body with blue 
& red "Team Matchbox" hood tampo print, smoke grey windows, red interior, gloss black base and red Motorcycle Trailer with 3 
x dark yellow plastic motorcycles (racing numbers 4, 5 & 11), (Citroen has box rubs to roof) - overall Near Mint to Mint in Good 
& Fair factory sealed blister packs.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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6262. Matchbox Superfast twin pack TP-32 containing 1d Dodge Challenger "Revin' Rebel" Dragster - orange body with blue 
& white tampo print, blue roof, clear windows, black interior, bare metal base and 74b Toe Joe - dark yellow body with "Hitch 
Hiker" labels, red jibs with black hooks, light amber windows, dark yellow interior, bare metal base, 5-crown wheels - Near Mint 
to Mint in Fair factory sealed blister pack. 

 £50 - £60 

6263. Matchbox Superfast group of Matchbox International Period twin packs all containing Made in England models. (1) 
TP-102 containing 9c Ford Escort RS-2000 - dark green body with "Seagull" labels, clear windows, tan interior, gloss black 
base and Gliding Club Trailer - dark green body with light amber canopy; (2) TP-106 containing 21c Renault 5TL - white body 
with red & yellow Seltic racing number 21 tampo print, clear windows, tan interior, rare orange base; (3) TP-111 containing 55d 
Ford Cortina - red body with cast shut doors & black side stripes, clear windows, white interior, bare metal base, dot-dash 
wheels and 43a Pony Trailer - tan body with "Silver Shoes" tampo print, dark chocolate brown ramp, gloss black base, dot-dash 
wheels - Excellent Plus to Mint "Renault 5 has faded tampo print to left hand side of body) in Fair factory sealed blister packs.  
(3) 

 £70 - £90 

6264. Matchbox Superfast group of empty boxes all of which are still factory flat-packed including (1)type H box without 
"New" for 70b Dodge Charger Dragster; (2) type I boxes for 41b Siva Spyder with "New"; (3) type I box for 53b Tanzara without 
"New"; (4) "New" type J box for 55c Hellraiser - all Mint.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

6265. Matchbox Superfast group of empty type F transitional boxes (1) type F2 box for 33a Lamborghini Miura; (2) type F3 
box for 53a Ford Zodiac; (3) type F2 box for 56a BMC Pininfarina; (4) type F3 box for 64a MG 1100; (5) type F2 box for 67a 
Volkswagen 1600TL - Excellent to Excellent Plus.  (5) 

 £100 - £120 

6266. Matchbox Superfast group of empty type F transitional boxes. (1) type F3 box for 25a Ford Cortina; (2) type F3 box for 
36a Opel Diplomat (tear to one end flap); (3) type F2 box for 56a BMS Pininfarina; (4) type F3 box for 73a Mercury Commuter; 
(5) type F4 box for 74a Daimler Fleetline Bus illustrating Regular Wheel model with black Superfast branding - Fair but still 
complete to Good.  (5) 

 £40 - £50 

6267. Matchbox Superfast group of empty boxes. Including type H without "New" for 5a Lotus Europa; 13b Baja Buggy and 
14a Iso Grifo; type H box with "New" for 59b Mercury Park Lane Fire Chief Car; type H box with "New" but without black 
Superfast branding to picture faces for 54b Ford Capri and "New" type I boxes for 43b Dragon Wheels VW Beetle Dragster; 57c 
Ford Wild-Life Truck and 67b Hot Rocker Ford Capri Dragster - Excellent to Mint.  (8) 

 £70 - £90 

6268. Matchbox Superfast group of empty "New" type G boxes (1) 25a Ford Cortina; (2) 31a Lincoln Continental; (3) 36a 
Opel Diplomat; (4) 68a Porsche 910 - all Near Mint to Mint.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

6269. Matchbox Superfast group of empty "New" type G boxes. (1) 3a Mercedes Benz Binz Ambulance; (2) 8b Ford Mustang 
Wildcat Dragster; (3) another Ford Mustang Wildcat Dragster; (4) 11a Mercedes Scaffolding Truck; (5) 22a Pontiac GP Coupe 
(does have surface tear to one end flap where label has been removed; (6) Lincoln Continental; (7) 42a Iron Fairy Crane; (8) 
67a Volkswagen 1600TL - Good Plus to Excellent.  (8) 

 £70 - £90 

6270. Matchbox Superfast large group of empty "New" type G boxes including 8b Ford Mustang Wildcat Dragster; 14a Iso 
Grifo; 19b Road Dragster; 27a Mercedes 230SL; 47a DAF Tipper Container Truck; 53a Ford Zodiac plus others similar (see 
photo) - Good to Excellent.  (14) 

 £70 - £100 
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6271. Matchbox Superfast group of empty boxes. (1) "New" type I box for 4b Gruesome Twosome; (2) type H box for 13b 
Baja Buggy without "New"; (3) "New" type H box for 20a Lamborghini Marzal; (4) type H box without "New" for 30b Beach 
Buggy; (5) type H box without "New" for 40a Vauxhall Guildsman; (6) type H box with "New" for 56a BMC Pininfarina; (7) "New" 
type I box for 49b Chop Suey Chopper Motorcycle; (8) "New" type I box for 51b Citroen SM - Good Plus to Near Mint.  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

6272. Matchbox Superfast group of empty type H & I boxes for various models including 3b Monteverdi Hai; 43b Dragon 
Wheels VW Beetle Dragster; 55b Mercury Commuter Police Car; 53b Tanzara; 72b SRN6 Hovercraft; 73b Weasel Armoured 
Cars plus others similar (see photo) - Good to Excellent Plus.  (12) 

 £60 - £70 

6273. Matchbox Superfast group of empty boxes including type F2 transitional box for 5a Lotus Europa (has ink graffiti to one 
picture face; 7 x type G boxes including 29b Racing Mini; 23a Volkswagen Camper Van, 38a Honda Motorcycle & Trailer plus 
others similar; 4 x type H boxes; 9 x type I boxes; 4 x type J boxes and type L box for 36d Refuse Truck - some boxes have ink 
graffiti others are worn or sunfaded - Fair to Good Plus; 9 x further similar boxes which are either incomplete or tape repaired 
(some of these are exceptionally but just missing one end flap - Fair and 11 x generic later 1980's & 1990's period boxes - Fair 
to Good Plus.  (46) 

 £80 - £100 

6274. Matchbox Superfast group of empty boxes.  Including type J boxes for 22c Blaze Buster Fire Engine; 36c Formula 
5000 Racing Car; 43b Dragon Wheels VW Beetle Dragster; 64c Fire Chief Car and 66b Mazda RX500 Streakers issue; type K 
boxes for 34b Ford Mustang Vantastic and 61b Ford A-Series; type L boxes for 30d Leyland Articulated Truck; 35c Volvo Zoo 
Truck; 61c Peterbilt Wreck and 2 x 75c RAF Rescue Helicopter - condition varies generally Good Plus to Mint apart from box for 
Blaze Buster which is only Good. (12) 

 £60 - £80 

6275. Matchbox Superfast mixed group 2 x James Bond 007 "A View to a Kill" - 31g Rolls Royce Silver Cloud 2, 33d Renault 
11 Taxi, 28e Dodge Daytona Turbo Z - metallic maroon/silver, black plastic England base with correct issue US box, Dodge 
Caravan - metallic maroon body with maroon interior, chrome Matchbox International England base (box has damage to end 
flap), MB68 4 x 4 Chevrolet - yellow with brown Kangaroo tampo and Lesney England base, 41f Kenworth Aerodyne Tractor 
Unit - red with black and white tampo stripes, 16b Pontiac Firebird T-roof - gloss black body with door and tampo print and 
Lesney England unpainted base and 2 unboxed models, 41b Siva Spyder - roman numeral issue Black Widow - sky blue body, 
black roof, clear windows and bare metal Lesney England base - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging.   (9) 

 £50 - £70 

6276. Matchbox Superfast group of Japan Issues (1) MB8 Range Rover Police Car - black/white, red roof-light, Maltese 
Cross wheels, Matchbox International England base, (2) MB34 Datsun Fairlady 280ZX Racing - white, red/blue body stripes, 
racing number 33 and 5-arch wheels, (3) MB44 similar but Police Car - black/white with red roof-lights, (4) MB62 Toyota Celica 
2800GT - red with black tailgate, (5) MB64 Porsche 928 - grey, red tampo "Martini Racing", (6) MB78 Porsche 930 Turbo - red, 
tan interior and 5-arch wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Japan issue yellow window boxes.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

6277. Matchbox Superfast Japan Issue group (1) 26e Volvo Container Truck - green cab and chassis, orange/yellow tampo 
stripes, grey container, black plastic Macau base, (2) MB48 Refuse Truck - white cab and chassis, red windows, blue back, 
silver grey Macau base, (3) MB98 School Bus - yellow, black "School District 2" tampo, black plastic Macau base with dot-dash 
wheels, (4) MB46 Honda CB750 Police Bike - white, blue rider figure, chrome engine and exhaust, black mag 
wheels - generally Mint in Excellent Japan issue window boxes (do have reference labels to one end). 

 £40 - £60 
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6278. Matchbox Superfast group of Japan Issue models (1) MB5 (7c) Volkswagen Golf - black, red interior, pale amber 
windows, orange tampo stripe, dot-dash wheels and Macau base, (2) MB36 (18b) Honda CB750 Motorcycle - grey body, black 
plastics, red rider figure with silver helmet, Macau base, (3) similar but with double tampo error print to back of rider figure, (4) 
MB42 (71d) 62 Corvette - metallic blue body with white tampo body stripes, chrome interior, clear windows, 5-arch wheels and 
metallic blue Macau base, MB63 (58d) Holden Off-Road Truck - white body with blue and red tampo stripes "Ruff Trek", red 
interior, amber windows, gloss black Macau base - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent yellow window boxes. 

 £60 - £80 

6279. Matchbox Superfast pair of Japanese Market Issues (1) MB13 (63e) Merryweather Snorkel Fire Engine - red with white 
Japanese tampo print, (2) MB67 (67g) Icarus Coach - white body, green roof and green "Tourist" tampo print - generally Mint in 
unusual Japanese market issue window boxes.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

6280. Matchbox Superfast group to include "Eraser Cars" - pencil erasers, 3 x blister pack includes Hairy Hustler, Beach 
Hopper, Baja Buggy, Hai Tailor, Cosmobile, Datsun 126X, "Mini Flexies" 4-model eraser set, a bag of loose similar and a boxed 
Matchbox Soap containing 17b Daimler Fleetline Londoner Bus "Swingin London" - yellow, 7b Volkswagen Golf - green, 22c 
Blaze Buster Fire Engine - red, each contained in plastic zip-lock bags in original box which is Fair (puncture holes to one 
side) - Good to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging.  (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

6281. Matchbox Superfast 5c US Mail Truck - light blue body, white smooth roof with small windows and red side stripes, 
black interior, "No.II Sleet-n-Snow" base in Good Plus type L box (reference stickers to one end, (2) similar but dark blue in 
No.II Sleet-n-Snow blister card, (3) 38c Armoured Jeep - military green with "21-11" white star hood label, black interior, black 
5-crown wheels and "II Sleet-n-Snow" matt black base in Good K type box, (4) unboxed 5c US Mail Truck (Gliding Club Jeep 
twin pack issue) - yellow body, black interior, matt black "Sleet-n-Snow" base - Excellent to Mint.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

6282. Matchbox Superfast pair of roman numeral issues (1) VI "Lady Bug" (31b Volks-Dragon) - pale orange, red body, pale 
yellow interior, chrome engine, 5-spoke wheels and bare metal "VI Lady Bug" base, also with type I box which is Good Plus 
crisp but with small puncture crease to one side, (2) X - Golden "X" - yellow body with black and red tampo print, chrome 
interior, amber windows, 5-spoke wheels and gloss black "Golden X" base (bubble on blister card is unglued on 2 sides) - Near 
Mint to Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

6283. Matchbox Superfast Roman Numeral Issue group VII Brown Sugar (26b Big Banger) (1) brown body, amber windows, 
tan label with solid cherries, Maltese Cross wheels and "VII Brown Sugar" white Lesney England base with type I card box; (2) 
similar but with blue windows on blister card; (3) similar but black windows, brown background label - Excellent to Near Mint in 
Fair to Good packaging. (3) 

 £60 - £80 

6284. Matchbox Superfast Roman Numeral group (1) I Silver Streak (1b Mod Rod) - chrome body, black/red tampo, black 
engine and exhaust, 5-spoke front wheels, 4-spoke rear and "I Silver Streak" Lesney England unpainted base; (2) III White 
Lightning - white body, yellow/red tampo print, chrome engine, black exhaust, Maltese Cross wheels and "III White Lightning" 
black Lesney England base; (3) VIII Black Widow - blue body, black hoop, black windscreen, black and white spider tampo 
print, 5-spoke wheels and "VIII Black Widow" unpainted Lesney England base - all generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good 
blister card packaging but with type H and I corresponding card boxes which are generally Good Plus to Excellent.  Also with 
Matchbox Collectors Club Newsletter Volume 12 No.3 Fall 1977 featuring New Release Roman Numeral models - black and 
white 4-page issue - generally Excellent but has two hole punches. 

 £50 - £70 
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6285. Matchbox Superfast Roman Numeral group (1) IV Flying Beetle (11b Volkswagen Beetle) - orange, black/white bonnet 
tampo, black windows and exhaust, 5-spoke wheels and "IV Flying Beetle" gloss black Lesney England base; (2) V Hot Smoker 
(70b Dodge Dragster) - yellow body, black/red tampo print, red windscreen, chrome interior, 4-spoke rear and 5-spoke front 
wheels and "V Hot Smoker" gloss black Lesney England base; (3) VI Lady Bug (31b Volks-Dragon) - black body, red/yellow 
tampo print, chrome engine, yellow interior, 5-spoke wheels and unpainted "VI Lady Bug" Lesney England base; (4) IX Flamin 
Manta - yellow body, chrome interior, amber glass, red/black tampo print, 5-spoke front and Maltese Cross rear wheels and 
gloss black "IX Flamin Manta" base; (5) X Golden "X" (33b Datsun 126X) - gold body with dark green tampo print, black 
windows, 5-spoke wheels and gloss black "Golden X" base - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good blister card packaging. (5) 

 £70 - £90 

6286. Matchbox Superfast Walt Disney Series WD3 "Goofy" VW Car - yellow - rare issue with ears not cast to arms (later 
modified to prevent breakages) - generally Mint in a Good blister card - some discolour to rear. 

 £30 - £40 

6287. Matchbox Superfast Walt Disney Series Character Models to include WD2 "Donald" Beach Buggy, WD3 "Goofy" VW, 
WD4 "Minnie" Rolls Royce, WD6 "Donald" Police Jeep, WD7 "Pinocchio", plus others - Excellent to Mint in generally Good to 
Good Plus blister cards. (13) 

 £60 - £80 

6288. Matchbox Superfast Walt Disney Series WD1 "Mickey Mouse" Fire Engine (1) red Fire Engine, grey ladder, light silver 
Hong Kong base; (2) similar but dark silver Hong Kong base; (3) similar but Macau base.  Also includes full colour Disney 
Character Retail Leaflet dated 1978 - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent blister cards (some discolour to rear). 

 £40 - £60 

6289. Matchbox Superfast "Popeye" Character Models (1) CS13 "Popeye's" Spinach Wagon; (2) CS15 "Olive's" Convertible; 
(3) CS14 "Bluto's" Road Roller - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good blister card packaging. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

6290. Matchbox Superfast G9 Commando Task Force Gift Set - unboxed 16a Badger Radar Truck - metallic bronze body, 
dark green windows, chrome radar scanner, Maltese Cross wheels with grey plastic base, unboxed 73b Weasel Armoured 
Car - metallic green body with 5-spoke wheels, a boxed 23b Stoat Armoured Car - military green body with black 5-spoke 
wheels, grey plastic Commando Landing Craft with black ramp and rear platform with Soldiers and flag (labels applied) - all 
generally Excellent to Near Mint in a Good outer card box. 

 £40 - £60 

6291. Matchbox Superfast G9 Commando Task Force Gift Set containing unboxed 16a Badger Radar Truck - metallic bronze 
body, dark green windows, pale yellow radar scanner, Maltese Cross wheels and grey plastic base; unboxed 73b Weasel 
Armoured Car - metallic green body and base, 5-spoke wheels; a boxed 28b Stoat Armoured Car - metallic gold body, matt 
black base and 5-spoke wheels (box is crisp but does have puncture hole to one side), grey plastic Commando Landing Craft 
with black ramp and rear platform with Soldiers but missing flag - Excellent to Near Mint with a Good outer card box. 

 £40 - £60 

6292. Matchbox Superfast G4 Team Matchbox Superfast Champions Racing Gift Set containing (1) 24b Team Matchbox 
Racing Car - metallic red body with racing number 8 nose label, bare metal base, Maltese Cross wheels; (2) similar but metallic 
jade green body with yellow background racing number 5 nose label; (3) 34a Formula 1 Racing Car - orange body with blue 
arrow racing number 16 nose label, clear windscreen, bare metal base, Maltese Cross front wheels, 5-spoke wide rear wheels; 
(4) similar but metallic blue body with yellow arrow racing number 15 nose label (rear axle bent); (5) Super Kings K7 Racing 
Transporter - lemon yellow body, clear windows and rear canopy, black interior and loadbed, red rear ramp, silver painted base, 
Maltese Cross wheels (some rub marks and slight fading to labels) - contents Good Plus to Mint includes 2 x "Team Surtees 
F1" patches/badges, vac-form tray is Good Plus (small crack to one end) - outer card type I window box is Good Plus to 
Excellent. 

 £80 - £100 
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6293. Matchbox Superfast "Superset" pair (1) 06-00-25 Off Road Riders Gift Set comprising 5d Golden Eagle Jeep, 7d 
Rompin Rabbit VW Golf, 22d Ford "Big Foot" Pick-up Truck, 44d Chevy 4x4 Van - metallic jade green and 63c Ford 4x4 
Openback Truck - orange, (2) "Workin' Wheels" comprising 5 x Construction models including Caterpillar Dozer, Peterbilt 
Cement Mixer, plus others - Excellent Plus to Mint in generally Good window boxes (do have some edge wear to end flaps). 

 £40 - £60 

6294. Matchbox Superfast Superset 06-00-27 "Turbo Racers" comprising 8c De Tomaso Pantera - blue body with racing 
number 17 tampo print, clear windows, black interior, matt black Hong Kong base, 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo - red with racing 
number 90 tampo print, tan interior with satin black England base, 74e Fiat Abarth - white, racing number 45 tampo, red interior, 
clear windows and black plastic England base, 34c Chevy Pro Stocker with racing number 34 roof and side tampo print with 
unpainted England base and 37d "Sun Burner" (Maserati Bora) - black, yellow and red flame tampo print, dark amber windows, 
red interior, matt black Hong Kong base - generally Excellent to Mint, inner card tray is Good with some dents and scuff marks, 
outer card box is generally Good with some edge wear to end flaps. 

 £50 - £60 

6295. Matchbox Superfast Superset 06-00-21 "Thunder Road" comprising 66b Mazda RX500 - dark green with lighter green 
and yellow tampo print, chrome interior, amber windows, 5-arch wheels and silver Hong Kong base, 37d "Sun Burner" (Maserati 
Bora) - black with yellow/red flames tampo, red interior, amber windows, 5-spoke wheels but with chrome hub error to nearside 
front wheel creating 10-spoke wheel and matt black base, 74d Orange Peel Dodge Charger Dragster - white body with burnt 
orange and black racing number 70 tampo print, very pale amber windows, chrome interior and matt black base, 15c Hi Ho 
Silver VW Beetle Dragster - metallic pearl silver body with red and black racing number 31 tampo print, pale amber windows, 
red interior and matt black base and 25e Toyota Celica GT - light blue body with black and white racing number 78 tampo print, 
clear windows, ivory interior and matt black base - Excellent to Mint, inner card stand is Excellent, outer card box is Good Plus 
with some light creasing to top of box, also with small reference sticker to front. 

 £50 - £60 

6296. Matchbox Superfast Superset 06-00-22 "Sundown Drive" - all have matt black Hong Kong bases - comprising 14c 
Rallye Royale (Monteverdi Hai) - metallic pearl silver body with blue and black racing number 14 tampo print, clear windows, 
black interior, matt black base, 23c Ford Mustang GT-350 - white body with blue tampo print, clear windows, blue interior, 
5-arch wheels, 14d Red Rider Dragster - red body with white tampo print, red windows, Maltese Cross wheels, 63d Dodge 
Challenger - metallic lime green, ivory interior, clear windows, 5-spoke wheels "Galant 4 Eterna" matt black base and Nissan 
Fairlady 280Z - gloss black, ivory interior, clear windows and 5-spoke wheels - Excellent to Near Mint, inner card stand is 
Excellent but missing polystyrene block, outer card box is generally Good Plus with small reference sticker to front. 

 £50 - £60 

6297. Matchbox Superfast Superset 06-00-23 "Midnight Boulevard" - all have Hong Kong bases - comprising 46d Hot 
Chocolate VW Beetle Dragster - gloss black body with metallic dark bronze hood and side panels with tampo printed roof stripe, 
amber windows, matt black base, 72d Ford Capri Maxi Taxi - yellow body with black and white tampo print, roof tampo print 
facing rear and matt black base, 8c De Tomaso Pantera - blue body, white and black racing number 17 tampo, 5-spoke rear 
wheels and Maltese Cross front, black interior and matt black base, 26d Cosmic Blues Dragster - white body with blue stars 
tampo, blue windows, chrome engine and exhaust, Maltese Cross wheels and matt black base, 51d Midnight Magic - black 
body with silver tampo print, chrome interior with metallic pearl silver base - generally Near Mint to Mint, inner packing is 
Excellent, outer card window box is Good Plus - small reference label to front. 

 £50 - £60 

6298. Matchbox Superfast a pair of Promotional Gift Sets (1) Whites Chemist UK Gift Set containing MB38 and MB44 Vans, 
along with "Fern and Wild Oat for Men Aftershave", (2) Matthew Walker Traditional Plum Pudding with Vintage Van comprising 
MB38 Ford Model A Van in white and 2 x unused Rum and Brandy Puddings - models generally Near Mint to Mint, other items 
for display purposes only in generally Good to Good Plus packaging.  

 £30 - £40 
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6299. Matchbox Superfast "The Nigel Mansell Collection" to include NM-830 5-model Gift Set including Matchbox Convoy 
Racing Team Truck, NM-820 4-model Racing Set including Ferrari F40 in red and "Renault Williams" Chevy Van, plus 3 x 
NM-810 2-model blister card sets - Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent packaging.  (5) 

 £40 - £60 

6300. Matchbox Superfast a boxed group of Gift Sets (1) "Reithoffer's" 5-model Gift Set including Convoy Delivery Trucks, (2) 
MC-804 "Circus Circus" 7-model Gift Set including Land Rover 90 and Caravan, (3) "50th Anniversary Commemorative Series" 
5-model Set includes 3 x Fire Engines, Volkswagen Beetle and Cement Mixer, (4) MC-24 "The Red Arrows" 5-model Set 
comprising 2 x Aircraft, Helicopter, Land Rover 90 and Dodge Caravan all in red/white with RAF roundels - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Excellent packaging. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

6301. Matchbox Superfast Premier Collection a group to include 4 x 34359 5-model Corvette Gift Sets includes 61 Corvette 
in silver, Corvette Grand Sport in yellow, 87 Corvette in black and Corvette Grand Sport in metallic gold, also with 34326-99 
Select Class 4 6-model carded set includes Lamborghini Diablo, Mustang Cobra and Dodge Viper RT/10 plus 3 others and 
34331 Rigs Series 1 with Kenworth Aerodyne Matchbox Delivery Truck and 34331-2 similar but Peterbilt Conventional 
Construction Flatbed Delivery - generally Mint in Near Mint packaging. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

6302. Matchbox Superfast a boxed group of Gift Sets (1) "Pills, Potions & Powders", (2) "The Flavours of Australia", (3) "Post 
Office Vehicles of the World", (4) "The Australian Vintage Collection", (5) "The Circus Comes to Town" - all include various 
MB38 Ford Model A Vans, (6) unusual promotional set "Kraft Special Offer Collectable Model T's" comprising 4 x Model T Vans 
advertising "Vegemite", "Chesdale", "Kraft" and "Craigs" - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (6) 

 £40 - £60 

6303. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group of Gift Sets and models (1) "F.A.O Schwarz" 5th Avenue Exclusive 10-pack - UK 
Collection includes Land Rover 90 Police, Jaguar XJ6 - blue with Union Jack and Ford Escort Cosworth - white with Union Jack 
plus others, (2) "Australia Post" 6-model set including Convoy Australia Post Delivery Truck, (3) "The Circus Comes to Town" 
6-model MB38 Ford A Van Set, (5) Star Car Collection 3-model Set (tape repair to card packaging) includes "Happy Days" 56 
Ford Pick-up "Magnum PI" Ferrari 308 GTB and "Adam-12 Police Car", (5) & (6) Australia Post individual models - Lledo Days 
Gone Dennis Delivery Van and Sky Busters Biplane - generally Mint in Good to Excellent packaging.  (6) 

 £40 - £60 

6304. Matchbox "Thunderbirds" a mixed group to include BBC Radio Times Limited Edition Commemorative Set - 5-model 
set - all models positioned correctly on card with inner packing, with a group of blister card models including TB-002 
Thunderbird 2 with Thunderbird 4, 41785.20 The Mole, 41780.20 Thunderbird 2 Pod Vehicles, TB-005 Lady Penelope's Rolls 
Royce FAB 1, TB-001 Thunderbird 1 and TB-003 Thunderbird 3 - generally Mint in Excellent packaging. (7) 

 £40 - £60 

6305. Matchbox a group of "Thunderbirds" Characters - Lady Penelope with Travel Case, Parker with Safe Cracking Bag, 
Brains with Hiramaster Computer, The Hood with Sword and 5 x Tracy Brothers - all generally Mint in Good to Excellent blister 
packaging (a couple have discoloured).  (10) 

 £30 - £40 

6306. Matchbox TB54321 (1992) gold plated Collectors Set comprising Thunderbird 1, Thunderbird 2, Thunderbird 2 Pod, 
Thunderbird 3 and Lady Penelope's Rolls-Royce, also includes International Rescue Pin Bag - models are finished in gold 
plating and chrome - all generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint, some very light hand marks in places with inner packing, 
certificate, paperwork and an Excellent outer card box. 

 £70 - £90 
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6307. Matchbox Superfast complete set of 6 x "Parasites" each containing a diecast Vehicle and plastic "Parasite" Robot (1) 
044101 "Terrosite" Advance Spy Scout, (2) 044102 "Specterite" Leader of the Invasion Force, (3) 044103 "Gammasite" 
Detection/Destruction, (4) 044104 "Destructite" Master of Destruction, (5) 044105 "Extermasite" Hunter, (6) 044106 "Nemisite" 
Hunter - all Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent blister packs (1995 Macau) - one has slight discolour. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

6308. Matchbox Superfast Bulgarian issues (1) 31c Caravan - purple, yellow interior, white door, gloss black base "Bomb 
Disposal", (2) 57e Range Rover Carmichael Rescue Vehicle - pale yellow, red "Fire 160" tampo, grey roller shutters, (3) MB49 
Sand Digger - silver body, black interior and 5-arch wheels, (4) MB37 Matra Rancho - pale yellow "Police" tampo in light blue, 
black interior, yellow tailgate, (5) MB74 Fiat Abarth - green "Police" tampo, black interior, (6) MB21 Renault 11 - Oxide Red, 
"Police" tampo, red interior - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good blister cards some have been resealed, some with cracks. (6) 

 £40 - £60 

6309. Matchbox Superfast Bulgarian issues (1) MB6 Mercedes 350 SL Convertible - charcoal grey "Follow Me" hood tampo, 
black interior, 5-arch wheels; (2) MB76 Mazda RX7 - pale green-grey, black interior, white engine and dot-dash wheels, (3) 
MB17 AMX Pro Stocker - green "Toys International 03" hood tampo; (4) MB60 Toyota Supra - blue, "Matchbox Racing" hood 
tampo, darker blue interior; (5) MB67 Datsun 260Z 2+2 - purple "Matchbox Racing" hood tampo, black interior - Near Mint to 
Mint in Fair to Good blister cards most have been resealed or partially open. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

6310. Matchbox Bulgarian issues (1) MB22 Blaze Buster Fire Engine - red, white interior and ladder; (2) MB25 
Cortina - green, black interior with tow hook and silver painted base; (3) MB40 Guildsman - metallic gold, orange-red interior, 
pale amber windows, dot-dash wheels; (4) MB66 Mazda RX500 - red, chrome interior, amber windows, silver base; (5) MB26 
Lincoln Continental - metallic gold body, red interior, black roof and base; (6) 29 Lincoln Continental - metallic blue, red interior, 
black roof and silver base - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good packaging - some have been resealed, some with splits etc. (6) 

 £40 - £60 

6311. Matchbox Superfast Bulgarian issue 31c Caravan - metallic silver, red interior, pale blue tinted windows, white door, 
dot-dash wheels and unusual plain base without casting description - generally Mint on Good Plus blister card. 

 £20 - £30 

6312. Matchbox Superfast Bulgarian issues (1) MB7 Volkswagen VW Golf - tainted copper finish to body, red interior, bronze 
base and dot-dash wheels; (2) similar but black "Ambulance" tampo, silver base, orange interior; (3) similar but blue "Follow 
Me" hood tampo and gloss black base; (4) similar but metallic rose pink "Fire 160" tampo, black interior with yellow tailgate; (5) 
similar but metallic blue with blue interior and tailgate; (6) MB51 Midnight Magic - dark red "Follow Me" hood tampo, pale green 
interior, 5-spoke front wheels and Maltese Cross rear wheels (bubble has detached from card) - Excellent to Mint in Fair to 
Excellent packaging - splits to bubbles. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

6313. Matchbox Superfast Bulgarian issues (1) MB59 Planet Scout - two-tone black/silver, red "160" tampo, silver interior; (2) 
similar but black "Ambulance" tampo; (3) 57 Range Rover Carmichael Rescue Vehicle - dark red "35 Years Superfast" tampo, 
grey roller shutters; (4) similar but white body, orange tampo print; (5) MB35 Pontiac T Roof - red including interior "67 Speed" 
tampo; (6) similar but chrome body, painted silver base - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good blister packaging - some bubbles 
detached from card. (6) 

 £40 - £60 
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6314. Matchbox Superfast Bulgarian issues (1) MB41 Ford GT - white, red interior "35 Years Superfast" tampo; (2) 24 Lincoln 
Continental - white body, red interior, black roof, dark silver base; (3) MB67 Datsun 260Z - white, black interior, red hood tampo 
and red base; (4) MB25 Ford Cortina - orange, yellow interior and graphite base; (5) similar but metallic green with yellow 
interior; (6) MB74 Fiat Abarth - yellow, racing number 67, black interior, 5-arch wheels and black plastic base - Near Mint to Mint 
in Fair to Good blister cards - a couple have been resealed or partially resealed. (6) 

 £40 - £60 

6315. Matchbox Superfast an unboxed set of 8 x "Tokyo Giants" MB68 Chevy 4x4 Vans - white, blue windows, gloss black 
base, Maltese Cross wheels, black/orange labels with various team members - Excellent to Near Mint unboxed. (8) 

 £30 - £40 

6316. Matchbox Superfast "American Editions" 1980's - all are Macau issues apart from one - (1) 26d "Cosmic Blues" - white 
with blue tampo print, chrome engines and exhaust; (2) 48d "Red Rider" Dragster - red with white tampo print, chrome engine 
and black exhausts; (3) 69d Willys Street Rod "White Heat" - blue with white/orange tampo print; (4) 8e "Grease Lightning" - red 
with yellow/black tampo print, chrome engine; (5) 65c "Bandag Bandit" (Tyrone Malone) - black with yellow and white tampo 
print; (6) 74f Mustang Dragster - grey with yellow/purple tampo, chrome exposed engine - Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
to Excellent boxes (do have reference labels to one end). 

 £50 - £70 

6317. Matchbox Superfast group of American Editions - all are Macau issues - (1) 74d "Orange Peel" Dodge Dragster - white 
body, orange/black tampo print, 5-arch front and Maltese Cross rear wheels; (2) 72d "Maxi Taxi" Ford Capri - yellow, black and 
white checked tampo, roof tampo facing to rear, tan interior and 5-spoke wheels; (3) 37d "Sun Burner" Maserati Bora - black 
with orange/red flames tampo, red interior and 5-spoke wheels; (4) 46d "Big Blue" VW Beetle Dragster - metallic blue, red and 
yellow tampo print, racing number 39; (5) 60d Ford Mustang Piston Popper - orange body "Sunkist" roof tampo, blue and white 
tampo stripe racing number 60, 5-spoke front and Maltese Cross rear wheels; (6) 7d Volkswagen Golf "Ruff Rabbit" - yellow 
body, black/blue tampo print, blue interior, Maltese Cross wheels; (7) 57d Ford 4x4 Mini Pick-up Truck "Mountain Man" - blue, 
white/green/brown tampo print, Maltese Cross wheels - Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent boxes (do have reference 
labels to one end). 

 £50 - £70 

6318. Matchbox Superfast group of American Editions (1) 51d "Midnight Magic" Tanzara - black body with silver tampo print, 
clear windows, chrome engine and silver Macau base; (2) 1962 Corvette - white, blue/red tampo print, "Blue Flame" to roof, 
chrome interior and white Macau base; (3) 41e Chevrolet Ambulance - white body, orange/blue tampo print, blue windows and 
roof lights, Macau base; (4) 22d Ford 4x4 Pick-up Truck "Big Foot" - grey body, white canopy, black/green tampo print, Maltese 
Cross wheels and gloss black Macau base; (5) 42d Ford Thunderbird - gloss black body, red interior, pale amber windscreen, 
silver China base; (6) 37f Jeep 4x4 - white, black interior and roof bars, orange/red/blue tampo print, Maltese Cross wheels, 
China base; (7) 23f Tri-Bike - red body, blue seat, black engine, yellow hubs, Made in China - Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Excellent boxes (do have reference labels to one end).  (7) 

 £50 - £70 

6319. Matchbox Superfast group of early 1980's issues made in England (1) MB44 Citroen 15 - gloss black body, white 
interior, 5-crown wheels, chrome Matchbox England base; (2) similar but silver-grey interior; (3) similar but light grey interior; (4) 
MB22 Jaguar XK-120 - green body, red interior, pale amber windscreen, 5-crown wheels and silver base; (5) similar but clear 
windscreen; (6) MB33 Renault 11 - black body, silver "Turbo" tampo, grey interior, dish wheels and silver base; (7) MB28 
Chrysler Daytona - bronze upper body, silver lower body, black interior and dish wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent 
boxes (do have reference labels to one end).  (7) 

 £40 - £60 

6320. Matchbox Superfast group of early 1980's issues made in England to include MB64 Chrysler Caravan - black body, red 
interior, chrome base; similar with silver lower body and darker red interior; similar but silver upper body, black lower body; 2 x 
MB48 Unimog - both are yellow body with white "Rescue" canopies, one with yellow blade the other with white, 5 x MB55 Ford 
Sierra XR4i - five different variations, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes (reference labels to ends).  
(12) 

 £50 - £70 
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6321. Matchbox Superfast a group of mostly 1983 Macau issues in yellow and red graph paper boxes to include MB60 
Pontiac Firebird Racer - yellow body, red interior, blue base "Son of a Gun" tampo; MB74 Ford Mustang GT - orange body, 
yellow and blue tampo stripes, exposed chrome engine, black plastic base; MB51 Camaro Iroc-Z - yellow body, dark 
blue/orange/red tampo print, silver-grey interior; MB28 Dodge Daytona - red, "Turbo Z" tampo with yellow and blue body stripes; 
MB72 Cadillac Allante - metallic silver, red interior, clear windscreen; MB73 Model A Hot Rod - purple body, yellow chassis, 
pale blue/pink tampo body lines, 2 x MB67 Lamborghini Countach, plus others - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus 
boxes. (12) 

 £50 - £70 

6322. Matchbox Superfast a group of mostly 1983 Macau issues in yellow and red graph paper boxes; 2 x MB61 Peterbilt 
Wreck Truck - white body, chrome base, black booms, "Police" tampo; another similar with orange booms and blue tampo print; 
MB65 Tyrone Malone "Bandag Bandit" - black with yellow/red tampo print and green windows; MB56 Peterbilt Fuel 
Tanker - black, amber windows, yellow tank with "Super Gas" tampo; MB44 4x4 Chevy Van - white with yellow/red tampo 
"Matchbox Motor Sports" with Maltese Cross wheels; MB36 Refuse Truck - blue cab and chassis, silver base, orange back, 
"Metro D.P.W66" labels; MB17 Dodge Daytona Pick-up Truck - red, chrome base and spotlights; 2 x MB41 Kenworth Aerodyne 
Rigs and an MB54 Airport Foam Tender in yellow - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

6323. Matchbox Superfast a group of mostly 1983 Macau issues to include 3 x MB34 Chevy Pro Stocker - white with 
two-tone green "7Up" tampo; another similar with "Pepsi" advertising, racing number 14; another in dark yellow with 
orange/blue tampo stripes; MB21 Corvette Racer - silver, red base, blue tampo stripe - Pace Car; MB62 Chevy Corvette - black, 
racing number 54, "The Force"; MB71 62 Corvette "Blue Flame" - white with blue/red tampo print; another similar in red with 
yellow/white tampo print "454 Rat", plus others - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

6324. Matchbox Superfast a group of MB56 Volkswagen VW Golf GTI - all are Macau issues (1) grey upper body, silver 
lower body, black "GTI" stripe, black interior and chrome dish wheels; (2) red body, black interior, black lower body with white 
"GTI" tampo stripe, gold dish wheels; (3) red body, black interior, thin red tampo stripe, small "Golf GTI" and chrome dish 
wheels; (4) white body, dark blue tampo print, racing number 66, chrome dish wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes (do 
have reference labels to ends). 

 £40 - £60 

6325. Matchbox Superfast MB44 Skoda 130 LR - white body, black interior, racing number 44, blue/red tampo print with 
"Duckhams" advertising - generally Mint in an Excellent 1981 Macau issue window box.  

 £40 - £50 

6326. Matchbox Superfast MB68 4x4 Chevrolet Van - yellow, "Son of a Gun" blue/red/white STP tampo, dot-dash front 
wheels and 5-crown rear wheels (factory error wheels reversed) - Mint in a Fair Macau issue window box. 

 £30 - £40 

6327. Matchbox Superfast group of early to mid 1980's mostly made in Macau issues to include MB48 Vauxhall Astra 
GTE - red with black interior, MB8 similar but Police Car - white, blue windows and roof light, MB15 Peugeot 205 Turbo 
16 - white, grey interior, multi-coloured tampo print, MB37 Matra Rancho - black, white base, "Surf Rescue" tampo, 2 x MB72 
Ford Supervan - both are white but with blue and dark blue tampo variations, 2 x MB68 Camaro Iroc-Z - pale green and blue 
colour variations, 3 x MB43 Mercedes Benz AMG - three colour variations, MB37 Ford Escort XR3i Cabrio - white, pale grey 
interior, blue tampo stripe, plus others - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent window boxes (most have reference labels to one 
end).  (34) 

 £80 - £100 
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6328. Matchbox Superfast a group of early to mid 1980's mostly made in Macau issues to include 2 x MB41 Racing Porsche, 
2 x MB47 Jaguar SS100, 2 x MB44 Citroen 15 - black and dark blue colour variations, MB50 4x4 Chevy Blazer - white, blue 
interior, "Sheriff" tampo, MB14 Jeep Laredo - red, "Golden Eagle" tampo, white canopy, MB39 BMW Cabriolet - metallic blue, 
MB51 Ford Limited Police Car, plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes (most have reference labels 
to ends).  (28) 

 £60 - £80 

6329. Matchbox Superfast 48d Redliner Dragster - (1) red body with white tampo print, red windows, chrome engine block, 
matt black Hong Kong base with Excellent type L box; (2) similar with gloss black Macau base; (3) similar, slightly darker red 
with gloss black China base; (4) similar casting but 67d "Flame Out" - Macau base; (5) MB41 Cosmic Blues - black, flames 
tampo, silver grey tile & base; (6) similar but orange with gloss black base and Hemi tampo; (7) similar but blister pack; (8) 
MB69 - 33 Willys Street Rod - white heat - blue, (9) similar but white - Excellent to Mint in generally Excellent packaging.  (9) 

 £70 - £90 

6330. Matchbox Superfast a group of early to mid 1980's Macau issues including MB12 Pontiac Firebird Racer - yellow/blue, 
racing number 66; similar in white, racing number 15 with orange and red tampo stripe; MB49 Sand Digger - red, "Dune Man" 
tampo; MB8 Rover 3500 Police Car - white with blue windows and roof lights; MB4 57 Chevrolet - black with red/yellow flames 
tampo; 2 x MB16 Pontiac; 2 x MB60 Toyota Supra; MB1 Jaguar XJ6 - metallic red, tan interior plus others - generally Near Mint 
to Mint in Good to Excellent window boxes (do have reference labels to ends).  (22) 

 £60 - £80 

6331. Matchbox Superfast a large group of early to mid 1980's Macau issues mostly Commercial vehicles including MB67 
Icarus Coach - Gibraltar; MB40 Rocket Transporter - NASA; MB5 Peterbilt Tanker - Shell; similar but a Moko in white and 
another similar in black; MB72 Delivery Truck - Royal Mail Parcels, similar but "Kit Kat" also "Yorkie"; MB21 Breakdown 
Van - red with white jib "24hr Service" plus many others - Excellent to Mint in mostly Good to Excellent window boxes (do have 
reference labels to one end).  (49) 

 £80 - £100 

6332. Matchbox Superfast early to mid 1980's Macau issues to include MB37 Ford Escort XR3i Cabriolet - white, pale grey 
interior, "3" in black and red tampo; MB39 BMW Cabriolet - white, brown interior, "Alpina" tampo; MB43 AMG 
Mercedes-Benz - red, tan interior, orange/yellow tampo; MB46 Sauber Group C - yellow, racing number 2, orange/blue tampo 
print; MB54 62 Corvette - orange, racing number 11, chrome interior; MB59 Porsche 928 - metallic blue/white with orange and 
red tampo stripes, racing number 28; MB69 83 Corvette - red/white with orange tampo, black interior, all in "Superfast" branded 
window boxes, also with MB46 Sauber Group C - black, pink/red/yellow tampo print "Gargantua" on spoiler in standard issue 
Macau window box - Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent packaging (do have reference labels).  (8) 

 £50 - £70 

6333. Matchbox Superfast a group of early to mid 1980's Macau issues to include MB16 Land Rover 90 - blue, white roof, 
orange-red tampo stripe; MB53 Flareside Pick-up Truck - yellow, two-tone tampo print; MB24 Nissan 300ZX Turbo "Fuji 
Color" - white with green/red tampo; MB35 Pick-up Camper - red, white canopy, "Aspen Ski Holidays"; MB12 Citroen 
CX - Police Car - white, blue tampo print, "Marine Division"; MB10 US Police Car; MB5 4x4 Jeep - bronze "Golden Eagle" 
tampo in yellow plus others - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes, some are resealed most have reference labels. 
(28) 

 £60 - £80 

6334. Matchbox Superfast a group of mid to late 1980's Macau and China issues to include MB48 "Red Rider" - red with 
white tampo print, chrome engine and black exhausts (box is faded); MB26 "Cosmic Blues" - blue, white tampo print; MB43 
AMG Mercedes Benz - black, tan interior, gold tampo; MB66 Rolls Royce Silver Spirit - metallic gold, tan interior and chrome 
dish wheels; MB60 Ford Transit Van - white with red cross and red stripe tampo; MB27 Jeep Cherokee - yellow, grey base, 
green "Forest Ranger" tampo; MB55 Ford Sierra XR4i "Virgin Atlantic" - white upper body with orange lower and rear spoiler; 
MB15 Corvette Gran Sport - metallic blue, racing number 15, white tampo stripe and chrome interior plus many 
others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes (most with reference labels).  (49) 

 £70 - £90 
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6335. Matchbox Superfast a group of MB43 Steam Locomotives various colours and variations including 5 x "Age of Steam", 
2 x "Gold Series", "West Somerset Railway" and 2 x "North Yorkshire Moors Railway" - both are red and black bodied with two 
differing tampo logos - Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent boxes (with reference labels).  (10) 

 £30 - £40 

6336. Matchbox Superfast a group of MB60 Ford Transit Vans various issues in various style packaging - liveries include 
"Wella" - white, "Express Parcel Systems" - white with yellow and green tampo stripe, "Supertoys a World of Toys" - white, 
various Australia Post models "Ryder Truck Rental" - yellow, "Wigwam" - white, some models without packaging in small plastic 
bags including Unichem, Manrose and Toy Show/Convention models - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (26) 

 £40 - £60 

6337. Matchbox Superfast mixed group of models to include 3 x "Planhorse" branded packaging - MB68 4x4 
Chevrolet - Streamline Racing Team and Planfiling Racing Team, also MB5 Peterbilt Tanker, 2 x MB38 Ford Courier Vans in 
promotional packaging, 2 x other Ford Couriers in generic plastic boxes both Australia Matchbox News - blue and red 
variations, 6 x MB38 Ford A Vans including Temecula Rod Run 1996, a UK made "The Direct Line Red Phone" in 1995 window 
box - generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging (some with reference labels. (17) 

 £30 - £50 

6338. Matchbox Superfast mixed group of models to include Australian collectors models MB72 Mitre Delivery Truck, 
762463SA Australian Post Motorcycle in similar packaging, MB187 Ford Broncho "World 4 Kids" - multi-coloured model, MB65 
Airport Coach - white, amber windows, blue tampo "Stork SB", MB68 4x4 Chevrolet with "Castrol GTX Racing Team" tampo, FJ 
Holden Van "Thrifty - Link Hardware" in promotional packaging, plus others and an unusual factory error - Cadillac Sedan in 
Lotus Europa blister card packaging - Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent packaging (some reference labels to ends).  (14) 

 £40 - £50 

6339. Matchbox Superfast mixed group of models to include 2 x "Redoxon" branded packaging - RS-04 Porsche 959 in white 
and RS-02 Jaguar XJ6 in green, MB35 4x4 Camper - white with orange tampo - SLD Pumps, MB63 4x4 Pick-up - white, red 
windows, Bob Jane T-Marts tampo, plus others and 6 x models in yellow and red graph paper boxes including MB4 57 
Chevy - red "Heinz" roof tampo, MB12 82 Firebird S/E - red including interior "Maaco" decals to bonnet, plus others includes 1 x 
unboxed model Chevy Van - Auto Models Sydney Motor Show 1997 in black - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging 
(some have reference labels).  (12) 

 £40 - £50 

6340. Matchbox Superfast a blister card group of "Halley's Comet Car" to include 3 x 010786 - Pontiac Firebird SE - black 
with large Comet tampo and grey interior, Chevy Pro Stocker with red interior and small tampo Comet and Mercury Police Car 
with white interior with blue windows and roof lights (some cracks/holes to bubble packs) and 3 x 010787 "Buy 2 Get 1 Bonus 
Car" - each pack holds 3 individual blister cards, includes all 3 Halley's Comet Car variations plus bonus models - Excellent to 
Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

6341. Matchbox Superfast 010787 "Halley's Comet" Car 3-car set "Buy 2 Get 1 Bonus Car" packaging, contains 3 individual 
blister packs comprising Chevy Pro Stocker, red interior, small tampo Comet, Pontiac Firebird SE with large Comet and grey 
interior and Mercury Police Car with large Comet, white interior, blue windows and roof lights - generally Mint in Excellent 
packaging. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

6342. Matchbox Superfast a group of "BP" Promotional models made for Dutch market, includes 5 x window boxes (1st run) 
includes Opel Kadett GSI, Camaro Iroc-Z, Jeep Cherokee, BMW 323i and Ford Formula 1 Service Auto Racing Team Van and 
5 x blister cards - Dodge Caravan, Porsche 911 Turbo, Mercedes Benz AMG, Lamborghini Countach and Nissan 300ZX - Near 
Mint to Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging. (10) 

 £50 - £60 
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6343. Matchbox Superfast group of "Lasers" LW1 Pontiac Police Car through to LW10 Corvette "Turbo Vet" - black with 
yellow/brown/white tampo print, includes 2 x LW8 57 Chevy - metallic bronze, racing number 11 and another metallic green and 
2 x LW9 Nissan Fairlady Z - black with yellow/white/orange tampo and another similar but silver body, also with 1 x blister card 
"Laser Wheels" - LW5 Corvette - white/red with orange tampo print, racing number 7 - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to 
Excellent Plus Macau issue boxes and packaging. (13) 

 £50 - £70 

6344. Matchbox Superfast group of "Lasers" a group to include LW11 Ferrari 308 GTB - yellow/red through LW20 Nissan 
300ZX Turbo - metallic magenta with orange/yellow tampo, includes 2 x LW13 two distinct variations both red/white racing 
number 7, one 2-seater convertible the other with roof bar and rear window - all generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to 
Excellent Plus Macau issue boxes. (11) 

 £50 - £70 

6345. Matchbox Superfast group of "Lasers" a mixed group to include 2 x LW21 Camaro Z - metallic bronze and metallic red 
variations, LW22 Toyota MR2 - metallic blue/white, 2 x LW23 Ferrari Testarossa - metallic red and metallic pearlescent silver 
variations, LW24 through to LW30 plus LW10 and 3 x promotional models (none Laser wheels) - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent Macau issue boxes. (14) 

 £50 - £70 

6346. Matchbox Superfast a group of Matchbox International made in Macau models in 1987 copyright "Dinky Toys" blister 
pack to include 2 x 7c VW Golf - black with orange tampo, 2 x 12e Pontiac Firebird SE - blue, red interior, silver base, racing 
number 18, 2 x 39c Toyota Supra - white, red interior, yellow, blue/red tampo, 2 x 44e Citroen 15CV - dark green with red 
interior and 5-crown wheels, 14e Corvette - red upper body, silver-grey lower, black interior, blue and silver tampo and 9d Fiat 
Abarth - white, red interior, orange, red, yellow tampo - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent blister cards (some have 
reference labels to bubbles).  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

6347. Matchbox Superfast a group of Graffix and Graffic (1) GF-140 Graffic Traffic Gift Set - 7-model set including Convoy 
Aircraft Transporter, Police Car, Stealth Bomber plus decal sheets and colour pens (some creasing to base), (2) GF-120 
2-model blister card set includes Ferrari Testarossa and Ford Super Van, (3) GF-130 3-model set includes Vauxhall Astra GTE 
Police Car and Security Truck, also with Super Kings Ferrari, (4) GF-100 includes Ford A Van and 57 Chevy - Near Mint to Mint 
in Good to Excellent packaging. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

6348. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group (1) GF-140 "Graffic Traffic" Gift Set 7-model set all in gloss white with unused decal 
sheet and colour pens, (2) GF-130 similar includes Vauxhall Astra GTE Police Car, Security Van and Super Kings Ferrari, (3) & 
(4) GF-120 2-model set includes Ford Transit Van and Ford RS2000, (5) GF-150 Graffic Traffic Airport - MB38 Ford A Van and 
Sky Busters Biplane, (6) CM-901 "Super Color Changers" includes Jeep "Mr Fixer" and Ferrari (bubble appears to have been 
resealed) - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (6) 

 £40 - £60 

6349. Matchbox Superfast mixed group to include "Glo Racers" includes 40-01-51 Glo Shooter and Corvette and 3 x 
40-01-54 includes BMW and Corvette individual models on blister cards, 84010 Matchbox "Lock-Ups" and 2 x 010337 "The 
Super Chargers " Monster Trucks include SC4 Rollin Thunder - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (7) 

 £40 - £60 

6350. Matchbox Superfast set of 12 x "Dragon Racing Team" Chinese Astrological Racing Cars - all generally Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint Macau issue window boxes. (12) 

 £50 - £70 
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6351. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group of Australian issues includes several Holden FJ Panel Van models including 
"Pioneer" - blue/black and a similar version in red plus others similar, a 762463SA Australian Post Motorcycle, MB65 Airport 
Coach - "Australian", MB19 Peterbilt Cement Mixer - pink with white barrel, several MB72 Delivery Trucks in various liveries, a 
Queensland Police Car, a Team Convoy "Mitre 10 Racing", similar but CY111A Formula 1 Car and Convoy Racing 
Transporter - Mark Larkham, an Australia Post Collectors Gift Set comprising MB38 Van and gold effect letter opening Knife, an 
Olympic Games Sydney 2000 Bus, plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (29) 

 £60 - £80 

6352. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group in themed window boxes to include 9 x "Emergency" including MB58 
Mercedes-Benz 300E Polizei Police Car, 9 x "Race and Rally" including MB15 Corvette Gran Sport - white with red tampo print, 
6 x "Heavy Duty" including MB36 Refuse Truck - orange, red windows with white back, 5 x "Sports" including MB49 
Lamborghini Diablo - yellow and 6 x "Gold Series" including MB56 US Ford Taxi - yellow with black tampo print - Near Mint to 
Mint in Good to Excellent window boxes (do have some reference labels). (36) 

 £60 - £80 

6353. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group to include 17 x "My First Matchbox" including Yellow Taxi, Police Motor Launch, 
Breakdown Truck, Helicopter, Fire Engine, Locomotives, 4x4 Jeep plus a mixed group of models mostly Matchbox Australia 
releases including Ford Model T Van - Crazy Clown, MB44 The Launcher - black with skull and crosses, red missile, MB39 Kidz 
Rock multi-coloured 4x4, MB63 Ford Falcon - blue/white, racing number 75, MB69 Bad to the Bone - purple with chrome 
exposed engine, plus many others - Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent boxes (do have some reference labels).  (36) 

 £60 - £80 

6354. Matchbox Superfast a group of "My First Matchbox" Gift Sets to include LL-116 6-model set including Cement Mixer, 4 
x 3-model sets includes Fire Engines, Locomotives, Excavators and Cattle Trucks and a Super Kings Double Decker 
Bus - yellow, blue interior, red wheels, "Save the Children" roof tampo - generally Mint in Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

6355. Matchbox Superfast a group of "Swiss Collection" Export issues various blister cards including MB33 Volkswagen Golf 
GTI - yellow, black interior, "PTT" door tampo, 4 x MB60 Ford Transit Vans including "Blick" - red with white tampo print, MB38 
Ford A Van "Jacky Maeder" - white with black roof and chassis, 3 x MB20 Volvo Delivery Truck including Merkur Kaffee in red 
with brown back, a CY25 Convoy Truck - green tractor unit, black trailer with white/green "M" container, a Sky Busters SB13 
DC10 - Swissair, plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging (some reference labels).  (16) 

 £40 - £60 

6356. Matchbox Superfast "Kellogg's Frosties" Promotional model - "Tony's Turbo Sports Car" - 35c Pontiac T-Roof - black, 
orange tampo tiger stripes, red interior, dot-dash wheels and grey Macau base, also comes with official Membership Welcome 
Letter and "Top Secret" Tony the Tiger Magazine - Near Mint model - letter and magazine have been folded. 

 £20 - £30 

6357. Matchbox Superfast "Days of Thunder" models to include 7 x Team Convoy Racing Transporters and Racing Team 
Trucks including CY-104 Kenworth Aerodyne "Exxon Racing Team" in black/chrome, 5 x Chevy Pro Stockers and similar in 
window boxes, 5 x similar on blister cards (32510) and 2 x 32520 2-model blister cards Race-Car Challenge - Near Mint to Mint 
in generally Good to Excellent packaging. (19) 

 £50 - £70 

6358. Matchbox Superfast a large group of "Super GT" models - 27 x individual blister card models and 4 x triple packs and 2 
x 4 packs, includes one model in generic Matchbox branded case - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging (a few 
bubbles have detached from cards).  (31) 

 £60 - £80 
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6359. Matchbox Superfast (Super GT) includes 2-model Launcher Set with orange plastic Launcher, similar but blue plastic 
Launcher and 2 x triple packs includes Fandango and Mustang Vantastic - generally Mint in Good to Excellent packaging (some 
small splits to plastic on launcher sets). 

 £20 - £30 

6360. Matchbox Superfast Team Matchbox Convoy including Kenworth Cabover Racing Transporter with racing model and 
Support Vehicle including "Dr Pepper" Stock Car Racing, other examples include "7Up", "Pepsi Challenger" and "Duckhams 
XQR" - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes (do have reference labels).  (6) 

 £40 - £60 

6361. Matchbox Superfast a group of Team Convoy models includes 3 x Kenworth Cabover Racing Transporter, Race Cars 
and Support Vehicles including "Fuji Color", "Tizer", "Pirelli", an Australian Limited Edition "Mitre 10 Racing" Delivery Truck and 
Formula 1 Racing Car, a TC1 Fire Set with Ladder Truck and Airport Foam Unit, a TC5 NASA Rocket Transporter 
set - generally Mint in Excellent window boxes (do have reference labels).  (6) 

 £40 - £60 

6362. Matchbox Superfast a group of Team Convoy Sets comprising Kenworth Cabover Racing Transporter Race Car and 
Support Vehicles, includes 4 x "Super Star Team Convoy" including "Kodak", "Pennzoil", "Mello Yello" and "Purolator Filters", a 
"Country Time" branded set, a "Good Wrench Racing" 1993 set and a Limited Edition "J.D. McDuffie" set - generally Near Mint 
to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes (do have reference labels).  (7) 

 £40 - £60 

6363. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group of Convoy models includes 4 x blister card "Super Rigs", a CY806 "Wigwam" 
2-model set and 6 x window box models including Super Start Transporters - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging 
(do have reference labels).  (13) 

 £40 - £60 

6364. Matchbox Superfast Convoy Series group (1) CY16 Scania Box Truck "Merry Christmas MICA Members 1988" - North 
America, (2) CY16 similar but "Seasons Greetings MICA Members 1989", (3) CY2 Kenworth Transporter "Merry Christmas 
MICA Members 1990" (4) CY8 Kenworth Box Truck "This Truck Delivers 1988" - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes 
(reference labels to ends).  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

6365. Matchbox Superfast Convoy Series group (1) CY9 Kenworth Box Truck - black with yellow and red tampo "Moving in 
New Directions" - hard model to find, (2) CY36 "Chari Toys" - white with orange/black tampo print (slight discolour to Box 
Trailer), (3) similar but CY18 Ford Aeromax Double Container Truck - black with pink/blue tampo, (4) CY18 Kenworth Box 
Trucks "This Truck Delivers 1988" (unboxed) - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes (with reference labels). 

 £40 - £50 

6366. Matchbox Superfast "Collectors Choice" 1994 Thailand issues including 23 Porsche 944 Turbo - yellow, 24 Ferrari 
F-40 - pearlescent white, 19 Extending Ladder Fire Engine, 17 Highway Maintenance Truck - orange with grey back and blade, 
20 School Bus - fluorescent pink with multi-coloured tampo, (3) Flareside Pick-up Truck - white with silver/red tampo stripe plus 
others, also includes collector leaflet - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (24) 

 £70 - £90 

6367. Matchbox Superfast World Class Series 13 Premier Collection "Retro 70's" to include (1) 26b Big Banger, (2) 43b 
Dragon Wheels, (3) 44d Chevy Van, (4) 48d Pi-Eyed Piper, (5) 53 Tanzara, (6) 70b Dodge Charger Dragster - Mint in Near Mint 
blister cards. (6) 

 £50 - £70 
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6368. Matchbox Superfast a group of German market issues 12 x 50th Anniversary "Stars of Germany Collection", 8 x BMW 
branded boxes including BMW X5, BMW 3 Series Police Car - Polizei, BMW Z3 Roadster and 8 x Mattel Wheels issues 
including 37685 Peterbilt Cement Mixer - orange with white barrel and grey parts, 37704 Mercedes G290 Polizei - white/green, 
37702 Fire Chief Jeep Cherokee - red with blue interior and roof bar plus others, also includes Stars of Germany poster - all 
generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packing (some have reference labels).  (30) 

 £60 - £80 

6369. Matchbox Superfast 35 Years Anniversary models to include 15 1962 Volkswagen Beetle - white, racing number 137, 
62 1968 Mercury Cougar - metallic green with red interior, 8 1965 Ford Mustang GT - orange with ivory interior, 41 Ford 
GT - white with racing number 6 blue bonnet stripe - generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint blister card packaging, also with a 
Mattel branded Matchbox Superfast transit carton. (12) 

 £50 - £70 

6370. Matchbox Superfast 50 Years Anniversary 1952-2002 branded Matchbox Collectibles to include 1967 Volkswagen 
Transporter Van - dark metallic red, Volkswagen Beetle similar colours with white roof panel, 1955 Cadillac Fleetwood, 1933 
Ford Coupe plus others on similar blister cards and 6 x models in larger plastic window boxes with header cards including 
Seagrave Meanstick Fire Engine - metallic gold/chrome, 1999 Ford F-350 Pick-up Truck and 2000 Chevrolet 
Suburban - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (13) 

 £40 - £60 

6371. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group including 7 x "Coca Cola" brand models including 1933 Ford Coupe, 1962 VW 
Beetle and 1968 Mustang Cobra Jet, 3 x TV Series "I Dream of Geannie", Monster Series "A Nightmare on Elm Street, 3 x 
Australia's First Collection 1997, plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent Plus packaging. (21) 

 £60 - £80 

6372. Matchbox Superfast mixed group of issues to include 5 x "Zero G" including Anti Grav Racer and Torque Spin Racer, 2 
x Matchcaps including Camaro Z-28 Action System Light and Sound Police Van - white with red tampo "Matchbox EMS", 
various Mattel Wheels issues including "Rotwheeler" - red, City Dudes Refuse Truck - metallic blue with white back - Fort 
Worth, 1999 Ford Mustang Coupe - white with red and blue tampo stripe - Daddy's Dreams, Mission Ford Van 1st Edition plus 
many others - generally Near Mint to Mint in mostly Excellent to Near Mint packaging (a few have splits to bubbles).  (34) 

 £50 - £70 

6373. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group to include 2 x 32900 "Dream Machines" triple pack sets, 1100 3-pack Hot, 92199 
Secret Santa Cars 3-model set, a 33180 France 98 World Cup, 2 x 1066 The Automotive Super Stars with "Free Wheelin 
Bonus Launcher" - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (7) 

 £40 - £50 

6374. Matchbox Superfast a group of Code 2 "York Fair" Limited Edition models 4 x MB38 Ford Model A Vans - 1989, 1990, 
1991 & 1993, 1998 green/yellow Police Car issue, 2003 School Bus, 2002 VW Mini Bus plus others - generally Near Mint to 
Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (16) 

 £40 - £60 

6375. Matchbox Superfast a group of Limited Edition MB38 Ford Model A Vans all are "Matchbox Collectors Club" (1) 1989 
metallic silver with black roof, (2) 1990 fluorescent green with fluorescent orange chassis and black roof, (3) 1991 white body, 
pink chassis, black roof, (4) "15 Years 1977-1991" - chrome body, red chassis and roof, (5) 1992 gold body, black chassis and 
roof, (6) 1993 black body with dark green chassis and roof, (7) 1994 metallic gold body, dark green chassis and roof "Christmas 
1994" - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes with certificates for the first four. (7) 

 £60 - £80 
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6376. Matchbox Superfast a group of Code 2 Convention issues and similar to include MB49 VW Concept - orange - MICA 
Hershey 1999, 2 x similar models but Matchbox USA 1998 - green and red variations, Matchbox Collectors Club Camaro Z28 
First Official Matchbox Collectors Club Car - metallic gold, Ford Model A - metallic gold/black with "MCC-3" registration, Merry 
Christmas 1995 Chevy Sedan - metallic green body with gloss black chassis, 97 Chevy Tahoe - black, dark red interior, dark 
red/yellow body stripes and a Hershey Park Convention 1997 Dodge Viper in black with orange interior - Excellent Plus to Mint 
in Good to Excellent boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

6377. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group of Code 2 Toy Fair and Convention models including "Melbourne Motor Show 
1996" Camaro Z, 2 x Toy Fair 97 Chrysler's - yellow and orange seat variations, 2 x Toy Fair 96 Toyota Supra Turbos with 
yellow/orange paint effect, plus others similar - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

6378. Matchbox Superfast a group of Code 2 and similar Convention models including 4 x Matchbox USA Convention, 1989, 
1992, 1993, 1994 & 1995 window box issues, a Special Edition Chrysler Atlantic in metallic gold in large window box, a 2003 
Matchbox Hero City Toy Show New York Taxi in plastic bubble case, plus two other boxed models and an unboxed MICA 
Hershey 2000 Ford Panel Van - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

6379. Matchbox Superfast a group of Code 2 models (1) 24 2005 Chevrolet Corvette C6 - Hershey Toy Show 2004 - metallic 
red, (2) 6 Ford Mustang GT Concept - metallic blue - Toy Show Hershey 2004, (3) Matchbox Toy Show June 1999 65 Mustang 
GT - red with white interior, (4) Matchbox Toy Show June 2000 Kenworth T2000 - metallic silver-grey, (5) 8th Annual Toy Show 
2001 Ford Explorer Sports Trac - orange with white tampo print - generally Mint in Near Mint Special Edition card boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £50 

6380. Matchbox Superfast a group of MB17 Leyland Titan Bus - both red to include "1st MICA Convention 1986" x 2, "MICA 
Commemorative Bus 1987" - white, a chrome bodied Code 2 model "Celebrating a Decade of Matchbox Conventions", a "Coca 
Cola" branded window box - Yellow Bus "It's the Real Thing Coke" labels and 2 x promotional issues "Nestles Milky Bar" and 
"Rowntree's Fruit Gums" - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging. (7) 

 £30 - £50 

6381. Matchbox Superfast mixed group of Code 2 and Convention models including MB38 Ford Model A Van - dark blue 
"Matchbox 40 Anniversary" - 1990, similar model but Hershey Park Convention 1994 - orange/yellow, two other Hershey Park 
Convention models 1995 & 1996 two different scales Chevy Sedans, 3 x "Continental Aero" models - Ford Model A, Ford Model 
T and Mack Junior Van all in purple livery and a Ford Model T - red "Springfest Extravaganza 1996" - generally Near Mint to 
Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (8) 

 £30 - £40 

6382. Matchbox Superfast a pair of MB38 Ford Model A Vans (1) "Ben Franklin" promotional issue - white body, red plastic 
roof, clear windows, blue chassis, black Macau base, (2) similar but "Matchbox USA" labels - Excellent to Near Mint (both labels 
have very slight discolour) in Fair to Good Macau issue window boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

6383. Matchbox Superfast a large group of MB38 Ford Model A Vans mostly Code Convention models and similar includes 
MICA Chester - yellow with blue chassis and roof, 1st MICA European Convention - red with yellow chassis and black 
roof - "Celebrating a Decade of Matchbox Conventions 1982-1991", Matchbox USA - yellow with black chassis and roof, "Merry 
Christmas 1993" - dark green with dark red chassis and roof, plus other convention models including Philadelphia 93 - black 
Ford Model T Van, plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (30) 

 £60 - £80 
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6384. Matchbox Superfast a group of 1995 "Club Car Collectable" - Australian Rugby League Teams including "Parramatta 
Eels", "Sea Eagles", "Brisbane Broncos", "South Queensland Crushers" plus others - generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint 
promotional window boxes. (20) 

 £40 - £60 

6385. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group of models to include Promotional Ford T Vans including "Mars" with collectable tin, 
4 x Australian issues including "Vegemite", 3 x "Bendigo Swap Meet", 2 x "Farnham Maltings", various models in plastic cases 
including "Bradford City A.F.C.", various Toy Fair Convention models, plus many others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent 
packaging. (48) 

 £50 - £70 

6386. Matchbox Superfast a group of MB38 Ford Model A Vans including 2 x "Coca Cola" branded models, various Team 
Collectables including "University of Notre Dame", "Auto One 1", parts and accessories in promotional black/blue/red window 
box, a similar model but "Beechworth Bakery", plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint window boxes. 
(21) 

 £40 - £50 

6387. Matchbox Superfast a large group of MB38 Ford Model A Vans mostly Limited Edition Australian market models 
including "Tandy Electronics", "Auto Models 1994 10th Anniversary", "Smiths Potato Crisp" - blue body, red chassis and yellow 
roof, "Drink Coca Cola" - cream body and chassis with red roof, "RACQ" 90 Years Anniversary model - yellow/blue, 2 x "Big 
Sister" plus many others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging (one is unboxed).  (33) 

 £40 - £60 

6388. Matchbox Superfast a group of harder to find MB38 Ford Model A Vans (1) "On the Move in 84" - dark blue body, black 
chassis and white roof, (2) similar but darker blue body, (3) "Come Alive Pepsi Cola" - white body, blue chassis and red roof, 
red tampo print, (4) "Tri-State Toy Show 1982 - dark blue body, black chassis, white roof and silver label, (5) & (6) "Matchbox 
this Van Delivers" - blue body, gloss black chassis and red plastic roof - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £30 - £50 

6389. Matchbox Superfast a very large group of Ford Model A Vans many Code 2 and promotional issues including various 
Isle of Man TT models, Toy Collectors Price Guide, various promotional models including "Lyons Tea", "Arnotts Biscuits", some 
models in mailaway style white card boxes, some modern issues including Matchbox Premier Anniversary Collection, Swiss 
Collection "Jacky Maeder" plus many others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint packaging. (85) 

 £70 - £90 

6390. Matchbox Superfast a group of "Australia's First Collection 1997" various 2-model sets including Holden Commodore in 
metallic silver, Ambulance - unpainted and finished model, 56 Ford Pick-up Truck - bare metal model and gloss black, plus 
others similar - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good packaging - most appear to have been opened. (15) 

 £50 - £70 

6391. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group to include 4 x 50th Collection including London Taxi and 1962 VW Beetle, 4 x "Hero 
Series" various Emergency vehicles, 4 x "Madness" Series including Humvee and VW Concept, 4 x "Taco Bell" promotional 
models, 5 x Mattel Wheels "Best of British", some blister card Pro Stocker models, various models in plain white mailaway 
boxes, some unboxed models in plastic bags - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Near Mint packaging. (37) 

 £40 - £60 

6392. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group to include Golden Veterans 3-model set - Maxwell, Cadillac and Rolls Royce, 
Y19 Fowler B6 Showman's Engine - Lesney Products & Co Amusements, YPP04 Dodge Routemaster "Express Delivery", 
Y27A 1996 MICA Foden, Y5C Leyland Titan TD1 - Matchbox MICA 1992 Club model, Y5 1929 Leyland Titan "Swan" Fount 
Pens, Y25 1910 Renault Van - MICA 15 Years and unboxed 5th MICA European Convention model - Excellent to Mint in Fair to 
Excellent packaging. (8) 

 £40 - £60 
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6393. Matchbox a mixed group of Austin Seven Vans including YCC01 Christmas Treasures 1994 - Christmas Tree 
Decorations, YCC02 similar, GS95 4-model "F.A.O Schwarz" and 5 x Convention models in individual boxes - Near Mint to Mint 
in Good to Excellent packaging (do have reference labels).  (8) 

 £30 - £50 

6394. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 950182 Collector Showcase plastic vac formed wall handing Display Case suitable for 
displaying 24 models - both generally Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good original card boxes, also with unboxed 20-Car 
collector case, plastic steering wheel - generally Good Plus, some marks and a little dust. 

 £40 - £50 

6395. Matchbox Superfast a very large mixed group to include LL-116 My First Matchbox 6-model set, GF-140 Graffic Traffic 
9-model set, 2 x "Bubble Heads" blister cards, 4 x Monster in My Pocket 4-model sets, large King Size Rigs, Gold Collection 
1/64th scale Delivery Truck - Action System, 5 x Monster in My Pocket Secret Packs - unopened, various loose models, 2 x 
Matchbox Annuals, a collection of Posters and Bubble Bath Promotional issues (qty) 

 £50 - £70 

6396. Matchbox Originals a group to include 8 x Series 1 issues includes #1 Aveling Barford Road Roller - orange and blue 
variations, #4 Massey Harris Tractor - blue and green, 2 x #5 London Bus - white and yellow labels, #7 Horse Drawn Milk Float 
in blue and #9 Dennis F2 Fire Engine.  5 x Series 2 issues including #13 Bedford Wreck Truck, 7 x Series 3 including 3 x 17a 
Bedford Removals Van - two are "Mitre 10", a 40th Anniversary Collection 5-model set and a Matchbox Collectables YCC-03 
"The Matchbox Originals Holiday Ornaments" - similar models for Christmas tree decorations with original box and 
certificate - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (22) 

 £50 - £70 

6397. Matchbox Speed Kings a boxed pair (1) K34 Thunder Clap - gloss black body, racing number 1, black labels with gold 
trim, chrome engine, yellow driver figure, Maltese Cross wheels - hard to find model very similar to "JPS", (2) K45 
Marauder - gloss red body, yellow spoiler, chrome engine, white driver figure with red helmet, yellow interior, Maltese Cross 
wheels (model more commonly found with metallic magenta body) - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent window boxes. 
(2) 

 £50 - £60 

6398. Matchbox Speed Kings boxed pair (1) K51 Barracuda - metallic blue body, yellow plastic spoiler and interior, chrome 
engine, clear windows, white driver figure, 5-spoke front and Maltese Cross rear wheels (small tear to upper corner of box), (2) 
similar but darker metallic blue body, light amber windscreen, white driver figure but with red helmet - Near Mint to Mint in Good 
to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

6399. Matchbox Speed Kings group (1) K60 Ford Mustang Mk.II - white, green windows, red "Cobra" labels, (2) K60 Ford 
Mustang Mk.II - metallic blue body, green windows, "racing No.20", chrome engine and exhausts, (3) K45 Cam Buster - yellow, 
chrome interior, engine and exhausts, light amber windows, "8 Cam Buster" labels, (4) K50 Street Rod - two-tone metallic 
green, chrome engine and exhaust, black hood and seat, (5) K40 Blaze Trailer - red, yellow interior, clear windows, "Fire Chief" 
labels, (6) K31 Bertone Runabout - orange upper body, lime green base, black interior, green windscreen, white steering wheel 
and "snake and sword" bonnet label - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus window boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 
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6400. Matchbox Speed Kings group (1) K35 Lightning - red body, chrome engine and parts, white driver figure, "35 Team 
Matchbox" labels, Maltese Cross wheels, (2) K41 Brabham F-1 - red body, chrome engine, white driver figure, black 
windscreen, "Martini Racing 7" labels, (3) K44 Bazooka - red body, chrome interior, engine and exhaust, amber windows, 
yellow base, "3 Bazooka" labels, (4) K44 Surtees F1 - white, chrome engine, red scoop, white driver figure, pale amber 
windscreen, "18 Chesterfield" labels, (5) K52 Datsun 240Z - yellow, red interior, clear windows, 5-spoke wheels, "52 Datsun" 
labels (nearside label is faded), (6) K62 Emergency Doctor (Citroen SM) - white body, lemon yellow interior, pale amber 
windows and roof light, red base, 4-spoke wheels, "Emergency Doctor" red cross labels, (7) K52 Hot Fire Engine - red, chrome 
engine and parts, yellow ladder, black fire crew with gold helmets - Excellent to Near Mint (glue showing through labels on 
some models) in Fair to Excellent boxes. (7) 

 £60 - £80 

6401. Matchbox Super Kings a mixed group including Construction models to include K23 Low Loader - Scammell Tractor 
Unit - metallic blue/silver with metallic gold Low Loader with K23 Bulldozer load in red/yellow (tape repairs to box), K18 Ford 
LTS Articulated Tipper - metallic red cab, silver chassis with yellow tipper back, K13 Aircraft Transporter - red with white 
Aircraft, K12 Hercules Mobile Crane - yellow, amber windows, "Laing" labels, K12 Scammell Mobile Crane - orange with "Laing" 
labels, K5 Muir-Hill Tractor and Trailer - yellow, red hubs and Trailer chassis, K3 Mod Tractor and Trailer - metallic blue, K1 
Hydraulic Excavator - red with silver excavator arm "O&K" labels and K8 Caterpillar Traxcavator - yellow with orange shovel 
and hydraulic arms - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good window boxes. (9) 

 £70 - £90 

6402. Matchbox Super Kings a group of K16 Ford LTS Articulated Tankers (1) "Texaco" - metallic red cab, green windows, 
silver chassis, red tanker base, white plastic tank with chrome walkway, (2) "Aral" - blue, green windows (slight discolour to 
plastics), (3) "Shell" - white cab, green windows, yellow chassis and tanker base, (4) "Total" - white cab, green windows, red 
chassis and base, (5) Military Tanker - military green cab, chassis and trailer base, darker green tank body, black walkway, 
"Army Flammable CD 34-94M" labels - generally Excellent to Excellent Plus - some discolour to labels in Fair to Good boxes. 
(5) 

 £50 - £70 

6403. Matchbox Super Kings pair of Export models (1) K65 Plymouth Emergency Rescue - green body, white base, white 
interior and plastic canopy, pale amber windows, "Bergrettungswacht Ruf 083" labels complete with 2 x figures, (2) K75 Airport 
Fire Tender - yellow body, red base, white interior and canopy, amber windows, "Flughafen-Feuerwahr Rettungsfahrzeug NR.7" 
labels complete with 2 x crew members - generally Near Mint in Good to Good Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

6404. Matchbox Super Kings (1) K2 Car Recovery Vehicle - lime green Car Transporter, white interior, pale amber windows, 
red plastic ramps with K37 Sand Cat load - gloss red, lime green base, black interior and pale grey hood (some light stains), (2) 
K4 Big Tipper - metallic magenta cab and chassis, silver base, yellow interior, pale amber windows, chrome parts (some small 
loss of chrome to engine scoop), yellow tipper back, Maltese Cross wheels, (3) K6 Motorcycle Transporter, (4) K6/11 Pick-up 
Truck - metallic blue, yellow interior and rear ramp, pale amber windows and canopy, "Team Honda" labels with 18b Hondarora 
Motorcycle - orange body, black forks and seat and chrome engine, (4) K7 Racing Car Transporter - yellow, silver base, black 
interior, pale amber windows and canopy, red rear ramp, Maltese Cross wheels with 34a Formula 1 Racing Car - yellow "racing 
number 16" label, (5) K17 Scammell Crusader Container Truck - metallic red cab, silver chassis, yellow interior, clear windows, 
red trailer with 2 x yellow container loads with black roof and doors, "Gentransco" labels, (6) Speed Kings Drag-Pack K28 
Mercury Commuter Dragster and Trailer comprising K25 Mercury Commuter - lime green body, red interior, clear windows, bare 
metal base and spiro wheels - yellow trailer with K21 Cougar Dragster - metallic magenta, white interior, "Dynamite" 
labels - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good window boxes. 

 £50 - £70 
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6405. Matchbox Battle Kings a group to include K112 DAF Ambulance - military green, tan canopies with red cross decals, 
K118 Kaman Sea Sprite Helicopter - military green, tan missile, black parts and figures, K117 SP Hawk Missile 
Launcher - military green/grey camouflage, K111 Missile Launcher - bright metallic green with gold metallic base, K107 15mm 
S.P Howitzer, K104 King Tiger - metallic silver with German Army decals, K102 M48-A2 Tank and 2 x Adventure 2000 K2002 
Flight Hunter and K2003 Crusader - Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes - some packs missing figures, others have 
heavy tape repairs to box windows. (9) 

 £50 - £70 

6406. Matchbox Battle Kings and Adventure 2000 (1) K106 Tank Transporter - metallic green cab and loadbed, chrome 
interior, amber windows, red coupling and rear ramps with K102 M48 A2 Tank load - gloss green/black camouflage finish with 
original tracks (some loss to chrome on cab), (2) K110 Recovery Vehicle - metallic green body, yellow interior, amber windows, 
metallic brown-gold boom, red plastic hooks, "66 Repair" labels, (3) Adventure 2000 K2003 Crusader - avocado green, white 
interior, light amber windows, black tracks with 3 x figures (split to box window) - Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good 
boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

6407. Matchbox Super Kings (1) K29 Ford Delivery Van - red cab, white chassis, red plastic back, "Avis Truck Rental" labels 
with driver/workman figure, (2) similar but "Mr Softee" - white cab and chassis, green plastic back (glue showing through labels 
a little), (3) K28 Bedford Skip Truck - orange cab and lifting arms, orange plastic back and skips "Hales" with workman figure, 
(4) K26 Bedford Ready-Mix Concrete Truck - yellow, grey barrel with black stripes, "Sir Alfred McAlpine & Sons Ltd" labels, (5) 
similar but with red barrel stripes - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in generally Good window boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

6408. Matchbox Super Kings a large collection of K15 Daimler Fleetline Londoner Bus to include "Nestle Milky Bar" - red 
lower body, white upper body, yellow interior, another similar but with red upper body "Visit the London Dungeon" - silver with 
blue interior, "Butterkist" - brown lower body, yellow upper, "Telegraph & Argus" - blue lower and cream upper, "Macleans 
Toothpaste" - white lower deck, blue upper, 2 x "Harrods" in branded green window boxes, plus others - Excellent Plus to Mint 
in Good to Excellent boxes. (23) 

 £60 - £80 

6409. Matchbox Super Kings K15 Daimler Fleetline The Londoner Bus - Code 2 issue "Cada Toys" - metallic silver body, blue 
interior with Cada Toys labels - limited edition 600 pieces - Near Mint in a Good window box. 

 £30 - £40 

6410. Matchbox Super Kings K81 Suzuki Motorcycle "Barry Sheen" - white/red Motorcycle, chrome wheels, engine and 
exhaust, racing number 7, "Heron Suzuki" labels, also with an unused label sheet - generally Mint in a Good window box. 

 £30 - £40 

6411. Matchbox Super Kings (1) K67 Dodge Monaco Fire Chief - red body, yellow interior, blue roof lights, 5-arch wheels with 
Fireman figure, (2) K79 Plymouth "GF" Taxi - yellow body, red interior, chrome parts and wheel hubs - unusual model fitted with 
"3RA391" door labels (normally found on 18a Field Car - does have a few tiny rubs to roof and cast edges) - Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint in generally Good window boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

6412. Matchbox Super Kings (1) K30 Unimog and Compressor - tan body, amber windows, black chassis and trailer base 
with red "MJ" plastic canopies, also includes workman figure and unused label sheet, (2) K34 Pallet Truck - white body with 
blue base, cab roof and front panel, brown pallets with grey plastic containers and vinyl cover with 15b Lancing Bagnall Forklift 
Truck, (3) K91 Motorcycle Racing Set - Plymouth Gran Fury - metallic silver, red interior with red double Motorcycle Trailer with 
2 x Honda 350 Four - both white body, red fairing and seat with racing number 4, (4) K80 Dodge Custom Van - blue, ivory 
interior, chrome parts and hubs, "It's Only Rock 'n Roll" labels, (5) K70 Porsche Turbo - metallic green, black interior, 5-spoke 
wheels and "Turbo" door labels - Excellent to Mint in Good to Good Plus window boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £70 
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6413. Matchbox Super Kings a group to include K88 Money Box Security Truck, K82 BMW Motorcycle, K42 Traxcavator 
Road Ripper, K33 Cargo Hauler - yellow Scammell Truck with silver-grey chassis and plastic container load with vinyl covering, 
K27 Power Boat and Transporter "Miss Embassy" - red/white, K24 Scammell Container Truck - metallic red, "Gentransco", K19 
Security Truck "Group 4" with gold ingot load and workman figure, K9 Fire Tender "Denver Fire Dept" and 2 x K15 Daimler 
Fleetline Londoner Bus - Good Plus to Mint in Fair to Good window boxes. (10) 

 £60 - £80 

6414. Matchbox Super Kings a large group to include K31 Peterbilt Refrigeration Truck "Christian Salverson", K3 "Kellogg's 
Grain Transporter, K39 Snorkel Fire Engine with 3 x Firefighter figures, K32 Farm Unimog with Trailer and figures (box is 
heavily tape repaired), K10 Car Transporter - red/silver, "Auto Transport", K38 Dodge Ambulance with figures, K20 Peterbilt 
Wreck Truck, K11 Dodge Delivery Truck - yellow, "Michelin" with figure, plus many others - Good to Near Mint in Poor to Good 
boxes. (13) 

 £60 - £80 

6415. Matchbox Super Kings (1) K135 Mercedes Benz Garage Transporter - yellow/red "Shell", (2) K112 Fire Spotter 
Plane/Transporter, (3) K124 Mercedes Benz Refrigeration Truck "7UP" - white with cream trailer, (4) K120 Leyland Car 
Transporter - white with black chassis and "Carrier" labels, (5) K129 Mercedes Benz Power Launch Transporter - two-tone blue 
cab unit "Kruger", grey flatbed with brown/cream Boat, (6) K92 Helicopter Transporter - yellow cab unit, green chassis and 
trailer - white/green Helicopter with "Heli-Hire International" labels - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Good Plus window boxes. 
(6) 

 £60 - £80 

6416. Matchbox "Thunderbirds" Thunderbird 2 Electronic Playset with Pilot Commands and Rocket Sounds - appears unused 
in original inner packaging - outer card box is generally Good with some light stains and creases, also with "The Mole" on blister 
card. 

 £20 - £30 

6417. Matchbox Superfast (1) 50-3899-4 "Canadian Tire Corporation" 75 Years Anniversary 1922-1997 6-model Gift Set, (2) 
92026 "F.A.O. Schwarz" 5th Avenue Exclusive 10-pack UK Collection, (3) 9027 similar but German collection, (4) "Australia 
Post" Collectors Series 6-model set, (5) "Star Car Collection" 3-model set includes 56 Ford Pick-up "Happy Days", (6) Mattel 
Wheels "Coca Cola Brand" 5-pack Gift Set - generally Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £60 

6418. A large quantity of printed Ephemera mostly Matchbox related including "The Yesteryear Book 1956-1993" - softback 
reference book, Mike and The Model Makers - M. Sasek (faded on spine), various MICA volumes including some in leather 
effect binders, also American International Matchbox Collector and Exchange Club magazines (AIM), various Matchbox USA 
leaflets and letters, large quantity of Matchbox Collectables advertising leaflets, some reproduction catalogues etc - Fair to 
Excellent. (large qty) 

 £30 - £50 

6419. Matchbox Superfast North American Catalogue from 1971 - 19 pages includes the full range of Matchbox 
toys - generally Excellent but one page is torn. 

 £20 - £30 

6420. A large group of Matchbox Catalogues including some early issues - including 1969 2nd Edition, 1967 USA Edition 
catalogue, various other 1970's and 1980's catalogues - condition varies many are Mint but a few have writing and the odd 
catalogue with missing outer cover. (50) 

 £30 - £40 

6421. Matchbox a group of Collectors Catalogues to include 2 x 1969 USA Edition, 2 x 1970 International Edition, 4 x 
1982/83 - US Editions, plus others - all generally in Excellent condition complete and appear unmarked. (21) 

 £20 - £30 
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6422. Matchbox a mixed range of Reference Books to include Matchbox Toys by Bruce and Diane Stoneback, Matchbox the 
Official 50th Anniversary Commemorative Edition, Collecting Matchbox Regular Wheels 1953-1969 by Charlie Mack, Collecting 
Matchbox Diecast Toys the First 40 Years, also by Charlie Mack Matchbox Toys the Tyco Years 1993-1994, another similar 
softback book - Matchbox Toys and Mike and The Model Makers - M. Sasek colour illustrated book, 1st Edition January 
1970 - Good Plus to Excellent. (7) 

 £40 - £50 

6423. Matchbox Regular Wheels 1/75 Series 1953-1969 Collectors Catalogue - softback book by Michael J Stannard - this is 
the detailed bible of Regular Wheel models which included all the then known manufacturing variations - condition is generally 
Excellent without pen marks - covers have a few light marks. 

 £60 - £80 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE

The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25     %).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE. Purchasers will be charged a total
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable
which will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.
If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods
can only be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been
made. We reserve the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most
major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as
possible, allowing for other bids. 
Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be
decided by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification
relates to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of
any item. It must be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be
regarded as opinion only, and cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such
faults does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free
of faults. Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in
the event that an item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this
is proven to the Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days
of the sale in the condition it was sold.

4 TELEPHONE BIDDING
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for
telephone bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any
missed calls due to human or technical errors.

4 BANK TRANSFER
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: 
Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 3EX.

Account Name: Vectis Auctions Limited 

Sort Code: 40-51-62

Account: 42076703 

IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703

Swift Code: HANDGB22



CONDITIONS OF SALE: CONTINUED

4 ESTIMATES
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity,
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

4 RESERVES
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a
reserve on a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the
placed reserve. The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed with
Vectis Auctions beforehand. This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

4 LATE WITHDRAWALS
(A) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top
and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(B) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the mid
point between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

4 PAYMENT OF PROCEEDS OF AUCTION
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the
right to withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment. If the buyer fails to make payment within the
calendar month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable
in respect of the amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each Lot.
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each Lot might realise.

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.

BACK ISSUES OF CATALOGUES

We have a good selection of back catalogues going back many years. 
Each catalogue costs £3.50.

To order your copies or for further information 
please contact the Vectis office.

Vectis Auctions, Fleck Way, Thornaby, Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 9JZ.
Telephone: 0044 (0)1642 750616 - Fax: 0044 (0)1642 769478.

e-mail: admin@vectis.co.uk 
website: www.vectis.co.uk



Participate in live internet bidding
or view the auction live via

www.vectis.co.uk
and www.invaluable.com

To enable this system to operate successfully, the following bidding
increments will apply:

Images of all Lots can be viewed at 

WWW.VECTIS.CO.UK

Any postal, fax, internet or bids that have been telephoned in for
this sale that contain odd figures will be rounded up to the nearest
bid increment.

For example a bid for £56 will be rounded up to £60 or a bid for
£222 will be rounded up to £240.

If you have any queries regarding the above or would like some
further information about participating in this auction, please
contact us on 01642 750616.

£5 - £50............................................................£5
£50 - £200......................................................£10
£200 - £700....................................................£20
£700 - £1,000.................................................£50
£1,000 - £3,000............................................£100
£3,000 - £7,000............................................£200
£7,000 - £10,000..........................................£500
£10,000 onwards.....................................£1,000
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